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Urges Contributions to
Clothing Collection
NEWARK A request that the voices of the cold,
the sick, and the poor el the world be heard and answOW
with charity has been issued, by Archbishop Boland. In
a letter to be read ait all Masses in the Archdiocese Nov. 22,
the Archbishop urges each individual to make some con-
contribution of clothing, ihoc* or
bedding to the Catholic Biihopi'
Clothing Collection to be held
during the week Nov. 22-29.
I The Archbishop designated
etch parish ai a.receiving sta-
hen tor the used-but-usabU cloth-
ing and bedding, and named
archdiocesan and regional direc-
tors tor the 1959 drive.
Clothing received through the
drive conducted annually
throughout the U.S. is distributed
to the needy of Europe, Asia, Af-
rica and South America by Cath-
olic Relief Services-NCWC. The
1958 drive resulted in the distri-
bution of 13.1 million pounds of
clothing worth $l7 million.
THE ARCHBISHOP noted that
last year’s collection in the Arch-
diocese brought in over 442,000
pounds of clothing, and com-
mended the people for their "re-
markable demonstration of
Christ-like charity.”
Chairman of the drive in the
Archdiocese is Msgr. Joseph A.
Costello, Vico Chancellor, with
Msgr. Thomas J. Gillhooly, Msgr.
John J. Kiley and Rev. Robert
P. Egan, assistants.
Regional directors are:
Bergen County: Rev. Joseph H.
Murphy. Rev. William J. Duffy,
Rev. Francis A. Fox and Rev.
Thomas F. Duffy.
Essex County: Rev. Philip T.
McCabe, Rev. Patrick J. Ma
loney, Rev. F. C. Mahoney, Rev.
Eguene R. Gallagher and Rev.
Francis P. Czeshowskl.
Hudson County: Msgr. Anthony
A. Tralka. Msgr. Leroy E. Mc-
Williams, Msgr. Walter P. Artloll
and Rev. Clement N. Weltekamp.
Union County; Rev. William B.
Donnelly, Rev. Thomas F. Pad-
ian, Rev. Charles F. Buttner and
Rev. Michael G. Kemezis.
TEXT OF Archbishop Boland's
letter follows:
"The Catholic Bishops’ Thanks-
giving Clothing Collection begins
today and will continue until next
Sunday (Nov. 22 to Nov. 29).
"In recent years, the faithful of
the Archdiocese have given a re-
markable demonstration of
Christ-like charity by their re-
sponse-to this appeal. Last year’s
archdiocesan collection totaled
over 442,000 pounds. The clothes,
shoes and bedding contributed by
our people were dispatched and
distributed by Catholic Relief
Servlces-NCWC to needy men,
women and children overseas.
"The voices of the cold, the
sick and the impoverished are
heard again. Millions of destitute
families urgently appeal for bed-
ding and warm clothing. Home-
less victims of famine and refu-
gees from oppression ask our
help and relief in their wretched-
ness.
"Mindful of the continuing
needs of these unfortunate souls
and the enduring charity of our
good people, we designate each
parish of the Archdiocese ss a
receiving center for this clothing
collection during the week of
Nov. 22 to Nov. 2i. We urge each
individual in the Archdiocese to
contribute some article of usable
clothing, shoes or bedding."
WRETCHED RAGS clothe this little mountain boy of Tibet. He, and others like
him in Asia, Africa, Europe and South America, will be helped by the Thanks-
giving Clothing Collection to be sponsored by the U.S. Bishops in Churches of the
nation Nov. 22-29.
Msgr. Haitinger
Dies at Age of 87
ELIZABETH After a fruitful life of 63 years in
the priesthood, Msgr. Emery A. Haitinger, pastor of St.
Joseph’s Church here, died Nov. 13 in Alexian Brothers
Hospital. He would have been 87 on Nov. 20.
He had been ailing for some time and was hospitalized
for the past 14 month*. He had
not been able to say Mass for
two year*.
Archbishop Boland presided at
the Solemn Requiem Mass Nov.
17 and gav« the final absolution.
Celebrant was Msgr. Andrew J.
Romanak, pastor of Assumption
of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Pas-
saic. Deacon and subdeacon were
Msgr. Andrew V. Stefan, Vice-
Chancellor of Paterson and pas-
tor of SS. Cyril and Methodius,
Boonton, and Msgr. John D. Fur-
n.an, pastor of St. Mary's, Den-
ville.
The eulogy wss preached by
Msgr. Emil Suchon, pastor of
Kucrcd Heart, Rockaway. Ail
these priests had association with
Msgr. Haitinger during the 24
years he was pastor of Assump-
tion of the Blessed Mary prior
to coming to Elizabeth.
MSGR. HAITINGER was an ac
complished linguist, fluent in Hun-
garian, Polish, Slovak, Italian
and German as well as English.
He was much sought after as a
confessor and it was not an un-
usual occurrence, particularly in
his earlier years, for him to hear
as many as 500 confessions in one
er more of these languages in a
single day.
He was born in Austria-
Hungary, took bis secondary and
college education there and also
most of his theology, lie came
to this country at the age of 22
and, while waiting to achieve the
canonical age for ordination,
studied further at St. Bonaven-
ture University, N. Y. He was
ordained on May 6, 1896, in
Scranton, Pa.
For two years after his or-
dination, Msgr. Haitinger served
the coal miners in Pennsylvania,
making his rounds to scattered
towns by horseback, rail and
wagon.
COMING TO the then Diocese
of Newark in UM Msgr. Haitin-
ger was appointed pastor of As-
sumption of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, Passaic, where be was to
serve for the next >4 years. Dur-
ing this period he was responsible
for construction af a rectory,
school and church. The latter has
been cited by architects as an
outstanding example o( French
Gothic design.
It was while pastor in Passaic
that Msgr. Haitlnger assisted in
the establishment of St. Joseph's
here. Masses were first celebrat-
ed in the basement of St.
Patrick’s Church. Also during his
service in Passaic, he attended
to the spiritual needs of the min
era in Hibernia and Franklin Fur
!nace, and the Slovak people in
I Mahwah, Rockaway, Boonton and
iDover.
MSG*. HAITINGER had been
named pastor of St. Joseph’s 37
years ago. On Apr. 10, 1946, his
golden jubilee year, having been
named a domestic prelate, he
was invested in this dignity by
the late Archbishop Walsh, who
had been a classmate at St. Bon-
aventure's. Four years ago, he
aided the establishment of Holy
Family Mission, Tremley Point,
Linden.
In his youth in Austria-Hungary
he originally planned to study
medicine. It was a natural in
clination since there were three
doctors and four nurses in his
family. He decided, however, that
medicine was well represented
and also that there was a definite
need for young priests to guide
the thousands of people emigrat-
ing to the United States from
central Europe and thus his vo-
cation was crystallised.
Msgr. Haitinger
New Cardinals Receive
Their Red Hats Dec. 17
VATICAN CITY Pope John XXIII’* decision to name eight new Cardinals
including two Americans was seek here at having been dictated by the needs of the
forthcoming ecumenical council.
A Vatican spokesman said this is demonstrated by the fact that all but one of the
new Cardinals will serve in the Roman Curia. The kme exception is Archbishop Albert
G. Meyer of Chicago, 56.
The other American named is Archbishop Aloisius J. Muench of Fargo, N.t>., .70
who has served as Apostolic Nuncio to Germany since 1951. Ordinarily Papal
mats who receive the red hat are recalled to Rome to serve in the curia, central
administrativebody for the Church.
Of the six other Cardinal!
named, three are noo-Italiana.
Like Archbishop Meunch, two
are currently serving in the dip-
lomatic corps. Four are already
officers in the Roman Curia.
THE OTHER Cardinals named
are:
Archbishop Gustavo Testa, 73,
Papal Nuncio to Switzerland
since 1933.
Archbishop Paola Marella, 64,
Apostolic Nuncio to Paris since
1953, and a former staff member
of the Apostolic Delegation in
Waahington.
Migr. William Theodore Heard
OF Edinburgh, Scotland, 75, dean
of tha Sacred Roman Rota.
Msgr. Francesco Morano, 87.
secretary of the Supreme Tribun-
al of the Apostolic Signature.
Rev. Arcadio Laranona,
C.M.F., 72, aecretary of the Sac-
red Congregation of Religious.
Rev. Agostino Bea, S.J., of
Riedbohringen, Germany, 78,
Biblical scholar who was person-
al confessor to Pope Pius XII.
(Biographies of all the Cardi-
nals will be found on Page 5.)-
THE POPE’B announcement
specified only that the secret
consistory at which the Cardinals
will be named will take place on
Dec. 14. The second consistory—-
the aeml-publlc one, at which the
new Cardinals present them-
selvea to the Pope, and at which
they receive their red birettas—-
will take place two days later.
The last of the three consistories,
the public consistory, will come
Dec. 17 at which time the Car-
dinals will receive their red hats.
The new Cardinals were named
exactly one year after Pope John
had broken precedent by raising
membership in the Sacred Col-
lege of Cardinals to 75 from its
normal complement of 70.
Four Cardinals have died
tlnce then so that membenhlp
in the college win stand at 79
when the eight new Cardinals
are received.
Msgr. Heard becomes the first
Scottish-born priest to be named
to the Sacred College. Father
Bea will be the only member of
the Society of Jesus in the group.
THE SACRED College now
consists of 31 Italians and 48 of
other nationalities. American
membership is at an all-time
high with six now bearing the ti-
tle Prince of the Church. Only
Italy and France, the latter with
seven, have a higher representa-
tion.
If called to Rome as expect-
ed, Archbishop Muench will be
the only American serving in
the curia. He would Join seven
other non-Italian Cardinals to
bring their number in the curia
to eight, an unprecedented
number in modern times.
The elevation of Msgr. Heard
means that an American be-
comes dean of the Sacred Roman
Rota for the first time. He Is
Msgr. Francis J. Brennan, 65,
of the Philadelphia Archdiocese,
who on his appointment in 1940
as judge of the Rota—the Church
court of appeal best known for its
decision in matrimonial cases—-
was the first American to sit on
the court.
Archbishop Muench received
word of his appointment in Bonn,
Germany, where he said the
Pope, “by honoring me
. . .
hon-
ors the steadfast faith and loy-
alty to the Holy See which is so
characteristic of the Catholics of
Germany.”
He pointed out that, although
he had come to Germany “on the
backs of the occupation armies,”
so to apeak, he had never enjoy-
ed anything but the good-will and
cooperation of the German peo-
ple.
ARCHBISHOP MEYER was
attending the annual meeting of
American Bishops in Washington
when he received word of his
appointment. He said the ap-
pointment recognises the seal of
Chicago Catholics rather than his
own merits. It is they, he said,
“who ought to be congratulated
more than I as a person."
Asked if the raising of six
Americans as Princes of the
Church reflects an increasing ap-
preciation at the VaUcan of the
work of Catholics in this coun-
try, he replied:
'
“I can only refer you to the
recent address of His Holiness,
Pope John XXIII, his very first
in the English language, at the
centenary of the North Ameri-
can College in Rome when be
rpoke of his deep appreciation
of the growth of the Church
In America.”
In Washington also, two other
American Cardinals, Cardinal
Spellman of New York and Car-
dinal Mclntyre of Los Angeles,
revealed they would bo unable
to attend the Dec. 14 consistory.
Cardinal Spellman explained
that he had just returned from
an ad limina visit to the Pope
and will be preparing for his an-
nual Christmas visit with Ameri-
can troops overseas at the time
of the consistory.
Cardinal Mclntyre will make
his ad limina visit shortly and
is due to return to Los Angeles
on Dec. 3. Both he and Cardinal
Spellman warmly congratulated
Archbishop Meyer on his appoint-
ment.
Archbishop Muench Archbishop Meyer
NCWC Report Spotlights
Litigation Affecting Church
WASHINGTON During the past year the Church
was involved in or affected by litigation touching on a
wide variety of subjects bearing on church-state relation-
ships.
Among the problems which found their way into the
courts were Jioae involving
school ius transportation, hospi-
tals operated by religious, free
textbooks, released-Ume pro-
grams, prayer in public schools,
urban renewal projects, Christ-
mas displays, Bible reading in
schools, restrictive toning ordi-
nances and Sunday observance
laws.
Tho report on. the various legal
problems facing the Church was
given to the Bishops of the U.S.
at their annual meeting here by
the Legal Department of the Na-
tional Catholic Welfare Confer-
ence.
It was one of a series of re-
porta submitted to the , Bishops
by various NCWC departments,
agencies and bureaus.
Itt
.
LEGAL . report also
touched on federal legislation in
such fields as educaUon, taxa-
tion, obscenity and immigration.
It was noted that proposals intro-
duced in Congress to aid educa-
Uon were unprecedented in that
they provided for a permanent
program, a type of aid opposed
by the Church.
Legislation enacted included
laws clarifying the extension of
ezclse tax exemptions to non-
profit schools and extending for
a year the program under
which alien children may eater
the U.B. for adoption. Another
measure was also enacted lib-
eralizing provisions nader
which dose relatives of persons
already in this country may en-
ter.
Bills exempting clergymen
from compulsory court testimony
regarding matters discussed by
penitents and tightening laws
dealing with obscenity were in-
troduced but not acted upon.
THE NCWC PRESS Depart-
ment report showed that four new
diocesan papers were established
during the year and that the com-
bined circulation of Catholic pa-
pers and magazines jumped to
24,273,972.
A 12-polnt program with em-
phasis on organising marriage
counseling coarse* in diocesan
seminaries was anaeoneod far.
this year by the NCWC Family.
Life Bnrean.
Seventy-six dioceses have affil-
iated with the National Council
of Catholic Youth, the NCWC
Youth Department reported. It
also noted a four-year jump of 80
to 190 in the full-time chaplain
force assigned to non-Catholle
colleges.
THE NATIONAL Council of
Catholic Men reported 92 dioce-
san affiliations and outlined the
scope of its radio-television pro-
gram which won numerous
awards this year, particularly for
its "Rome Eternal” TV series.
Some 11. SOS organizations are
now united under the National
Council of Catholic Women, that
group reported, with four new
diocesan councils organised this
year. The council now ahns at
the establishment of diocesan
units in the Byzantine and
Greek Rite dioceses.
Tho National Catholic Commu-
nity Service, a USO member,
•gcocy, reported that 8,500 vol-
unteer workers a month donated
some 870,000 hours of service at
clubs for American service per-
sonnel. Its program of assistance
also extended to 171 VA hospi-
tals and included the distribuUon
of 300,000 religious publicaUons
and pamphlets.
The Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine revealed that its trans-
laUon of the Old and New Testa-
menta has progressed through the
PropheUc Books in the Old Testa-
ment and two Gospels and six
Epistles in the New Testament.
These sections arc now being
readied for publication. The CCD
reported that since 1948 it has
spent $50,000, Including $7,000 this
year, to introduce the Confrater-
nity program in Latin American
countries.
THE NATIONAL Office for De-
cent Literature reported that the
comic book industry has through
self-regulation eliminated offen-
sive publications and that now
the “men's magazines" make up
more than 90% of the magazines
listed as objectionable.
A serious shortage of chap-
lstes was reported by the Mili-
tary Ordinariat, which caret
for an estimated 1.8 million
Catholic servicemen and their
dependents In 4* countries.
Where 378 Catholic cbaplalna
.are authorised for the Army,
there actually are only 3M. Tho
Navy iz shy 21 Catholic chap-
lains and the Air Force 28
chaplains.
Military personnel, tho report
said, donated $234,169 to support
schools, hospitals, orphanages
and other Institutions during the
year and gave $77,480 to the mis-
sions.
The American Board of Catho-
lic Missions reported anew high
in annual receipts of $2,871,176
and disbursements of $2,768,629.
TIIE . NCWC Administrative
Board’s own activities included
formation of a special committee
to cooperate with the Latin Amer-
ican Bishops, work on the eight-
story addition to the NCWC
building here, and appointment
of a Bishop to work with the
NCWC Office for UN Affairs.
Other reports were given by
the Social Action Department, the
Office for UN Affairs, the Bureau
of Health and Hospitals, the De-
partment of Education, tho Na-
tional Council of Catholic Nurses,
the Publications Office, the Bu-
reau of Information, the Catholic
Committee for Refugees and the
Apostleship of the Sea.
Eastern Rite Post
Given Ex-Delegate
VATICAN CITY (RNS) Cardinal Amleto Giovanni
Cicognani, who served for 25 years as Apostolic Delegate
to the U. S., has been named secretary of the Sacred Con-
gregation for the Oriental Church by Pope John.
He will replace 75-year-old French-born Cardinal
Eugene Tisserant, dean of the
Sacred College of Cardinals, who
relinquished the post to concen-
trate* on the work of preparing
for the Ecumenical Council.
Created by Pope Plus IX in
1862, the Congregation for the
Oriental Church exercises over
the dioceses, Bishops, and clergy
and faithful of the Oriental, or
Eastern Rites, the same author-
ity which the Conslstorial Con-
gregation and the Congregations
of the Council, Religious and
Seminaries have over the dio-
ceses and faithful of the Latin
Rite. In addition, it has exclu-
sive jurisdiction over various na-
tional territories.
THE RESIGNATION of Cardi-
nal Tisserant is regarded by
some observers here as indicat-
ing that the Pope may deaignate
s special representative to pre-
side over the Ecumenical Coun-
cil, with the Pontiff occupying
the chair only at the most im-
portant sessions.
Once described by (be UU
Pope Mas XII ss “in exem-
plary priest, a •avast among
tbe elite/’ Cardinal TUseraat
baa derated bis entire life te
the study ef Orleatallam since
he obtained Us first decrees at
Nancy, where be was hem
Mae. M, UM.
A linguist and world-traveler,
be was made a Cardinal In lfM,
and became secretary tor tbe
Oriental Church la 1040.
Cardinal Cicognani, who was
elevated to the Sacred College
in December, 1858, is a brother
of Cardinal Gaetano Cicognani,
Prefect of the Sacred Congrega-
tion of Rites.
He was born at Brisigfaetla,
Ravenna. Italy, Feb. 24. 1883, and
had served in various Vatican
posts when he was named Apos-
tolic Delegate to the United
States in 1833.
Early Copy
Because of Thanks giving hol-
iday, the Issue of The Advocate
for Nov. 20 win go te press one
day early. Wherever possible,
all local news copy should be
In The Advocate office no Ut-
ter than 4 p.m , Friday, Nov.
20.
‘Valley Fair’ Opens
Sunday; Breaks Word
Readers of Tbe Advocate la tbe Hillsdale area were
shocked when the Valley Fair Discount Center there opened
last Saaday. No less shocked was The Advocate, which had
accepted a fell page ad from Valley Fair on tbe word of
tbe firm’s officers, Philip aad Anthony Gangexsa, that It
would be closed Saadays.
ha a statement last week the Gaagexzas declared: “We
feel that tbe wishes of the people should he honored immedi-
ately aad la the complete spirit with which the referendum
was preseated.” The two Valley Fair officers also compared
their action with that ef highway stores planning legal action
aad taking ether steps te remain open on Saadays. Then they
added: “Valley Fair feels It will be best te benor the.
wishes ef the voters.*'
The Valley Fair spaa lag an Saaday reflects hew well
rlrlrsaiata
** ** ***** CMforau *** ** officers’ written
The Advocate will accept ae farther advertising tram
Valley Fair Ptscsaat Canter.
Cardinal Tardini
In New Post
VATICAN CITY (RNS) - Car-
dinal Tardini, Vatican Secretary
of State, has been named by
Pope John XXIII to serve also as
Archpriest of St. Peter’s Basilica.
Cardinal Tardini takes over the
post formerly held by Cardiaal
Tedeschlnl, who died Nor. 2.
At the same time, the Pope ap-
pointed Cardinal Confalonleri as
Archpriest of the Patriarchal Ba-
silica of St. Mary Major, the
world’s leading Marian shrine.
Shrine Colorcast
Msgr. John J. Dougherty, re-
cently appointed president of
Seton Hall University, will be
host on a special colorcast
Nov. 22 on NBC-TV (4). 1-1:JO
p.m. Entitled "Behold th*
Handmaid," the program is
presented in conjunction with
the dedication of the National
Shrine of the Immaculate Con-
ception.
A special collection for the
support of the National Shrine
will be taken In churches of
the Archdiocese Nor. 22.
SKY OVER WASHINGTON: The 329-foot Knights
Tower and the 239-foot blue tiled dome ere distinc-
tive features of the National Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception to be dedicated Nov. 20 u the monument
to Mery built by the Catholics of the U.S. in the na-
tion’s capitol.
Places in the News
Cere monies an Noe. 22 will
coauaemonte the 22Kfa anniver-
sary at the founding of Mary-
lowd aa the first homo of reli-
gious liberty.
A Protestant pnfalUdng boose
has asked peraiarioa to inter-
vane as a -Weed of the coart”
on behalf of SL Louis University
in a suit which seeks to block
the school** participation in n
SL Louis redevelopment project
The weekly newspaper of the
«« CRy-SL Joseph Diocese,
a member of the Register chain
since IM, will become the Cath-
ode Reporter and bo published
ootaide the chain starting Dec. 4.
The Lithuanian daily newspa-
per, Friend, publiahed in Chicago
by tha Marian Fathers. Is ob-
serving its 50th anniversary.
The Latin American Bishops’
Council met in Colombia Nov. 8-
15 to discuss the recent Washing-
ton conference on needs of the
Church in Latin America.
Mariat Brothers in Pern are
marking tha 50th anniversary of
their arrival.
A diocesan-wide Catholic cen-
sus will be the first major proj-
ect undertaken in Richmond by
tha- newly organised Diocesan
Council of Catholic Men.
The Bishops of Korea have ex-
pressed their thanks'for assist-
ance given the needy by Catho-
lic Relief Services-NCWO.
A $75,000 grant has ‘been
■warded to Notre Dame Univer-
sity by the Rockefeller Founda-
tion for a five-year research pro-
gram on diplomacy.
DeclaresHerriot
Dieda Catholic
LYONS. VhuM Cardinal
Garliar of Lyons has refitted
claims mads by two friends of
Edouard Harriot, three times
Premier of France, that Harriot
«as not reconciled with the
Ctarch on Us deathbed.
Jean Rostand, noted biologist
and Jules Remains, an author,
the claims in talks be-
fore the French Academy as Ros-
tand was inducted as a member
of the academy to succeed Her-
riot. The academy is an assem-
bly of men who have won recog-
nition for outstanding work in
rarious Odds.
Both Rostand and Rom aim
noted that Harriot had been a
secularist and an agnostic all his
Uf* and belittled as “propagan-
da” stories about his reconcilia-
tion.
Cardinal Gerlier, who was at
Herriot’s bedside when he died,
called the Rostand and Romains
opinions “inadmissible,” and
“obvious and deplorable altera-
lons of the truth.” The Cardinal
said Herriot was lucid and defi-
nite during the interviews and
that “qualified witnesses” were
available to confirm that fact.
Mass for Cardinals
VATICAN CITY (NC) - A
Solemn Hass for the four Car-
dinals who have died during the
year will be celebrated Nov. 28.
Pope John XXIII will give the
absolution at the end of the
Hass.
ANNUAL CONGRESS: Bishop McNulty convoked and presided at the annua] con-
gress of the Third Order of St. Francis, United Fraternities of the Diocese of
Paterson, held Nov. 15 at St. John’s Cathedral. Principals shown with him are
from left, Rev. Sylvester Catallo, O.F.M., Cap., Very Rev. Edmund Szymkiewicz'
O.F.M., Conv., provincial secretary, who addressed the group. Rev Josephat Piasta
O.F.M., Conv., Rev. Adolph Banach, O.F.M., Conv. and Rev. Simon Quigg, O.F.M.
Lauds UN Food Organization
Pope Asks Unity Prayers,
Greater Respect for Aged
VATICAN CITY A UN proj-
ect, respect for the aged and the
observance of the annual Chair
of Unity Octave were among sub-
jects which Pope John XXIII dis-
cussed this week.
• At an audience to 500 per-
sons participating in the 10th
general conference of the UN
Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion, the Holy Father praised the
FAO program as a valuable con-
tribution to international peace.
• Speaking at a general audi-
ence, the Pontiff—who will be 78
this month—urged greater re-
spect for the aged while remark-
ing that the “aged are always
useful.”
• In a letter to Very Rev.
An gelus Delabunt, S.A., Superior
General of the Graymoor Fa-
thers, who sponsor the Chair
of Unity Octave, the Pontiff de-
clared that “Prayer ... is the
first and principal means to be
used to bring about . . . unity.”
The Chair of Unity Octave is an
eight-day (Jan. 18-25) period of
prayer for conversion of those
outside the Church and the re-
turn of lapsed Catholics.
REFERRING TO the UN In
his meeting with the Food and
Agriculture Organization dele-
gates, the Pontiff said “politi-
cians have kindled a light that
is still feeble and apt to go out
after arousing great hopes.”
“On the other hand, those
who fester charity from nation
to nation, mutual aid on an
economic plane in a disinter-
ested spirit of good will, are
they not contributing toward
anion and peace among men?”
The Pope told the FAO repre-
sentatives that the Catholtc
Church has a lively interest in
their programs on behalf of the
poor countries.
Prilling especially FAO’s ef-
fort! to improve the standard of
living among farm people, Pope
John recalled that he himself
came from a peasant family. "In
Our youth," he said, "We saw
with Our own eyes the hard work
and difficulties of those who till
the soil. We have never forgotten
it."
"To contribute toward lighten-
ing their burden, to giv.e a little
more of the good things of life
to thoee who make possible the
bread of other men—what a won-
derful work of mercy this is, and
how worthy of encouragement
and praiie," he declared.
SPEAKING OF the aged, the
Holy Father aaid, "Honor U
owed to them.”
“I say this not because I
personally am involved. Our
fives count only insofar as we
are usefnl to the Lord, and the
aged, with their experience,
counsel, example and wisdom
—for one reaches the summit
of wisdom with old age—can
do much good, particularly for
youth.
“In this they do a service for
those who come after them. It
would be a malediction were the
Lord to say: ‘There will be no
more old folks.' "
Referring to Pope St. Martin I,
whose feast day coincided with
the Papal audience, Pope John
said the life of this saintly and
charitable Pontiff "teaches us
life has value only if it gives
glory to Our Lord and our fel-
lowmen.”
“We are in God’s hands, and
we must serve Him by multiply-
ing our good works, and especial-
ly by giving an example of kind-
ness and virtue for those who
will come after us.”
IN HIS LETTER to Father
Delabunt, the Pontiff noted that
the Chair of Unity Octave was
inaugurated in 1808 by the found-
er of the Graymoor Fathers, an
Anglican priest who brought his
whole community into the
Church.
Pope Join asked that ob-
servance of the octave “be
spread everywhere in the world
as widely as possible, especial-
ly in view of the forthcoming
general council.”
He “urgently” Invited “the
faithful of every race and clime
to join in this period of prayer.”
AT AN AUDIENCE with a
group of priests, the Holy Father
encouraged them not to despair
even {hough they appear to be
surrounded by evil. World condi-
tions today are no worse than
they were 40 or 50 years ago, he
said.
Whew priests are troubled by
the amount of good that still
■eeds to be done, he said, they
need a reminder that this most
wot lead to a “what’s-the-use”
attitude hut should prompt
them to redouble their efforts.
During the week the Pope also
received King Frederick IX and
Queen Ingrid of Denmark; met
with Premier Constantine Ka-
ramanlis and Foreign Minister
Evangelos Averof of Greece; ac-
cepted a red-brocaded black Fiat
automobile with a snail throne
in the place of the back seat
from the president of the Fiat
works, and sent a . telegram to
ailing Archbishop Alfonso Carin-
cl, 97, praising him for his life-
time of service at the Vatican.
Decency Unit
To Organize
ST. PAUL A national
organization of citizens for
decent literature will be
organized at a conference in
Cincinnati Feb. 28-27, ac-
cording to a New York educator
who is chairman of the group’s
steering committee.
The announcement was made
by Bernard E. Donovan, assis-
tant superintendent of New York
schools. Ho said that Postmaster
General Arthur Summerfield will
be the chief speaker at the con-
ference.
THE NATIONAL group stems
from organisation of a group
known aa Citizens for Decent
Literature in Cincinnati four
years ago. Its purpose la to alert
the public to M problem of ob-
scene literature and to seek law
enforcement by local officials.
According to Doeovan, quer-
ies m formation of the nation-
al greep have cease frees Mi
communities, seme M of which
have already termed greet#
similar to the eee in OMML
Elsewhere in the campaign
against printed smut, Bishop
Bernard J. Topel of Spokane,
Wash., naked for a letter-writing
campaign to support a drive
rgtlaft ohfweaq publications
launched by county official*, and
the Metro Commission In Dade
County. Florida, ordered county
pollen to act against those selling
indecent literature.
Pontiff President
To Forego Pomp
ROME When President Eisenhower meets Pope
John XXIII on Dec. 6, it will be in the natureof a private
informal call, according to James C. Hagerty, the Presi-
dent’s press secretary.
Hagerty flew here with an American group laying the
groundwork for the trip. Included
In the group was MaJ. John Ei-
senhower, the President's son.
who will make the December trip
with his father.
Hagerty told a news conference
that the visit will be "private”
to save time and to avoid any
suggestion that the President is
acting in an official capacity.
(ANNOUNCEMENT of the trip
has "disturbed” some American
Protestant groups, however. Only
one of 1,500 delegates and guests
at a meeting of the BapUst Gen-
eral Association of Virginia voted
against protesting the visit on the
grounds that it violates the prin-
ciple of church-state separaUon.
(And 2,Me delegates at the Ala-
bama BapUst Convention unani-
mously adapted a report by the
organisation's Christian Family
Ufa Cm mission which termed
the visit "mere disturbing” than
the President’s scheduled Spring
visit with Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev.)
Because of the informal char-
acter of the President’s planned
visit with the Pope, the tradition-
*l protocol observed here during
calls from heads of state will
probably bo dispensed with.
Prayerbook for 50
TIiORSHAVN, Faroe Island
(NC)—The first Catholic prayer-
book in Farcese has been pub-
lished here to serve the islands'
community of 50 Catholics.
People in the Week’s News
Blshep Kkkard O. Gerow of
Natches-Jacajoa, Min., has
marked the 90th anniversary of
his ordination.
Pan aid McDonald, editor of the
Davenport (la.) Catholic Messen-
ger, is resigning to loin the facul-
ty of Marquette University, ef-
fective Dec. 1.
Key. Daniel Linehaa, 8. J.,
noted geophysicist and Antarcti-
ca scientist from Boston College,
will beccive an honorary degree
from. Holy Cross College on Dec.
S at the dedication of the school’s
new science building.
Archbishop John F. Noll of
Fort Wayne, Ind., who died in
1996, has been named to receive
posthumously the University of
Dayton’s annual Marianist
Award for his efforts on behalf
of the National Shrine of the Im-
maculate Conception.
Cardinal Ctriaci, Prefect of the
Sacred Congregation of the Coun-
cil. has been named to the Com-
mission for the Administration of
the Properties of tho Holy See
by the Pope.
Msgr. John 8. Kennedy, editor
of the Hartford (Conn.) Catholic
Transcript, has been named rec-
tor of St. Joseph Cathedral there.
Luke E. Hart, supreme knight
of the Knights of Columbus, has
been given the Signum Fidel
Award of the LaSalle College
Alumni Association.
Dr. Thomas A. Dooley, famed
for bis medical mission work m
Laos, has been given tho $lO,OOO
Criss Award by Mutual of Oma-
ha for his outstanding contribu-
tions to medical care in under-
privileged areas.
Auxiliary Bishop Thomas J.
McDonough of Savannah has been
elected administrator of the dio-
cese to serve until a successor Is
named to Archbishop Gerald P.
O'Hara, who has resigned the
post.
Cardinal Robert! has been nam-
ed Prefect of the Supreme Tri-
bunal of the Apostolic Signature,
which deals chiefly with appeals
from decisions of the Sacred Ro-
man Rota.
Abbot Leo M. Cornell!, 0.5.8.,
a native of Kansas, will be
blessed as Abbot General of the
Sylvestrine • Benedictine Coogre-
gatlon by Archbishop John F.
Dearden of Detroit on Nov. 24.
Msgr. Guiseppe del Tea, an of-
ficial of the Vaticarf Secretariat
of State, has been named pro-
secretary of Latin Letters by
Pope John.
Key. John P. Banka, SJ., a
1940 graduate of Boston College,
has been installed as president
of Al-Hikma University, Bagh-
dad, Iraq.
Bishops . . .
Bev. Kail Silva, 5.D.8., direc-
tor of Chilean Catholic Charities,
has been named Bishop of VaV>
paraiao.
Died
...
Mrs. Elizabeth Amelia M»
her* of New York, 75, mother
of Bishop Walter P. Kellenberg
of Rockville Centre, N.Y.
Sen. William Laager of North
Dakota, 73, a lapsed Catholic
who returned to the practice eC
his faith a few months ago W'
lowing the death of his wife.
Archbishop Jeon Baptiste Phß-
lppousti, 85, senior Catholic prel-
ate in Greece.
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EXPANDING: The new
convent (top) and new rec-
tory in St. Adalbert's par-
ish, Elizabeth, will look
like this as visualized by
William Mitchell Associ-
ates, South Orange. Con-
struction will start shortly,
and both buildings are ex-
pected to be completed by
Spring, 1961. Rev. Joseph
A. Smolen is pastor.
St. Adalbert’s Plans
Convent, Rectory
ELIZABETH Two new buildings are to be added to
tfae physical plant of St. Adalbert’s parish here, it was an-
nounced this week by Rev. Joseph A. Smolen, pastor
Initially, construction will start on anew convent, the
first phase of a $450,000 building project. Upon comple-
tion of the convent, estimated to)
take eight months, the present
rectory will be razed and anew
one erected. There will be no
formal groundbreaking ceremon
lei. Both structures are expected
to be completed by Spring, 1961.
THE NEW convent will pro-
vide accommodations for 22 Sit-
ters. Its facilities will include a
chapel, community'room, re cep-
tion parlors, refectory, recreation
room and library. In addition
there will be quarters for the
housekeeper, laundry, workshop
and storage rooms.
The new rectory will provide
for five priests. There will be a
reception room, four offices and
• large basement room for or-
ganization meetings and religious
classes.
Sunday Law Enforcement Possible;
Religious Issue Raised in Court
NEWARK — Gloucester County Prosecutor Guy Lee
Jr. has opened the door to enforcement of legislation limit-
ing Sunday sales despite a court injunction.
However, a suit will be filed Nov. 20 by former At-
torney General Grover C. Richman to delay enforcement
of the law in Gloucester.
THE LAW, which was to have
gone into effect in 12 counties on
Nov. 15, is facing three constitu-
tional tests. Two have already
been laid before Superior Court
Judge Everett M. Scherer, who
granted a temporary injunction
against enforcement.
The third constitutional ques-
tion was raised in Federal
Court by attorneys for the
American Jewish Congress on
the day the injunction was
granted.
Prior to the stay, the Attorney
General’s office had advised
county prosecutors that enforce-
ment of the law was up to coun-
ty and local’officials. The prose-
cutors, in turn, said the problem
was one for local police to handle
and said they would not interfere
unless there was a breakdown In
enforcement on that level.
Monmouth County Prosecutor
Vincent P. Keuper warned local
police that failure to enforce the
law would be cause for grand
jury action against the officers
involved.
FOLLOWING THE stay, all but
Lee adopted a hands-off policy.
Lee argued that the injunction
covered only the two stores which
initiated the court test—Two Guys
From Harrison (which is also
testing Sunday laws in Maryland
and Pennsylvania) and Channel
Lumber, neither of which is lo-
cated in his area.
Farther, he said, since the
county prosecutors were not
named as defeadanU In the suit
the Injunction did not apply to
them hot only to Attorney Gen-
eral David D. Furman.
“I don't understand that any
court can order me to do some-
thing without a hearing first," he
said.
Consequently, Lee arrested two
employes of Bargain City. Dept-
ford Township, largest highway
operator in his area, on Sunday.
Charles W. Wolk, manager of the
appliances and record depart-
ment. was arrested after sale of
a light bulb. Mrs. Maurene Re-
bert, a sales clerk, was arrested
for tale of a housecoat
Both were released in *3O ball
pending arraignment on Wednes-
day. As first offenders, they are
liable to fines of 525 each.
LEE SAID he was enforcing
the law because it was the wish
of the voters of the county at ex-
pressed in the Nov. 3 referendum
which made the law effective In
Gloucester. This week he reiter-
ated his intention of enforcing the
law again and declined an oppor-
tunity given him by Furman to
become a party to the law suit so
that the injunction would be bind-
ing on him.
TWO GUYS and Channel Lum-
ber attack the law on the grounds
that it is arbitrary and discrim-
inatory in permitting sale of
some items and not others, and
that the Legislature, by permit-
ting refereodums, illegally dele-
gated its power to legislate to the
people.
"The people have wo right to-
legislate." argued Johq J. Clan-
cy, lawyer for Two Guys.
Deputy Attorney General Da-
vid M. Sail Jr. defended the law
for the state. He argued that the
intent of the legislature was to
provide a day of rest, to elimi-
nate the public safety problem
which Sunday selling creates on
the highways, and to prevent
“general economic and physical
deterioration in the cities."
"With highway shopping cen-
ters cutting into city merchant
stability, property values de-
cline," he said.
HE ALSO defended the right of
the Legislature to pick and
choose items which could be sold.
As for putting the matter to the
electorate, he said that the refer-
endum is a “time-honored and
thoroughly desirable method of
fitting legislation to local condi-
tions."
Furman at the same Ume ad-
mitted that Lee Is “technical-
ly correct" in maintaining that
be doe* not have to abide hy
the injunction. Lee meanwhile
had arranged with a law firm
to defend him If an Injunction
against him were applied mfor.
Judge Scherer’s view is that his
Injunction applies to the law and
does not cover just Two Guys and
Channel Lumber. However, the
current problem involves Fur-
man and Lee, he said, and he
cannot taka judicial notice of the
situation.
Judge Scherer, who last May
declared unconstitutional a Sun-
day closing law which exempted
stores in Ocean, Cape May and
Atlantic Counties, has promised
a decision on the new law "as
soon as possible.”
Its "constitutionality and pro-
priety are dear beyond any
doubt," be maintained.
One of Satz’s arguments, that
of public safety, has already been
held valid when applied to Sun-
day closings. Both the State Su-
preme Court and the U.S. Su-
preme Court saw such closings
a valid exercise of police power
when they ruled that the state
law halting Sunday automobile
sales was legal.
THE FEDERAL COURT suit Is
based on religious grounds. Adri-
an M. Unger, president of the
New Jersey region of the Ameri-
can Jewish Congress, viewed the
case as a major test of the prin-
ciple of the separation of church
and state and indicated it would
be taken to the U.S. Supreme
Court if necessary.
The suit was filed by Sanford
Gallanter, Newark attorney
who Is a member of the AJC's
Commission of Law and Social
Action, and Leo Pfeifer, asso-
ciate general counsel of the
Jewish Congress.
They acted on behalf of Harry
Morein of 411 Hawthorne Ave.,
Newark, operator of a retail fur-
niture store. Morein, an Orthodox
Jew, closes his store Friday night
and all day Saturday but opens
for business on Sunday.
Newark police officials were
named as defendants in the suit,
which seeks an injunction against
enforcement of the law in New-
ark until the constitutional ques-
tion is settled.
MOREIN'B ATTORNEYS claim
the law, which forbids tbe sale of
furniture on Sunday, penalizes
him for his religious beliefs by
requiring him to close on a day
he does not regard as the Sab-
bath. They contend tbe law vio-
late* the 14th Amendment In that
It denies Morein equal protection
of the lew and alto deprives him
of hi* liberty without due proc-
ess of law.
The case was assigned to Judge
Mendon Morrill. Two other
judge,* will be assigned to the
case by the Third U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Philadelphia.
The state has until Dec. 3 to re-
ply to the complaint.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY. NOV. 22
11:3* a.m.. Preside, Solemn
Mas* of Thanksgiving Coram
Pontiflce. commemorating the
tsth anniversary of the founda-
tion of Holy Trinity parish,
Newark.
2 pm.. Confirmation, Holy
Trinity, Hackensack.
3:M p.m., Confirmation. Holy
Trinity, Newark.
4 p.m.. Confirmation. Most
barred Heart, Wellington.
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 23
2:3t p.m.. Clergy conference,
St. Patrick's School Hall, New-
ark.
SATURDAY, NOV. 2*
2 p.m.. Confirmation. St.
Casimlr’s, Newark.
2 p.m., Confirmation, St.
Theresa's, Kenilworth.
4 p.m.. Confirmation. St. Jo
•eph’s Spanish, Newark.
SUNDAY. NOV. 2*
!• a.., Preside, Forty Hours
Devotion. Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral, Newark.
2 p.m.. Confirmation, Madon-
na, Fort Lee.
3. p.m.. Laying of corner-
stone and blessing of new school
and convent, Our Lady of Vic-
tories parish, Harrington Park.
CONGRATULATIONS IN ORDER: Rev. Ladislaus
F. Nazarewicz, pastor of St. Joseph's, Hackensack, is
joined by Archbishop Boland after the Mass of
Thanksgiving marking the 50th anniversary of the
church,at which the Archbishop presided.
Bishop O ’GaraNamedAssistant
To Pontifical Throne by Pope
UNION CITY _ Pope John
XXIII conferred the honor of As-
sistant to the Pontifical Throne
upon Bishop Cuthbcrt M. O'Gara.
C.P., exiled Bishop of Yuanling]
China, on the occasion of the
silver anniversary ot hit epis-
copal consecration, Oct. 28, 1959.
The cable from Vatican City
bestowing this hono/- was read
by Very Rev. CanUius Hazlett,
C.P.. Passionist Provincial, dur-
ing tbe testimonial dinner ten-
dered by the community of St.
Michael's Monastery, Union City.
According to the New Catholic
Dictionary, an assistant to the
Pontifical Throne "la a prelate
belonging to the Papal Chapel
who in cope and miter stand*
near the throne of the Pope at
solemn functions.”
All patriarchs by right belong
to this body. Others are espe-
cially appointed by the Rope. The
throne assistants rank next after
the Cardinals and are Counts of
the Apostolic Palace. They do
not lone their rank with the death
of the Sovereign Pontiff. The as-
sistants at the throne are also
domesUc prelates.
Bishop O’Gara
November It, lMt the advocatl 3
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In bet, it a probably the word to which we owe the
growth of our btainea during the past half century. For value
is what we oflia above a11.,. To ax value means qualitycombined
wish the lowest fririNeprig.
Incidentally, to answer a question that has been asked many
times, dieprices in oar new Millburn store are identical
with those inoar NewarkStore. We Invite you to visit
either More tor cacttf values inall departments.
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WANTED
Men to join group of men
serving 12:15 daily Mats at
St. Patrick's Pro-Cathedral,
Newark. Serve one day a
week. Not necessary to have
been an altar boy. Will
train.
Coll George Smith
Ml 2-8130
Seton Hall Alumni
Holds Annual Dance
SOITTH ORANGE—The Alumni
Association of Seton Hall Prep
will hold Its annual dance Nov.
27, in the Seton Hall Gymnasium
here. Leo White, alumni presi-
dent. is general chairman.
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For family
financial
security!
National State looks upon
banking services as basia
“housekeeping” aids in-
tended to make the home-
maker’s job easier, and the
family more secure.
Stop in and meet the friend-►
ly, experienced people who
’
can help you use National
State’s 30 banking services
for the betterment of your,
home and your business.
22 banking offices
serving Essex County communitiesy
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FELICITATIONS IN ORDER: Bishop McNulty ex-
tends his congratulations to Rev. William E. Wanerka,
right, pastor of Our Lady of Lourdes, Paterson and
Rev. John Mushinsky,assistant. The occasion was
the observance of the diamond jubileeof the found-
ing of the parish. Bishop McNulty presided at the
Mass of Thanksgiving, Nov. 15.
To Hold Workshop
For Parents of Deaf
NEWARK A workshop for parents of deaf children
attending catechetical classes at St. Bridget’s under the
Archdiocesan Apostolate for the Deaf will be held Nov. 22.
Parents from 35 cities in Essex, Bergen and Union coun-
ties as well as several from the Paterson and Trenton Dio-
cescs, will attend the session at
St. Bridget's at 3 p.m.
The workshop is tho first of a
•eries planned to acquaint par-
ents with their responsibilities re-
garding the religious education of
their deaf children.
Rev. John P. Hourihan, direc-
tor of the Apostolate for the
Deaf, will speak on the child guid-
ance program of the Mt. Carmel
Guild. Rev. Edward J. Hayes, di-
rector of visual aid research, will
discuss instruction of children in
modesty and purity. Edward Da-
cey, chairman of the teaching
staff, will speak on parental ob-
ligations to deaf children.
Rev Charles F. Tbcobold,
school director, will welcome the
parents and teachers. The school
has an enrollment of 63 young-
sters.
'
To Lay Cornerstone of Church,
Bless New Rectory in Garfield
GARFIELD The cornerstone
of the new church in Holy Name
parish here will be laid by Arch-
bishop Boland at 3 p.m., Nov. 21.
At the same time, the Archbishop
will also bless the new rectory.
R*v. Raymond P. Beach, 0.F.M.,
is pastor.
Ground for the structures was
broken by Father Raymond on
Dec. l, 1957. The rectory was
built first and the priests moved
into it in September, 1958. The
old rectory was then torn down.
Meanwhile the old church had
been demolished and construction
started. While the new church
was being built, Masses were
said in the auditorium of the
school, built in 1952.
.
THE NEW CHURCH is of con-
temporary design with an exte-
rior of iron spot buff brick,
matching the school and the new
rectory. Located on Marsellus
Place, corner of Passaic St., the
building's dominant note is a 60-
foot bell tower equipped with
Schulmeric Carillon chimes with
a record-playing attachment.
The entrance is impressively
modern. Directly over it will be
placed a statue of the Christ
Child, executed in Cararra mar-
ble. Focal point of the facade is a
large stained-glass window with
the inscription IHS, set in a sun-
burst and surmounted by a dove.
The church, including the choir
loft, will seat 600 persons. The
main and two side altars are ex-
ecuted in seven different kinds of
marble, six from Italy and one
from Peru.
Surmounting the main altar Is
a beautiful hand-carved crucifix,
executed in white Rosa Porto
Gallo marble, imported from Ita-
ly. The side altars are also of
white marble, matching the cru-
cifix. They arc dedicated to the
Blessed Mother and Our Lady.
The sanctuary railing is of white
and pink' marble.
THE CHURCH contains two
sacristies, one for the priests, the
other for the altar boys, connect-
ed by an ambulatory behind the
main altar.
The baptistry is located at the
entrance of the church on the
Epistle side. It has a marble
font and a gateway of fUigreed
bronze. A “cry-room” for moth-
ers with small children ii located
opposite.
The woodwork throughout the
church is of oak, including the
pewa, wainscoting and three con-
feasionals. The organ, lqpated in
the choir loft, la a Conn Classic
electronic organ. £■ ~
The new church ia 'air-condi-
tioned throughout, including the
meeting hall in the lower level,
which will also seat 600 persons.
The exterior of the rectory
matches the other parish build-
ings. It accommodates four
priests and has two reception
parlors, a parish office, refec-
tory, community room, kitchen
and utility rooms.
DEDICATED: This fine modern church (upper) in
Holy Name parish, Garfield, will be dedicated by
Archbishop Boland at 3 p.m., Nov. 21. The Archbishop
will also bless the new rectory, shown below.
AT ST. ALOYSIUS ACADEMY: A corps of men volunteers spread out through
Hudson County Nov. 15 in a one-day drive to realize funds for the recently erected
addition at St. Aloysius Academy, Jersey City. At the close of the day they had
received pledges totaling $210,000 with returns still to be made. The campaign was
formally inaugurated Nov. 10, when Archbishop Boland visited the academy and
bestowed his personal blessing on each worker. Here, after the ceremony, he is
joined by, from left, Msgr. James A. Hughes, Vicar General, and pastor of St. Aloy-
sius; Mother Ellen Marie, superior general, Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth; Msgr.
James F. Looney, Newark Chancellor;John Milton, fund drive chairman; Sister Mary
Canice, principal, and Anthony Augelli, co-chairman of the drive.
ARCHDIOCESAN HOLY NAME: Robert Morris, second from left, former chief
counsel to the U.S. Senate Internal Security Subcommittee was principal speaker
at the semi-annual convention of the Newark Archdiocesan Federation of Holy
Name Societies held Nov. 15 at St. John the Apostle, Clark-Linden. Here, he is
greeted by Rev. Thomas F. Mulvaney, Union County HNS director, host pastor;
Walter L. Joyce, president; Msgr. Cornelius J. Boyle, director, Essex-West Hudson;
Msgr. Henry J. Watterson, archdiocesan spiritual director, and Msgr. James A. Ham-
ilton, director, Hudson County.
Roselle Fund Drive
Nearing $500,000
ROSELLE The one-day campaign which took place
Nov. 1 in St. Joseph the Carpenter parish here has been re-
ported an overwhelming success by Msgr. James J. Car-
berry, pastor. The objective was a minimum of $400,000
to provide funds toward construction of a new high school
gymnasium auditorium as well as
expansion of present school fa-
cilities.
The returns as of Nov. » totaled
$409,000, and with ecar final re-
sults now recorded, the figure is
close to $300,000.
"All of us at St. Joseph's are
thrilled with the wonderful re-
sponse the parish made to our
appeal," said Msgr. Carberry,
"and 1 must certainly pay tribute
to the cooperation and enthusiasm
that was a part of the campaign
both among the M 0 men of the
committee and the parishioners
who remained at home until they
were called."
MSGR. Carberry singled out his
two co-chairmen for particular
mention, John Hutchinson and
Nicholas Colangelo. "It was the
leadership that stemmed from
these two men and went through
the entire committee that pro-
vided the Impetus leading to our
success," .Magr. Carberry de-
clared.
Now in the News
'Gospel According to Thonuas'
Is Apocryphal But Interesting
By Rev. James C. Turro, S.T.L., S.S.L.
(Fother Turro it profottor of Scriptmro M ImmocnUu Conception Seminary. Dorlington. N. J.)
Seldom has a book landed on the scene with as much
flash and flourish as did “The Gospel According to
Thomas.” A book bearing this title was published two
weeks ago, simultaneously in five languages. Despite its
title, the book in its present form surely does not stem
from St. Thomas the Apostle. Nor
is it, stricUy speaking, a Gospel
at all; at least not in the same
sense as the four Gospels of the
New Testament These latter are
canonical, that is, they are re-
ceived by the Church as inspired
writings executed under a very
particular influence of the Holy
Spirit. The same aura does not
surround “The Gospel According
to Thomas." It is not canonical
but falls rather into the category
of apocryphal literature. The
Apocrypha are works similar in
tiUe and content to the genuine
books of the Bible, but unlike the
books of the Bible, they have
never received the Church’s seal
of approval marking them off as
the authentic Word of God.
Though "The Gospel Accord-
ing to Thomas" is an apocryphal
book, it is far from being devoid
of interest or even of solid value.
Ever since news of its rediscov-
ery seeped out of Upper Egypt,
some 15 years ago, Biblical schol-
ars have waited with mounting
anticipation for its publication
Greet things are hoped for from
it. It is felt that it may show in
clearer perspecUve, the setUng of
early Christianity, more especial-
ly, the Christianity of the Jewish
Christians in Palestine. Further-
more, there are good grounds for
expecting that it may provide
testimony from a non-Bibllcal
source for several of the sayings
of Our Lord recorded in the New
Testament. This would be tanta-
mount to confirming the testi-
mony of the Bible.
The book that was published
recently in New York by Harper
and Brothers, is in fact only a
fragment of an ampler work that
is “The Gospel According to
Thomas." Scholars have not as
yet completed a careful scrutiny
of the text. When their work has
come to term, the result should be
a critically established text and a
translation. An edition showing
the complete text and taking ad-
vantage of the scholarly endeav-
ors expended on it, is planned for
the near future.
It was in 1945, In a dilapidated
tomb In the vicinity of Nag Ham-
•dl in Upper Egypt that “Tha
Gospel According to Thomas"
came to light. The world has been
In possession of this work right
along, but in another form. What
was found at Nag Hamadi was a
version done in Sahaidic Coptic,
the former language of Upper
Egypt. The translation into thia
language is thought to have been
made from a primitive Oteek text
dating from about 140 A.D.
The re appearance of this book
has caused a stir comparable to
that which set in after the finding
of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Thia la
understandable, for as the noted
theologian, Oscar Cullmann, said
of the book: (it is) “comparable
in importance to the Dead Sea
Scrolls and of even greater signl*
ficance to the students of the first
three Gospels and their literary
sources.”
AN APOSTOLIC Constitution In
a document by which the Pope
makes and promulgates laws.
Packanack Lake
Church, School
To Be Dedicated
PACKANACK LAKE Dedi-
cation of the recently completed
church, school and shrine in Im-
maculate Heart of Mary parish
here will take place Nov. 29.
The ceremonies will be held at
3 p.m., with Bishop McNulty of
ficiating.
Msgr. Edward J. Scully, pas-
tor and director of vocations in
the Diocese of Paterson, this
week announced that J. L. Kurly-
cbek has been appointed chair-
man of the dedication committee.
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Benedictine Review Office
Will Move From Newark
CHICAGO j- Office* of the
American Benedictine Academy
will be transferred from St.
Mary’s Priory, Newark, to St.
John's University, Collegevilie
Minn., oh Jan. L
The academy's executive board
announced the change at its an-
nual meeting here. The board al-
so named Rev. Colman Barry,
0.5.8., a history professor at St.
John's, as executive secretary.
Rev. Gregory Schramm. 0.5.8.,
of St. Mary's, remains as treas-
urer of the academy.
Father Barry was also named
•ditor of the American Benedic-
tine Review, academy publics-
tkm devoted to Benedictine schol-
arship.
Previously published in New-
ark, the Review will also be shift-
ed to St John’s University.
Father Barry, who has been
an associate editor of the Re-
view, succeeds Rev. Bonaventure
Schwinn. 0.5.8., of St. Benedict’s
Abbey, Atchison, Kan., in the
secretary-editor posts.
The American Benedictine
Academy was organized in 1947
to promote scholarship among
priests, nuns and laymen teach-
ing in Benedictine institutions
and to assist them in publishing
scholarly works.
Biographies of the New Cardinals
Following or* biographical
i ketch*t of tb* tight new Cardi-
nals named by Pop* John. They
art listed m tb* order in which
they u ere named.
Archbishop Marella
Archbishop Paolo Marella, Ap-
ostolic Nuncio to France, has
been a member of the Holy See's
diplomatic service for 27 years.
Born in Rome Jan. 2S, 1895, he
attended the Roman seminary
and was ordained Feb. 23, 1918.
He holds degrees in theology and
canon law. * —=—
He began bis career as an aide
in the Sacred Congregation for
the Propagation of the Faith. He
entered the diplomatic service at
the Apostolic Delegation in Wash-
ington in 1924, serving there until
1933 when he was named Apos-
tolic Delegate to Japan and Titu-
lar Archbishop of Doclea. He was
consecrated on Oct. 29, 1933.
He was named Apostolic Dele-
gate to Australia, New Zealand
and Oceania on Nov. 27, 1938, and
on Apr. 16, 1953, was named Ap.
ostolic Nunico to France. In that
post he succeeded Cardinal Ron-
calli, now Pope John. The Arch-
bishop speaks Italian, English
and French.
Archbishop Tesla
Archbishop Gustavo Testa, Ap-
ostolic Nuncio to Switzerland, was
born in Bolticre in the Diocese of
Bergamo on July 18, 1886. He en-
tered Cerasoll College in Rome
and studied at the Roman Pontif-
ical Seminary, Appolinare, earn-
ing a doctorate in theology and
a licentiate in Scripture. He also
received diplomas in diplomatic
paleography from the Vatican
Archives. He was ordained Oct.
28, 1910..
From 1913 to 1920 he taught
Sacred Scripture and Hebrew at
the Bergamo seminary. In 1920 he
entered the diplomatic service in
Vienna. In 1923 he was sent to
the Ruhr and Saar districts, and
in 1924 took part in a pontifical
mission in Peru. The same year
he returned to Rome to serve as
an aide in the Sacred Congrega-
tion for Extraordinary Ecclesias-
tical Affairs.
In 1927 he was transferred to
Munich, and in 1929 he went to
Italy. On June 4, 1934, he was
named Apostolic Delegate in
Egypt and Arabia and Titular
Archbishop bf Amasea. He was
consecrated Nov. 1, 1934.
From 1942 to 1948 he served at
the Vatican Secretariat of State.
In 1948 he was named Apostolic
Delegate to Palestine and Regent
of the Latin Rite Patriarchate of
Jerusalem. He was named Ap-
ostolic Nunico to Switzerland on
Mar. 6, 1953.
Archbishop Muench
Archbishop Alolsius J. Muench,
to. Bishop of Fargo, N. D., is the
first native-born citizen of the
U. S. to serve as a Papal Nunico,
a post he has held In Germany
since March, 1931.
A native of Milwaukee and a
former rector of that archdio-
cese's major seminary, St. Fran-
cis, Archbishop Muench became
the third Bishop of Fargo, N. D.,
on Aug. 12, 1933.
On June 4, 1946,'he was named
official American representative
to act as liaison between the
Church in Germany and military
government authorities in the
U. S. occupation zone. In July
that year,, he was named Papal
Visitator to Germany and head
of the Papal Relief Mission. In
1949, he was named regent of the
Papal Nunciature in Germany.
In 1950, he was given the per-
sonal title of Archbishop and in
1951, at the time of the reestab-
lishment of diplomatic represen-
tation to Germany, he was named
the Papal Nunico and became
dean of the diplomatic corps at
Bonn.
Archbishop Muench has made
frequent trips home to his North
Dakota diocese and has never in-
terrupted his series of annual
Lenten pastorals, a practice he
began in 1936. In addition, he
writes monthly articles in the
diocesan newspaper, explaining
his work in Germany and dis-
cussing current evenU in his
home diocese.
Archbishop Muench was bom
Feb. 18, 1889, in Milwaukee and
attended St. Francis Seminary
then. He wee ordained June 8,
IMS, and served in two parishes
before being sent to the Universi-
ty of Fribourg, Switzerland,
when he received a doctorate in
social science in 1922. The same
year he wasmamed to the faculty
at St. Francis Seminary and be-
came rector in 1828, serving un-
til his .appointment at Fargo.
Archbishop Meyer
Archbishop Albert G. Meyer
56, became the head of the Chica-
go Archdiocese—with 1,411 square
miles and two million Catholics
the largest in the nation—in 19S8.
He is the third consecutive Or-
dinary of the Archdiocese to be
named a Cardinal.
A native of Milwaukee, he stu-
died philosophy and theology at
the North American College,
Rome; later received a degree in
Sacred Scripture from the Pontif-
ical Bible Institute; served as a
curate in Waukesha, Wis.; taught
at St. Francis Seminary, Milwau-
kee, and became its rector, serv-
ing in this post until 1946.
In 1946, he was named Bishop
of Superior, Wis., and in 1953 was
named Archbishop of Milwaukee,
where he served until his trans-
fer in 1958.
He is a past president general
of the National Catholic Educa-
tional Association and served on
the National Catholic Welfare
Conference administrative board
as episcopal chairman of the De-
partment' of Education.
Rev. A. Larraona
Rev. Arcadio Larraona.
C.M.F., is secretary of the Sacred
Congregation of Religious, which
governs members of religious or-
ders and congregations.
He was born at Oteiza de la
Solana in the province of Navarre,
Spain, on Nov. 13, 1887, and en-
tered the Claretian novitiate at
Vich, near Barcelona. He made
his religious profession on Dec. 8,
1903, and was ordained in 1911.
That same year he was sent
to Rome, where he studied at the
Pontifical Roman Seminary,
Apollinare, earning a degree in
both canon and civil law. He also
studied at the University of
Rome, the Pontifical Gregorian
University and various other in-
stitutions.
In 1918 he was appointed to the
chair of Roman law at the Apol-
linare, beginning a teaching ca-
reer of more than 40 years. He
founded the practical school of
the Sacred Congregation of Reli-
gious in 1950 and remained at the
school as a teacher for several
years.
In December, 1943, he was
named undersecretary of the Sa-
cred Congregation of Religious,
and became its secretary in 1950.
Msgr. Morano
Hip. Francesco Morano was
born at Caivano, near Naples,
June 18, 1872. He was ordained
at Rome on Aug. 10, 1897.
He studied physics and mathe-
matics at Rome University, and
philosophy and theolocy at the
Pontifical Roman Seniinary, Apol-
linare, where be earned degrees
in canon and civil law. At the
same time be earned the diploma
of lawyer of the Roman curia
from the Sacred Congregation of
the Council.
He entered the service of the
Holy See on Sept. 1, 1900. as an
assistant attached to the Vatican
Astronomical Observatory. In
February, 1903, he was appointed
a clerk in the Sacred Congrega-
tion of the Holy Office and left
his post at the observatory.
In December, 1912, he was pro-
moted to the post of moralist in
.the congregation. On Apr. 12,
1912, be was named a prelate ref-
erendary of the Apostolic Signa-
ture, supreme tribunal of the Ro-
man Curia, and on Dec. 26, 1922,
he was made a voting prelate of
the signature.
On Jan. 18, 1925, he was pro-
moted to be judge of the Sacred
Roman Rota, Vatican court of ap-
peals, and on Dec. 17,. 1935, he
was named secretary and a judge
of the Apostolic Signature.
Among Msgr. Morano's other
ecclesiastical posts are: In Jan-
urary, 1928, he was named a con-
suitor of the Pontifical Comis-
sion for Interpretation of the Code
of Canon Law; in December, 1938,
consultor of the Congregation of
the Holy Office; from 1930 to
1910, member of the Pontifical
Commission for the Vatican bank-
ing office.
Since 1903 Msgr. Morano has
been active in the Pontifical
Academy of Sciences.
Msgr. Wm. Heard
Msgr. William T. Heard, 75,
who was sworn in as the new
dean of the Sacred Roman in
December, 1958, is the first pre-
late of Scottish descent to be
named a Cardinal since Cardinal
Henry Benedict Stuart, Duke of
York, who died in 1807.
Born in Edinburgh, son of a
Protestant clergyman, he became
a convert when he was 26 and
three years later began his stu-
dies for the priesthood. He be-
came an auditor (Judge) of the
Roman Rota on Oct. 1, 1927, and
has spent almost his entire ca-
reer in the service of the Church's
10-man court of appeals.
In 1910, the year he became a
Catholic, he also was admitted as
a solicitor at law. He left this
profession in 1913 and went to
Rome to begin his studies for the
priesthood at English College.‘He
was ordained in 1918 and earned
doctorates in philosophy, theology
and canon law.
Father Heard returned to Eng-
land to do parish work but was
called back to Rome in 1927.
Rev. Agostino Bea
Rev. Agostino Bea, S.J., 78.
personal confessor to Pope Pius
XII, is a famed Biblical scholar
who served as a teacher in the
Pontifical Biblical Institute from
1928 to 1930 and from 1930 to 1949
was rector of the institute.
He is director of the magazine
Biblica, edited by members of the
Biblical Institute. He presided
over the commission of institute
professors which produced the
new Latin translations of the
Psalms which were published in
1945.
He holds the status of consul-
tant with several congregations
They are Sacred Congregation of
the Holy Office, the Congre-
gation of Rites, the Congrega-
tion for Seminaries and Universi-
ties. He also is a consultant to
the Pontifical Commission for
Biblical Studies and is academic
counselor of the Pontifical Rome
Theological Academy.
Born in Riedbohringen, in
Baden. Germany, Father Bea en-
tered the Jesuits on Apr. 8, 1902,
at Blyenbeek, Holland. He was
ordained on Aug. 25, 1912.
In 1921, he was elected Jesuit
provincial of upper Germany and
from 1924 to 1928 directed the
Jesuit Fathers’ Institute of High-
er Ecclesiastical Studies, in
Rome, simultaneously teaching
Sacred Scripture at the Pontifical
Biblical Institute.
Scholarship
Forms Mailed
TRENTON Question-
aires to determine the fi-
nancial need of the 2,500
college freshmen seeking
state scholarships are being
mailed to the families of the
atudcnta this week.
The forms are returnable by
Dec. 1 to the State Scholarship
Commission. A scholarship abil-
ity test will be given on Dec.
5 but only those students who
entered a college where an en-
trance exam was not necessary
will be required to take the test.
Howver. other applicants will
be allowed to take the test if
they want to try to improve the
scores received in their college
entrance exam.
UNDEB THE state scholarship
law. a maximum of about 2,700
grants could be given to current
college freshmen. The number
which will actually be awarded
has not been announced by the
scholarship commission, which
will wait until it has screened
the financial questionnaires be-
fore deciding what constitutes fi-
nancial need. Grants will also de-
pend on the funds available and
on the results of the exam.
High school students expecting
to graduate in June have until
Dec. 12 to apply for scholarships.
FOR NEW SCHOOL: Anthony Guiliano,generalchair-
man of the fund drive in St. Francis Xavier parish,
Newark, receives the blessing of Archbishop Boland
as Msgr. Joseph A. Dooling, pastor, looks on. THie
Archbishop blessed all the parish volunteer workers
Nov. 15, before they started a parish-wide canvass to
solicit funds for anew school.
Thunder Spurs Papal Prayers
VATICAN CITY (NC)—What
does the Pope do when he xs
kept awake by a thunderstorm?
He prays for his people.
Pope John XXIII mentioned
this loss of sleep during an
audience in which he received
priest-assistants of the Italian
Women’s Center.
“You heard the storm last
night?" Pope John asked.
“Thunder, lightning and a
downpour. No damage, how-
ever, except that it robbed me
of three hours’ sleep.
“And what is the Pope to do
under such circumstances? He
got up and recited the Litany
of the Saints to ask protection
for his children."
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This Christmas give
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avoid the holiday rush
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(inshed toned and textured portraits, exquisite hand-
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Bamberger’s has
just the right gift
for your
favorite nun
Fine white linen handkerchiefs 60c. bo* of 6 3.50
Black (allied purse with key chain, coin
compartment 2.50 piua Us
Black, blue and check or black and w'hite polka dot
aprons j jq
Black Comfort Stretch hose: small, medium,
,ar 8 e 1.75. bo* of 3 pr. $5
100% black wool sweater small, medium, large 5.75
Flannel or med weight cotton night
* ou n * 3*40 2.93: 42-44 3JO
Rosebud printed plisse night gowns *ll *«** j_3Q
Handy sewing kits leatherette 1.75 zippered case 3.50
Black nylon gloves in all sires 1.75 pr.
Handy shoe shine kit in black carrying case 2.49
Miraculous medal stationery ensemble 2.50
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Movie About St. Francis
Written by Eugene Vale
By William H. Mooring
lou at mod* or assu. doo-
oM Webb climbed a mountain,
there to experience closer com-
panion with. God. Donald Webb.
American consul in a Central
American port, is the main char-
acter to “The Thirteenth Apos-
«W." Jut pub-
UAed inspira-
tional novel by
Eugene Vale.
. By bappy eo*
incidence, Vale
follows with a
screenplay on
St. Francis, to
be filmed by
Plato Skouras,
son of Spyros
Skouras of 20th Century-Fox.
Before starting big script, Vale
visited the locations where St.
Francis lived and worked. These
will figure among the colorful
backgrounds, to be filmed in
Italy.
i- THEBE HAVE been several
movies about St. Francis. None
has presented a powerful, pop-
ular interpretation of the mysti-
cal appeal be exercised. On the
screen his grace of spirit, bis
love of the poor, his oneness with
all nature and the miraculous
stigmata have been so over-
stressed as to stamp him a
starry-eyed esthete, distant from
the practical experience of world-
ly men.
Vale, a non-Catholic, says be
will describe the saint mere ac-
curately, as awe whose singu-
lar power, spiritual virility and
great humor can he brought to
dm screen wNh meaningful im-
pact.
The Vale approach, as with
“The Thirteenth Apostle,** is to
be the Christopher approach. He
speaks highly of Father Keller's
movement, to which be has do-
wted his talent. He devotes Um-
sclf to “constructive, inspiration-
al drama** as “the most effective
form of protest against the ni-
Micm which infecUAmerlcsn
literature and the theater in ourtimes.”
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ANNTVERSARY: Lucy and Michael Sofka, seated, two of original members of the
Mt. Carmel Guild department for the blind, celebrate the department’s 20th anni-
versary Sunday with (standing) Mrs. Thomas F. Smith, Guild president; Mrs. Leo
Norton, first chairman of the department; Helen Reilly, present chairman, and Rev.
Richard M. McGuinness, director of the Guild’s Apostolate for the Blind.
Reviewing the New Books
Tbtir reviews are compiled from "Best Sellers ," published by the University of Scranton.
LUCINIE. By M. L. rascal
Dasqne, Kenedy. $3.75 (Adolto
only, because of advanced con-
tent and style.)
“Lucinle,” for all its brevities,
ia an ambitious work. It takes a
mystic for ita central character
and tries to interpret the secret
of dwelling with God while work
ing for men. The aim ia noble
but, like moat noble aima, very
difficult of fulfilment.
The plot ia quite aimple. A
nursing nun in Algeria haa been
changed by a bitter experience
from a gay, light hearted person
to one who is reserved and dis-
tant. The experience has, how-
ever, not only thrown her back
upon herself but haa driven her
to more profound prayer. She
feels herself called upon to yield
unhesitatingly to God; the de-
mand is made clear by some
strange awareness which has a
sensible as well as a spiritual
reality.
The community quickly senses
that there ia something unusual
about the Sister but is not im-
pelled to action until she works
a miracle. Brought to a larger
community and put under scruti-
n i’• *he becomes practically an
exhibit in sanctity and stirs up
increased excitement by working
another miracle.
After much questioning and
examination, the people around
her are convinced they are deal-
ing with a saint and. presuma-
bly, leave her to work out her
life in undisturbed union with
God. Through all these extraor-
dinary experiences. Sister Lu-
cinie remains a lovable person.
* f?”1 called to greatness, not
jcally serene but apparently so
because the concerns of the
world are quickly reduced to or-
der in the depths of her vision
of God.
There is one big difficulty
about Sister Lucinie: she prob-
ably never existed, probably nev-
er would exist. A person such as
»be is not impossible, but is im-
probable and therefore, accord-
to an old. old dictum, so
much the worse for Mme. Pas
cal-Dasque.
Sister Lucinie is a radiant be
Ing and one cannot help admir-
ing her; and there is a marvel-
ous touch in the reader’s first
introduction to her, where her
splendid blitheness of spirit is
quelled by the pharasaic scandal
taken by a narrow-minded old
nun. The little incident should be
pondered by all religious who set
their own fussy, suspicious recti-
tude as an absolute norm of con-
duct and actually introduce oth-
ers to concepts of evil better left
untouched, Her mysticism is a
muddy, amalgam, not a clear
blend, of the natural and the
supernatural.
The portrait does not seem
true, though the whole book does
have power drawing toward
goodness.
AWAY TO EAST AFRICA. By
Albert J. Nevins, M.M. Dodd. $3.
A picture-text, illustrated by
the customary excellent Mary-
knoll photography, describes con-
ditions in Tanganyika, Kenya,
Uganda and Zanzibar. The area
is considered as a whole, and
brief paragraphs tell about
tribes, missionaries and religious,
topography, cities and lakes, live-
lihoods, health, housing, clothing,
recreation, government, wild life,
and arts, relations with the Unit-
ed States, and the area's outlook
for the future.
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New Catholic Book Releases
Fbllewtng k ■ TM a* pew Calhohe
books compiled hr Iho Catholic tJS-
eerdty Washington
•amr. hr Fiord Anderson. Blocraph-
leal norol far middle and upper
thdnn.
hr FTancia L. File. RefteetVona an hla
Ufa and meditations. (MaemlOan.
■MB.
Introduction te the Pa root Ufa. hr St.
Francis Do Sales. Nearly translated by
Michael Day. c. Or. (Neorman. *3 asi.
The Lima Flowers el St. Francis, hr
at. Francis of AaaM. Translation by
Lee Sharif v Pricr intended to rrovtdo
a
modern Cnillah aeralan. iPenquin.
SBc).
Smile at Veer Own Rich, by Kay.
Joseph T. MeOlotn. BJ. PonnUr treat-
ment of Jesuit taachlna la hlah
school ißruce. t3.S3>.
Metber Alfred and the Doctors Man.
by James P. Richardson Story of the
Sisters of St. Francis of Joliet; for
ndddle and uepar a rad as. ißonaUar.
The rath Star. Alaska, by Alma Savaga.
Popular stories for middle and upper
JESSie?1 £!*““’ C * U,olle
■aebitien. by Rainy Collin. In the both
Osdbuy encyclopedia at Catholicism.
_
(Hawthorn S3.SSI.
St. Dominic, hr Stater Mary Jean Dorcy
Popular htasraptiy in Cram and crown
-
eeijoa, IS. Harder. 55.331.
One FaM. hr Edward F. Sisshas Essays
by 10 theoloslane commsmoratlna the
rnlden Jubilee of the Chair of Unity
Octave and doe Una with the erumeni-
cal mo ransom (Chatr of Unity OcLava
Apostolate. Garrison. N. t7»SSOT
The Calbellc Family Handbook, by
Geeraa A. -Kelly CeMfaare la raWMaaa.
Intellectual and emotional training of
-.children. <Random House. S4.SOV
Christmas Gift, by Frances Parkinson
Keyes. Illustrated attt volume at naan
and poetry. (Hawthorn. 53.051. *
The Saint of Warship, by Gaapar La»
Febrre. In the 30th Century Encyclo-
pedia of Catholicism. (Hawthorn. S3 Ml.
The I lory at the Meteltaliert ef St. John
of Oad, by N orbed McMahon. History
of four centuries of male nursing-
(Nearman. *3 50>.
Franciscan Formallan Canfarancas. bp
Joachim O'Brien. Conferences Intend-
ed foe Franciscan Brothers In a three-
year ItorUlato. (Frunrisran Kara Id. SS>-
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CLUB ST. LEO
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
For persons ovor 21
St. Uo'i Now Auditorium
Mnfc* liTM«. L htnN. N. J.
Opening Night Dance
NOVEMBER IS, 1939
from 8:30 p.m. to 12i1S a.m.
MUIIC IT:
VIC FRAYSEE'S ORCHESTRA
★ REFRESHMENTS ★
Attention Sietei.-
ARE YOU COMPLETELY SATISFIED
WITH YOUR PRESENT UNIFORM OUTFITTER?
can solve
your school uniform
problems!
• Him Ina to ordering In May which rtsuhi with Improper fit
in September.
• Eliminate misfitting and exchanging of uniform*.
• Eliminate yevr pereenal handling and distribution of uniform*.
' Eliminate unnecessary work during school hoar*.
GOOD REASONS
■ V.
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
IOBtLS PAROCHIAL PLAN//
1. Wo deal directly with the paront you *avo valuabloschool time.
2. Wo fit each student wMi their uniform at our store.
3. Your school uniform in stock at all times.
4. Our store locations enable us to offer a more complete service.
5. We guarantee satisfaction.
"On Btst Advertisementli Opr Many SatisfM JcAoo/i"
WE INVITESCHOOL INQUIRIES
cau THt srou NtMnr you
LOBELS YOUTH CENTERS
HACKENSACK
Dl 2-6503
MORRISTOWN
Ji E-ISOS
Win NEW YORK
UN 4-1700
BAST PATERSON
SW 4-4220 Dl *O4M
Voi»-L
ABBEY
NUBSING
HOME
M VAN NESS PLACE
OH Clanton At*.
llgilow 3-0301
AAAI* *nd FEAAAI*
AOR). CONVAUSCPNT. and
CMtOKJCAUT IU
UcMMd by SMt* of N. J.
PAtKINO AHA
NEWARK
808 OWENS
MAGICIAN
Make YourEngagements
Now For The Holiday
Season
GUARANTEED LAUGHTER
For Children Teen-Ager*
Adult*
Phone: Pilgrim 4-4120
_
Write: 621 Valley R. _
Upper Montclair, N. J.
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SAVINGS and Uen Ann.
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2
Mitchell 34)240
Oei/y, f-4; Wed. te I p.m.
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RESERVE YOUR SEATS NOW BY MAIL
OR AT BOX-OFFICE!
fnm
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THEY CANT LIVE ON THE PAST
* Urle * wlu kU »*• •* tk« GREAT CIVILIZA*
TION AND CULTURE which marked the aga of BL CATIIA-
v *.st Ch E,NE ,Fe “ l: No »- Islh > »»«• BT.
PETER (No*. 26th.) In the Near Eaat
Their fellow countrymen of onr time
are proudly rooted In thla rich heri-
tage. RUT THEY CANT LIVE IN
OR ON THE PAST. They need FOOD,
and ahelter, and FOOD, and educa-
tion. and FOOD. YOUR GIFT of fit
or *25 for a CHRISTMAS REFU-
GEE FOOD PACKAGE will whet
their appetltea for the other fin*
Uunpa la life. TO APPRECIATE THE
FINER THINGS THEY MUST FIRST
HAVE FINE FOOD. MONSIGNOR
STAN, oar representative in Palestine. WILL HAVE AN ES-
PECIALLY JOYOUS CHRISTMAS IF. In your name, ho can
*l*e FOOD PACKAGES TO Ills REFUGEES. And he wIU
Bead you an OLIVE SEED ROSARY FROM THE HOLY LAND
for each *l6 OFFERING.
<T”
7h Htfy Faiinr) Maim AH
frrtbt OnmSoiChord
“OUR SCHOOL”
While children take a momentary delight in the possession
of any thing, they have A CONTINUOUS PRIDE IN THE POS-
SESSION OF “OUR SCHOOL." This
childlike pride grows through AN ADO-
LESCENT FORGETFULNESS to A MA-
TURE GRATITUDE for the Institution In
which their adult personalities took root
and showed the first signs of growth. The
youngster* In CHEMPANTOTTY In INDIA
will very happily say 'THEY ARE BUILD-
YOUR *naMe!,0 ° L WheD ** nd lh * lr P ** t ° r * 3,o °°
ANY PERSON YOU NAME
A GIFT CARD WITH PRESSED FLOWERS FROM THE
■OLY LAND will he seat to yew—Oß ANY PERSON YOU
NAME— when you send la your offering far
CHRISTMAS MASSES _ or your CHRISTMAS
GIFT of *s# for Maao vestments. *2* for a cruel-
Ha. or *!• for an altar atona. The same sard goo*
to you. OR TO OTHERS YOU NAME, as mem-
ber* of the CATHOLIC NEAR EAST MISSIONS.
Individual Ana sal Membership |l, Individual
Perpetual Membership—*26. Family Annual Mem-
bership 15. Family Perpetual Membership *i*g.
THANKSGIVING DAY WILL BE A GRATEFUL DAY FOR
YOU AS YOU REMEMBER THE NEAR EAST MISSION IN
YOUR WILL.
“SURE, AND YOU’RE ONE OF OUR OWN”
-oald the old Irish lady to the priest who feigned concern that
she did not treat him with the same deference a. aha did the
dignified Monslgnor. la a very literal sense JOHN and AUGUB-
wiII be “YOUR OWN” If yen eaa send |IM fee each
year of their all-year seminary course.
“THEY WILL DO ANYTHING FOR
THE SISTERS." Thla 1* the compliment
paid to so many men and women because
of their generous devotion to “THE SIS-
TERS." You can do something MORE
FUNDAMENTAL. Your gift of *l5O a
year for two years will make It possible
for two hopeful girls TO BE SISTER
CELESTINE and SISTER LAURENCE
with the Basil!an Soarlte Sisters In'LEBA-
YOUR CHRISTMAS OFFERING to THE LEPER FUND wfMhelp or pain- flßed patients find the TENDERNESS OfvsaV . line ute ir.NUKRNK.SS OP THU
CHRIST-CHILD through YOUR OIFT-OIVING Haarpj v“
fml
< )2earBist(Rissionsim)
Mapr. Puts. F.Tuahy,Mart Sue>
****** ASSOCIATION
410iHKhtfIEW Av>. eS it. N«wY«til7, N.Y.
Regulations in Syria
Threatening Schools
i M
_
BEIRUT, Lebanon (NC) Christian schools in pre-
dominantly Moslem Syria may have to close down unless
a compromise can be made on issues dividing school au-
thorities and government education officials.
Tension came to a. climax with arrival of the Nov. 6
deadline for teaching the Koran—-
the Moslem holy book—in Chris-
tian schools.
No consideration, it was stated,
baa been given by government
officials to anything like the re-
leascd-time program of religious
instruction that now exists in
Egypt, the other province of the
United Arab Republic of which
Syria is a part. Christian school
authorities reportedly fear that
government demands cannot con-
tinue to be met in the form in
which they have been made.
Dance in Bloomfield
For ChurchFund
BLOOMFIELD The Holy
Name and Rosary Societies of St.
Thomas the Apostle parish will
hold their Fall Mr. and Mrs.
Dance Nov. 20 in the auditorium.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Nash are
chairmen of the dance, which will
raise funds for the new church,
nearing completion.
Summit Fund Drive
Exceeds $350,000
SUMMIT A one-day effort by volunteer workers
exceeded the fund goal of $350,000 in St. Teresa’s parish
here, it was reported this week by Rev. George T. Smith,
pastor. The drive was inaugurated Nov. 7, when Archbishop
Boland blessed the volunteers, and the men made their
call* on Oct. 8.
The campaign was to raise
funds for the construction of a
new rectory to replace a 73-
year-old structure and to make
necessary improvements to other
parish buildings, including the
church and school.
“I am overwhelmed at the tre-
mendous response to our ap-
peal," said Father Smith, "and
I cannot extend sufficient thanks
to Father John Kelly, campaign
moderator, or to the chairmen,
George Carse and Donald Martin,
and the magnificent committee of
men who did such a wonderful
Job in this one-day effort.
‘‘Finally, I wish to express my
gratitude for the way in which
each parishioner shouldered his
or her share of the overall re-
sponsibility.”
BEFORE STARTING: Workers in the fund campaign in St. Teresa’s parish, Summit,
receive the individual blessing of Archbishop Boland, the day before starting their
calls. At right is the pastor, Rev. George T. Smith. The campaign exceeded its
$350,000 goal.
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Form Employers
Study Group
MONTCLAIR Formation of
a Catholic Employers and Man-
agers Study Group was an-
nounced this week by John Re-
gan, Montclair.
Mr. Regan, chairman of the
planning committee, said a meet-
ing will be held at 8:15 p.m.,
Nov. 24, in Madonna Hall, Im-
maculate Conception Church. All
Catholics in the management
field are Invited.
Jerseyans Laud
Mary in Verse
GREAT NOTCH "We Sing
Our Praise to Mary Vol. H,"
is the title of anew anthology
of verse and prose edited and
published by a New Jersey
woman.
Louise Parnell, in private life
Mrs. Frank Parnofiello of this
place, ran an ad in several
Catholic publications, inviting
devotees of Mary to write their
thoughts and praise of her. The
results she edited and compiled
into "We Sing Our Praise to
Mary, Vol. I,” published in
1958 for the Lourdes Centen-
nial.
Miss Parnell works on the
theory that many who are not
professional writers have
"beautiful thoughts about Our
Lady." Her self-appointed mis-
sion is to translate these
thoughts into readable style,
taking care not to lose any of
the spontaneous devotion.
With the publication of vol-
ume n, she announced the plan
to make the book an annual
anthology. Contained in tije
new volume are two works by
New Jerseyans: a poem by Ma-
rie Layne of Clifton, and an
other, which has also been set
to music, by Amelia Muscarel-
lo of Jersey City.
Congress for Teachers
ROME (NC)—The World Union
of Catholic Teachen will hod its
fourth congress at Bruges, Bel-
gium, Aug. 0-12, i960.
Missal, Church Year
May Undergo Changes
MADRID (NC) The coining reform of the breviary
will be tied in with a general revision of the missal and the
liturgical calendar, according to Gaetano Cardinal Cicog-
nani, head of the Vatican body which oversees the Church’s
public worship. The changes, however, will not be com*
pleted in the near future.
_ He said the Sacred Congrega-.
tion of Rites, of which he is Pre-
fect, is preparing ‘an extensive
report on proposals for changes
in the missal and breviary to
present to the coming ecumeni-
cal council. The breviary is the
book containing the prayers of
he Divine Office, which all priests
must recite daily.
THE CONGREGATION of
Rites indicated in the Spring of
1955 that revisions were being
considered for the missal and
breviary.
At that time, it also Issued
a decree simplifying the rubrics
for recitation of the breviary,
and to a lesser extent, the Mass.
The decree stated that publish-
ers of liturgical books were to
make no innovations In new edi-
tions of the breviary and the Ro-
man Missal; that the simplifi-
cations were made in such a way
that existing books could be
"kept in service until some dif-
ferent provision may be made.’”
The Cardinal said here that
in general the change* in the
breviary' will be marked by a
simplification of the nocturns and
in appreciable reduction of the
lessons.
At present the office of matin*
in the breviary consist* princi-
pally of three divisions called noc-
turns.
Each of the nocturn* include*
three psalms, the Our Father,
an absolution, a blessing, a ns-
ponsory and three lessons taken
from Scripture, the life of •
saint or a homily.
Bayonne Veterans
Plan Benefit Dance
BAYONNE The Catholic War
Veterans, Bayonne Post, will hold
a dance Nov. 26 at St. Andnw’a
Hall.
The annual event raises funds
for a Christmas party for tha
children of St. Michael's Orphan-
age, Stateu Island, and gifts for
hospitalized veterans. Chairman
arc: Don Considine and Maureen
Zywickl.
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Education Grants to Parents
On the American educational acene the prob-
lem of financial support by the state remains
perhaps the thorniest question. Besides the ques-
tion of the wisdom or at least the extent of state
.support, the manner of its distribution for the
benefit of all parents needs a fairer solution. We
believe that a newly formed group with the name
Citizens for Educational Freedom offers the cor-
rect solution in proposing that state or national
,grants for schooling be given directly to parents
for use in schools of their own choice.
Private schools have been counted out of
direct support by the state. These schools, both
religious and non-religious, have long suffered
from the unfairness that deprives of assistance
parents who exercise their American right to
Choose a private school for their child.
Somewhere and at some time it will become
'necessary to develop a system that divides equal-
,ly with all citizens the benefits of state assistance
without impairment of their right to choose the
School they prefer for their children.
The foundation for such a system already
has been set on the American scene by the G.I.
'hill which made available certain educational
dollars for use by veterans m the schools of their
,choice. These grants were made rather to the
student than directly to the school. Certain schol-
arship bills also incorporate a similar right of
ihe recipient to choose the school he wishes to
frequent.
Citizens for Educational Freedom aims at
widening this principle of direct assistance to
(Jirents rather than to schools to embrace all
state or governmental support. They see in the
system a safeguard for the constitutional right
of parents to choose freely the child’s school, as
well as the ending of the present unfair distribu-
fiOn to those only who choose the public schools.
Under this kind of plan the educational dol-
lars would be granted in fair proportion to all
parents. Parents in turn would use those dollars
iti the school of their choice. Many would choose
the public schools; some would choose private
flon-religious schools; while others would choose
private religious schools such as the parish
schools of Catholics and of Lutherans.
The proposed plan hai everything.
It is constitutional. It does not grant aid to
religious schools but to parents. While the present
mind of the Supreme Court would rule uncon-
stitutional direct grants to privste schools, the
Supreme Court has made it clear that the right
to educate belongs to the parent in first place.
Aid directly to the parents to assist them In this
fundamental task sccords fully with constitutional
law.
At the same time the public school system
is protected and accorded the permanent place
in American education that it will likely have.
Many parents will choose these public schools in
which to invest thjs educational dollars granted
to them by the state. The public school system
will continue to serve those parents who will be
attracted by its educational offerings.
Moreover the American and Constitutional
right to choose one’s school will be safegusrded
for all. That right does exist; but mkny must
pay a financial cost to make use of their right
whenever they choose a school that gets no state
support. With the new system no school would
get direct support buLevery parent would equally
get assistance and through the parents support
would reach the schools. Then with full right and
without unfair cost parents would have their
constitutional choice of schools.
Finally, this principle of direct grants to
parents is applicable at every level of education
wherein state support is in question. This simple
fdVmula can quiet much of the conflict that
the educational scene of our land.
Because of this basic fairness and because
of its constitutionality we should like to see fuller
discussion of the principle of educational grants
directly to parents rather than to schools. We
believe that most American citizens can be won
over to this kind of approach and thereby one
large area of questions about governmental sup-
port of education can be settled. The literature
published by Citizens for Educational Freedom
from its hesdquarters at 3109 S. Grand Blvd.,
Room 25, St. Louis 18, Mo., will sssist the spread
of this discussion.
Our National Shrine
Washington is a city of many monumental
buildings that stand as memorials to our na-
tion's heroes, to Washington, Lincoln, Jefferson
and the rest. On Friday, Nov. 20, a monumental
Catholic church will formally be arrayed in the
ranks of our capitol’s monuments, a memorial
to God’s heroine, Mary the Mother of Jesus. It
will be known as the Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception.
The shrine will compare in beauty with
Washington's noblest monuments and with the
great churches of the past. It is the largest
Catholic church in the United States, and one of
the seven largest churches in the world. Its
architecture Is Romanesque Byzantine, that is, a
combination of the architectures of Romanized
Europe before the rise of the Gothic and the
eastern architecture associated with Byzantium,
or Constantinople. The shrine is not a lifeless
imitation of these forms, but an imaginative and
creative use of them. The materials used in the
shrine are mostly domestic. It is therefore tradi-
tional and contemporary. Catholic and.American.
Every Catholic American must come to know
the meaning of the shrine and the reason why
it stands, as every American should know the
Washington Monument and the reason why it
stands. The shrine stands as a symbol of the
dedication of hearts. This dedication took place
in 1846 when the states of the Union numbered
28 and the Bishops of the country were counted
at 22. Meeting in Baltimore the Bishops dedicated
the Catholic Church in America to Mary the
Mother of God under her title of the Immaculate
Conception. This dedication of the country to
Mary was given Papal approval the following
year, and Mary Immaculate became the pa-
troness of the Church in America.
In a chapel in crypt of the shrine a lovely
tomb holds the mortal remains of the fourth
rector of the Catholic University. It was Bishop
Thomas Shahan who conceived the idea of a
national shrine in Washington to symbolize in
stone the dedication of the American Church to
Mary Immaculate. The vision of Bishop Shahan
received the approval of the American hierarchy
and of Pope Pius X. In 1919 plans for the proposed
shrine were drawn by the firm of Maginnis and
Walsh. Between 1922 and 1931 the crypt was com-
pleted. Not until the Marian Year 1954 was the
work taken up again. Now this phase of the work
Is completed and the shrine stands in majestic
line and atirring color against the Washington
sky. The partially decorated interior will be com-
pleted at a later date.
This is our national shrine because it is
dedicated to our national patroness and because
it is a gift of ail the Catholics of the nation. In
the course of time the Catholics of the nation
will come here to do honor to Mary Imjnacu-
late and to appeal for her powerful intercession.
The shrine is a majestic witness to our faith
In God, to our love of Christ and His Blessed
Mother.. It is also a witness to the fact that
the Church in America has reached its maturity
when it can raise a monument of such beauty
that compares with the glories of the Christian
art of the old world.
Tokens of Thanks
At varloui times during the year we are
asked to put our own needa in the background
and give thought and action to aialat In filling
the need* of othera. Except for thee* reminder*,
many would not take advantage of the ever-
preicnt opportunities God ha* so abundantly
showered upon them.
One of these reminders is the annual Bishops'
Thanksgiving Clothing Collection. We are asked
to share our surplus and usable clothing, shoes
and bedding with our brothers In-Christ through-
out the world who have so little.
This appeal, organized in every diocese in
the country, has met with unusual success. Each
year tons of clothing are collected from gen-
erous Catholics. The Catholic Relief Services,
NCWC, the agency that directs the collection
reports that during IS years of operation over
2-1/2 million tons of food, clothing and drugs
have been shipped to countries in need all over
the world. The value placed on this material
exceeds $BO4 million.
While we boast of the material relief we have
rendered to the destitute on other lands, we
must, in all humility, admit that even such stag-
gering figures are far below our capabilities.
Never can we say we'va done enough ... no
more than we would want God to declare a
moratorium on the gifts He bestows on us.
The Catholic Bishops have chosen this season
of the year Thanksgiving for their annual
Clothing Collection to provide us with the op-
portunity of rendering our gratitude to God in a
concrete way. We can express thanks to Him in
words, but it is so much more meaningful wben
our sentiments overflow into deeds.
We have been thrilled at the sacrifices for
the needy by our missionary priests and Sisters,
as well as dedicated and selfless lay Catholics.
We often envy them the opportunities and the
graces God has given to them to do such wonder-
ful work. Yet, every one of them will tell you that
they are only instruments. The success of their
efforts depends so much on our willingness to
help by sending to them the materials they need
aa well as remembering them in our prayers.
Their contribution is the greater because they
are giving of themselves,- but our gift of what
we have is Important, too. Let your token of
gratitude on this Thanksgiving be a generous one.
Revolt Against Mediocrity
Slnce last week’s editorial on the mediocrity
of TV programs, many similar criticisms of the
medium have come to our attention, all voiced
within the past month.
Among those who share our conviction that
TV should raise the general level of its offerings
is Walter Lippmann, who wrote that TV violence,
degeneracy and crime should be replaced by
“effective news reporting, good art and civilized
entertainment."
Of the same mind is Dr. Alan Waterman,
director of the National Science Foundation. Dur-
ing a recent symposium on “The Mass Media and
the Image of Science,” after deploring the “over-
dose of soap operas, shoot-em-up Westerns and
glib-tongued emcees of empty entertainment” on
TV and radio, he urged more programs that ap-
peal to the mind rather than to the emotions.
Ex-Senator William Benton, Jack Gould of
tha New York Times, and several other thought-
ful observers of the American scene could be
quoted to the same effect. According to a New
York Times summation of current criticism, TV
“is the slave of the rating system. That tends to
produce shows with the lowest common denom-
inator —a diet of murder, violence, mediocrity
and clap-trap.”
Although they agree that inediocrity is the
word for TV programs, and that the medium
should elevate its sights, the critics differ in their
opinions as to what the TV public wants. Like
Joseph Wood Krutch, whom we quoted a week
ago. Dr. Waterman believes that all the mass
media “have underestimated the desire of our
citizens to learn and to know.”
Mr. Lippmann, on the other hand, thinks the
TV public bas been getting what it wants, but
adds that the medium should nevertheless aim
not at “what will be most popular, but what is
good,” not at “popularity and profit but at excel-
lence and the good life.”
Mr. Benton’s position lies in between. He
does not believe “our people are so far gone in
self-indulgence that they would continue to seek
only amusement, bemusement and beguilement”
from TV “if they were Informed of and edu-
cated to the use of the alternatives.” “Unhappily,
they have never been made aware of the poten-
tial alternatives.”
in any case, all these critics would agree
that, In the words of Dr. Waterman, TV, radio,
and the press, should Join with educators and
scientists “in fashioning the kind of climate that
will help to produce creative activity and solid
Intellectual achievement” la science, art, litera-
ture, music and other pursuits. Ta that we add
a fervent “Amen.”
Make Ready for Him
Communistic Revolutions
Hinge on SummitMeeting
By Louis F. Budenz
President Eisenhower's 20,000-1
mile trip to nine nations calls for
such physical courage, in view
of his uncertain health, as to
evoke our good will and stimu-
late our good wishes. Underlying
this Journey,I
there is also
the profound
thought that in
some of the
areas he visits
—notably the
Middle East
and Asia—our
bonds with the
local nations
have been seri-
ously weakened of late yean.
In view of our having been
dragged by Soviet Russia to the
Geneva summit meeting of 1955
and of being induced to invite
Dictator Khrushchev to come to
this country in 1959, a feeling
has settled upon these lands that
the U.S. is helpless to rebuff So-
viet power.
FROM the Middle East and
Asia wc receive advance cau-
tions that we must not be pre
cipitated into a hasty summit
conference in 1960 with the So
viet dictator, because he will not
participate in such a conference
in good faith. Already in some
of those countries there is at
work agitation for “the new revo-
lution" which Moscow is map-
ping out if we go to another such
meeting.
Standing out in the Middle
East, both as the fruit of “the
Geneva spirit" of 1955-56 and as
a sample of what lies ahead in
Kremlin tactics' is Iraq, now un
der the leadership of Major Gen
eral Abdul Karim Kassun
(known In his native land a\
Qassim.)
So that the comrades will ap-
preciate what is afoot in this new'
"revolution" business, the editor
of the communist daily in Iraq,
Zaki Khairy, contributes a lead-
ing article to the October issue
of Political Affairs. Khairy
shows that the present "revolu-
tionary situation" in Iraq arose
from the formation of the Na-
tional United Front In March,
1957, when "the spirit of Geneva"
waa riding high. That "united
front” included the communist
perty as a most conspicuous
member.
In this front, it Is emphasized,
were “the national bourgeoisie,"
Iraq business men who were
stirred to oppose the colonialism
of Great Britain and Turkey, and
also indirectly, the U.S. It is in
teresting that this description of
communist techniques, to make
use of the native buainess inter-
ests as a cover for red designs,
follows the pattern enunciated by
the World Marxist Review in a
aeries of articles this year. These
articles were directed mainly at
Latin America, and at the neces-
sity of taking advantage of the
present pro-Soviet atmosphere tc
cultivate communist influences
near the U.S.
AS WAS TO be expected, in
such a plan the communists are
not to associate themselves with
the revolutionary government at
first. at least openly, but are to
be a part of and guide for the
revolutionary forces.
The Central Committee of the
Iraqi communist party, la a ape-
cial report published in the Sept
6 issue of the Iraqi Review, gives
as this last objective of the "rev-
olution” tho following:
"In tho field of national Inde-
pendence, Iraq withdrew from
the Baghdad Pact, abrogated the
special agreement with Britain,
abrogated the pact of mutual se-
curity with the U S. and its miii
tary and economic supplements
and repudiated the Eisenhower'
Doctrine and other imperialist
obligations. Relations of our Re-
public developed with the Soviet
Union, the rest of the socialist
countries and with the Asian and
African countries. Thus an inde-
pendent Iraqi foreign policy was
consolidated and Iraq took up
its position among the communi-
ty of nations fighting imperial-
ism and striving for peaca and
progress."
IT IS ALMOST in exactly the
same words that Zaki Khairy
tells the readers of Political Af-
fairs that Iraq is now pro-Soviet
and, of course, anti-U.S. And it
is interesting that ho links up
these developments in his coun-
try with "the recent revolution in
Cuba." It is also more than in-
teresting to know that his con
elusion is accompanied in the
Iraqi Review of Oct. 1 by the
prominent assertion that Khru-
shchev's visit to the U.S. is "a
great vistory" for Soviet influ-
ences In Asia and Africa, bo
cause it "compelled” the U.S.
to abandon Its firm Dulles posi-
tion.
The faith in Focus
Extreme Unction
By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.
Out of Ills Infinite goodness,
the- Savior of mankind wished us
to be supported by grace - giving
sacraments from the cradle to
life's last breath. And so lie es-
tablished a special sacrament for
the faithful who have reached the
use of reason and are in danger
of death from sickness, accident,
or old age the sacrament ol
Extreme Unction.
This is the sacrament referred
to in the Epistle of St. James,
the Apostle (5, 14-15), the sacra-
ment which, through the anoint-
ing with blessed oil (the "oil of
the sick") by the priest, and
through his prayer, gives health
and strength to the noul and
sometimes to the body when we
are in danger of death (we do
not actually have to be dying)
from sickness, accident, or old
age.
Only a priest can administer
this sacrament, and he does so
be anointing the eyes, the ears
the nostrils, the lips, the hands,
and, if convenient, the feet of
the person. If there Isn’t time for
these several anointings, the
priest administers the sacrament
by a single anointing on the fore-
head.
While anointing the different
senses the priest says the pray-
er: "Through this holy anointing,
and lUs most tender mercy, may
the Lord forgive you whatever
sins you may have committed by
sight" ("by hearing," etc ). The
same prayer, except that no ref
erence If made to any of the
senses, is said when Extreme
Unction is administered by a
single anointing on the forehead.
Besides increasing sanctifying
grace, this wonderful sacrament
comforts us in our sickness and
strengthens us against temp-
tation; moreover, it prepares us
for entrance into heaven by the
remission of our venial sins and
by cleansing the soul from the re-
mains of sin (the spiritual weak-
ness and indifference caused by
original or actual sin)
What is more, the sacred
anointing restores health to the
body when this is good for the
aoul. Just as God produces spirit-
ual effects through the sacra
ments, so He often—though not
jalways—produces the bodily ef-
! feet* of better health through Ex-
treme Unction.
| To receive this sacrament
worthily, normally one should be
in the state of grace lienee we
should prepare ourselves for Ex-
treme Unction by a good confes-
sion, by acts of faith, hope, char
,Uy, and. especially, by uniting
[ourselves with God’s will. How-
ever, Extreme Unction itself can
even take away mortal sin, under
certain circumstances when,
namely, the tick person is un-
conscious or otherwise unaware
that he is not properly disposed,
but has made an act of imperfect
contrition.
Those who are In danger of
death from sickness, etc., should
j welcome this sacrament for the
sake of Its wonderful effects,
i which, as we have seen, some
times include a return to physi-
! eal health. Since the sacrament
cannot be expected to work mi-
- raculous cures, the priest should,
when possible, be summoned in
due time, and not at the last
minute
In fact, it is highly ad-
visable to call the priest to visit
Hie sick in any serious illness,
even though there be no appar-
ent danger of death, so that he
| may pray for them, comfort
them, and administer the sacra-
ments they need.
I Note well that In the cas«
of sudden or unexpected death a
priest should always be called,
because absolution and Extreme
Unction can be given condition
ally for some time after appar-
ent death.
The reason for this is that we
are not certain of the moment
of real death. Ihe moment when
Hie soul leaves the body. The
soul may remain united with the
body for some time after appar-
Ient death. The sacramenta of
Penance and Extreme Unction
can be administered condition-
ally for several hours after signs
of life have ceaaed. because of
the possibility that the aoul may
■till be united with the body.
THE QUESTION BOX
Most Ker. Walter W. Cmrtu, 76 Broad St „ Bloomfield, NJ,
it editor of The Qmettiom Box, Qmetliont may be inbmitled to him
foe anturr mt tbit column.
Q. The Virgin Mary has
aUH tor prayrrs far Russia.
Why maid aha not hare ap-
peared directly to the Raa-
aiaata aad why doeaa't ahe ap-
pear to frah stauts?
A. Of courae the Blessed
Mother coaid appear to Russians,
if she so willed. And she might
appear to Protestants too. Factu-
Qy she has not done so, snd al-
though we can hazard a guess
why this is so she hat not told
us her own reason.
Although the Blessed Mother
comes to warn the werld, she,
does not plan to intervene direct- ■
ly and take affairs out of the con-,
trol of men.
What then would happen if she
appeared in Russia' Would not
those who claimed this rision be
summarily killed' What then
srould be accomplished'
Instead, the Blessed Mother ap-
pears in areas where men may
hear her message and act upon
it. She has guaranteed that if
enough of us do hear her Fatima
message and follow it, Russia will
be converted.
It ought not be surprising that
Mary does not appear to those
who are not of the true Faith
Her appearance might seem to
give support to a religion that is
not the one true rrligion.
Q. We are taught that man
is created in the image and
likeness of God. How can this
he explained since there are so
many differences among peo-
ple?
A. We do not say that man li
created in the exact or perfect
imitation of God After all God
ll a ipirit and men are not The.
itatement that man ii created in
the likeness of God means that
he does share in tome likeness
to God. that is. he is fashioned
after God as his model in some
ways. Thus he imitates, but in
a very imperfect way. the power
or wisdom or mercy of God. And
since the Nkcness to God is chief-
ly in the soul, as the catechism
tells us, we can see in man's un-
derstanding and free will perfec-
tions that make him somewhat
more like to God.
Q. Ia re ad la* the Bible many
chapters are ia parables or la
phrases that are difficult to
aadersUad. I know that the
Church alone interprets the
Bible for as. When we do sot
understand, should we jast read
oa or should we try la learn
the true meaning?
A. You are right that the
Church alone It emposrered to
interpret authentically the mean-
ing of the Bible. Yet the Church
I would Ilk# ut to know as much
. about the Bible at sre can learn.
I Perhaps the anssrer to your
i question should be given tn one
1 of two ways.
If you are the average Catholic,
who may not have much time
for side reading, or who may
have no interest in the opinions
of Scripture scholars, you would
probably be Just as pleased, and
profit just as much, if you merely
read on without taking the timo
to study more deeply the pas-
sages that are not clear to you.
If you are a more studious type
of reader, or if you have a special
interest in Scripture, then you
may be encouraged to purchase
a Commentary on the Sacred
I Scripture for reference in the
1 matter of difficult passages. To
such readers as this we would
! urge a deep and reverent knowl-
I edge of the Sacred Scripture. So
j long as you are willing to accept
1 the final decision of the Church
j on meaning of a doubtful passage
I you are perfectly in line with the
j mind of the Church.
Q. Have the Fasten Cath-
olics who are In union with
Rome ever canonized any
saints? Have the Orthodox and
If so does the Church recognize
them?
A. Canonizations in the Cath-
olic Church now are made by the
Holy Father. Eastern Catholic*
would be canonized by him. One
such eastern saint of the past
century was St Josophat who was
canonized in 1867 by Pope Pius
IX.
The Orthodox groups who are
not in communion with Rome still
canonize certain of their mem-
bers but these canonizations are
not recognized by Rome. These
persons, like the monk Seraphim
who died in 1830 and was canon-
ized by the Orthodox Russian
Synod in 1903, may have been
very holy men. The Church docs
not say they were not holy men;
but she herself does not consider
the Orthodox canonization as a
proof of their sanctity.
Q. Are schismatic priests
tree priests? Can we attend
thetr Mass?
A. Some are; perhaps most of
them may be true priests. But
some are not.
Whether they are or are not
true priests Catholics are forbid-
den to assist at their services lest
their own faith be weakened and
lest they give scsndal to others.
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Letters to the Editor
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Life With anAlcoholic
Name and address
withheld.
Editor:
I have been following the letters concerning alcoholics.
I find them more than interesting, but it seems the only
ones who understand drunks and alcoholics are themselves
the same. Therefore I would like to suggest to those who
•ay. ‘‘those who don’t understand
are heartless,” that they live with
an alcoholic over a period of
time .and actually see how much
they can stand and for how long.
Knowing an alcoholic and hav-
ing to live with one arc entirely
two different worlds.
After 14 years of living with
one, my husband, 1 gave up, but
not until I had exhausted
every
way I knew. I spent years of cov-
ering up, making excuses, telling
lies and fooling myself while
things just got worse. I tried to
understand. I read all 1 could
find, attended AA meetings, con-
sulted psychiatrists, priests, law-
yers and doctors. I even contact-
ed tha V.A. hospital but got the
same answer all over.
It was up to the person him-
•elf to want help, and that was
out of the question in this case.
I prayed for him to be cured.
After all these things failed, 1
accepted the advice of a parish
priest, which was to leave it up
to God to do it in His own way.
When I finally accepted this
way of praying, it was absolutely
frightening, the chain reacUon
that started—a part-time posi-
tion was offered me (I had to
have part time because my son
was small and asthmatic); then
a member of AA recommended a
lawyer who was willing to help
me without charge, after first
consulting with a judge who sug-
gested a separation; my family
doctor volunteered a medical re-
port on my son to be used in
court.
The case, which ordinarily
doesn't appear on the calendar
for months, came up in two
weeks, and after the judge talk-
ed to both of us and tried to
reconcile us, my husband's an-
tagonistic attitude toward the
judge hastened his decision and
he granted a temporary separa-
tion.
I have been under constant
criticism for my attitude on this
arrangement but in my heart I
feel that God never shuts one
door without opening another.
For a very vivid example, in
the past four years my boy, who
suffered asthma attacks every
other week, now has them so
seldom and slightly that they
barely need mentioning.
When I received a drastic in-
crease in rent, I thought the
world had closed in on me, but I
heeded that earlier advice and
prayed for God to Ipok the situa-
tion over and show me how to
cope with it In a short time
the door was opened wide. My
sister offered to mind my boy
after school and I was able to
work a fun day, and out of no-
where I also got a raise in sal-
ary which was more than a sur-
prise it was literally a God-
send.
Life is far from being a bed
of roses, as we all know, but I
feel by not accepting God’s way,
we are the ones who make the
cross heavy.
Whether one is an alcoholic or
not, he must learn to accept life
as God wants it, not the way he
wants it. This denial or accept-
ance applies to all classes with
no distinction.
GRANDMA’S GLEE: Aged Formosan woman smiles
excitedly as she carries home a bundle of clothing ob-
tained at Catholic Relief Services center. CRS. will
distribute the good used clothing donated by Ameri-
cans Nov. 22-29, for overseas poor.
Thanks for Aid on
Sunday Shopping
Essex County Citizens
Committee for Sunday Closing,
William J. Schneider,
Chairman,
Diran A. Kurk, Secretary,
Newark.
Editor:
Our committee feels indebted
to express to the editor of your
valued paper, The Advocate, our
deepest gratitude and thanks for
the splendid support that you
gave the cause of “Keeping Sun-
day a Day of Rest.”
Churches and lay organizations
of our Archdiocese have helped
our battle most splendidly, and by
this letter of appreciation we
wish to go on record of express-
ing our entire committee’s grati-
tude for the fine cooperation re-
ceived.
Phone Listing
For Churches
P.J.C.,
Montclair.
Editor:
Why is it general practice for
Catholic churches not to have
telephone directory listings?
In these days of extensive
traveling, the visiting Catholic
usually finds the non-Catholic
public familiar with the name
and location of the nearest Cath-
olic church, but not with Mass
hours or the name of the pastor
or priest in whose name a phone
may be listed.
It would certainly be in the
interests of convenience, as well
aa of good public relations with
the community, to encourage our
churches to have phone listings
for their rectories; also to let the
local newspapers listing church
services to include their Sunday
and weekday Masses, novenas
and other services.
Some rectories seem annoyed
kt having to answer inquiries.
Some ask, "Are you a member
of this parish?” Isn't the impor-
tant point that a Catholic, per-
haps a daily Communicant from
out of town, wanU to get to Mass
and on time?
STRSNGR BUT TRUE
Little-Knowa Facts for Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY ħthgfh
Saints of the Week
Sunday, Not. 22 —St. Cecilia,
Virgin-Martyr. Lived in the sec-
ond century and was tortured
and killed in her own home,
which later became a church.
Patron of musicians.
Monday, Nov. 23—St Clement
I of Rome, Pope-Martyr. Third
successor to St. Peter, who con-
secrated him. Governed about 10
years and died in exile.
Tuesday, Nov. 2*—St John of
the Cross, Confessor-Doctor.
Born near Avila, Spain, 1542; or-
dained as a Carmelite in 1567;
founded the Discalced Carme-
lites; died in 1605; canonized in
1726.
Wednesday, Nov. 25—St Cath
erine of Alexandria, Virgin-Mar-
tyr. Put to death around 310 by
means of an engine fitted with
a spiked wheel. According to leg-
end, before her death she van-
quished 50 pagans in arguments
of philosophy and is considered
patroness of philosophers.
Thursday, Nov. 26—St Sylves-
ter, Abbot Founded the Silves-
trine Congregation of Benedic-
tines and died in 1267.
Friday, Nov. 27 St Virgil.
Bishop-Confessor. Born In Ireland
and served Church in Germany,
becoming Bishop of Salzburg.
Died 764, canonized 1232.
Saturday. Nov. 28—St Sos-
tbens, Martyr. Ruler of the syna-
gogue at Corinth, he became a
disciple of St Paul.
OSSERVATORE Romano, Vat-
ican City daily, has a world wide
circulation of 60,000.
God Love You
An Appeal
To Priests
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
Nothing gives us greater in-
spiration than the example of one
of our priests who truly burns
out and is burned for the sake
of Our Lord. A priest in Africa
started a parish in 1923 with 500
I souls today he
has 40,000.
This increase
was not due to
an influx of
population, but
conversions. He
I now has three
| assistants. Bap-
tisms average
10 a day; on
I Sundays the
pastor and the
three curates distribute Commu-
nion for one hour.
One pr.est spends three hours
every morning hearing confes-
sions, four hours every early aft-
ernoon, and five hours in the
evening—ll hours a day! The pa-
rishioners' average walking time
to Mass is twro hours The pzslor
has three-day retreats three
times a year.
American priests
COULD WE American priests
take such a schedule? Would we
ask the Bishop for a change?
Our answer to these questions
lies in our willingness to share
the burdens of our brothers in
Christ.
We do not know how many
priests will read this eolnu,
but in a future column to
priests we will tell yon how
many sent a sacrifice of at
least a dime to the Holy Fa-
ther, and how many promised
prayers.
Cut out this column pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, National
Director. Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith. 366 Fifth
Ave., New York 1, or to your
diocesan director: Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry St..
Newark 2; Rt. Rev. Msgr. Wil-
liam F. Louis, 24 DeGrasso St .
Paterson.
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ShouldFacts ofLife ComeFrom
Mother or a Movie Screen
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology, St. Louis University
Our parish mothers’ club wants to show the Dis-
ney film on menstruation to our sth to Bth grade
girls. I objected maintaining that mothers should give
the needed instruction gradually, and that the film
was only an escape to excuse them from giving any
personal instruction. Am I wrong?
1U.4 1 <l. . . ..
Most modern mothers are quite
aware of their serious obligation
to instruct and guide their daugh-
ters. but whether through shallow
prudery, lack of understanding,
or the selfish desire to escape
I
.
the bother of
gradual train-
ing, they try
to hand the
job over to the
school or to
get it over
with quickly by
showing a film.
The Disney
film is excel-
lent and can
serve a highly useful purpose.
As you remark, “I doubt very
much whether the movie will up-
set or confuse my own 10-year-
old. She is aware of about all
the facts and comes to me freely
when she hears new information
or usually misinformation. She
and her 12 brothers and sisters
have always been that way.”
THE POINT at issue Is not
really the showing of the film,
but rather what this approach
implies. You state, ‘‘l f?cl that
many mothers simply send their
daughters to see such a movie
and feel they are then excused
from giving *ny personal instruc-
tion though their children will
not be benefited at 10 years of
age by the mere viewing of a
film.”
Sex instruction is not a one-
shot affair, and facts mean
very little unless they are
geared to the child's experi-
ence. The study of the ana-
tomical mechanisms involved
is neither pertinent nor nseful
at this early age.
Just as the young girl can
learn a great deal about food
and an adequate diet without un-
derstanding the mechanisms of
digestion or pouring over a chart
of the digestive tract, she can
be taught what she needs to
know about her sexual develop-
ment at this time without going
into anatomical details.
MOST CURRENT approaches
to the sex instruction of youth
labor under several serious mis-
conceptions. First, they confuse
knowledge of facts with educa-
tion. But sex education Involves
more than knowledge of facts;
It implies interpretation of these
facts in terms of personal de-
velopment and human destiny.
Asa consequence it necessarily
includes growth in self-knowledge
and self-control.
Current approaches tend to
treat sexual phenomena out Of
context. Sex is only one prop-
erty in the human person, an
that its nature, characteristic
mechanisms, and proper func-
tion can be understood ade-
quately only in reference to
the tidal person.
Current emphasis not only ex-
aggerates the importance of MX
in personality development but
distorts its relationship to other
human drives and impulses of
equal, if not greater significance.
AS A RESULT, current ap-
proaches misconceive the role of
parents in training their chil-
dren. The argument is frequent-
ly advanced that modern parents
refuse to give their youngsters
adequate instruction and train-
ing This may be true, but the
logical remedy should then be a
program emphasizing parental
obligations, together with com-
petent instruction for parents.
Croup Instruction programs
can assist in supplying facto,
but sex education must be
gradual, repetitive, geared to
widely varying individual
needs, and presented in a cli-
mate of mutual trust, security
and affection. Only pxrento can
meet these requirements, so
why not gear our programs to
meet their needs?
It seems to me Clars, you
should have suggested the film
be shown to the Mothers’ Club.
11 suspect the mothers would
I learn a great deal.
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European Escorted
Tours are a Royal Treat
in 1960
Your Choice of 67 Departures
More American* than ever before will travel to Europe
in 1960. Such tpccial events as tbe Oberammergau
Passion Play, performed only every tenth year, the
Olympic Games in Rome, the International Horticul-
tural Show in Rotterdam and the Eucharistic Congress
in Munich will draw thousands of visitors.
Hotel space and tickets for performances to these great
events will be at a premium. Now, YOU can assure
yourself of seeing one, two or all of them on a specially
planned AAA escorted tour of Europe.
By plane or ship, AAA offers the finest quality in care-
fully prepared European vacations includingfirst class
hotels, selected sightseeing tours, delicious meals, and
the services of an expert multilingualAAA tour
conductor.
For a royal vacation during tbe year of great European
events BOOK NOW on an AAA 1960 European
Escorted Tour.
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Want a Priest in Family?
Then 'Adopt' Seminarian
The Pontifical Society of St.
Peter the Apostle Is dedicated to
aid inf and training native sem-
inarians. Each country wants
Bishops and priests from among
its own people in preference to
foreign priests, so as rapidly as
possible the Church seeks that
end.
The education of native semi-
narians opens to Catholics a
beautiful opportunity for those
who have no priests in the fam-
ily to have one through adoption.
You can adopt a future priest
by a sacrifice of $230 a year.
He will remember you in his
Masses and prayers and will in-
tercede for your soul after it has
gone to the High Priest for judg-
ment
Converts in Korea
Pray for Bishop
A Bishop in Korea writes: "At
least 12,000 have been received
Into the Church since July a year
ago. In my rounds for Confirma-
tion, I continually remind the
faithful of their debt of gratitude
to the supporters of the Society
for the Propagation of the Faith.
"It has now become the cus-
tom to give me a spiritual
bouquet of good works done by
these good people.
“Yesterday, among the items, 1
were over 59,000 Mass intentions: I
over 13,000 Holy Communions; .
over 29,000 Rosaries. I know the
people say these prayers, too.
Two and three months before
Confirmation it is really inspir-
ing and consoling to see the de-
votion of the people at Mass,
making visits and doing the Sta-
tions of the Cross.
“As long as we can keep them
on their knees for good causes,
I have no fears because the re-
sultant outpouring of God’s grace
will keep them close to Him.”
Sisters inNeed
Of Teaching Aids
The lick in India and Pakistan
are in tremendous need of care.
Large sections of the population
of these countries are left with-
out medical care because there
are not enough skilled hands
available.
To make it possible for many
girls in these countries to en-
gage in this work, the Medical
Mission Sisters of Philadelphia
have established large local
training schools for nurses in
connection with their hospitals.
At preseat all Sister super-
visors are greatly in need of
anatomical charts for these
nursing schools. Visual aids for
teaching the nursing arts are
absolutely essential because
the girls who attend have little
er no knowledge or ordinary
hygiene and anatomy.
Many of these girls have never
seen a drug store, so one can
realise that a picture Is worth a
thousand words. The Medical
Mission Sisters ask for help in
supplying their nursing school
supervisors with their many
needs.
The Medical Mission Sisters
staff hospitals in India, Africa,
Indonesia and South America.
Sisters of Poor
Plan New House
The Little Sisters of the Poor
have obtained land in Bombay,
India, as the site of their first
house in that city. This congrega-
tion has more than 300 homes and
more than 8,000 Sisters caring for
the aged poor. The Sisters work
In the missions in Burma, India,
Ceylon, and Africa. Before com-
munism took over, they had
bouses in China. Their work in
the U. S. is well known.
Korean Dispensary
Opened by Nuns
A dispensary has been opened
at Pusan, Korea, by the Francis-
can Missionaries of Mary. They
went there at the Invitation of
Bishop John Cboi, Vicar Apostol
ie of Pusan. The It Sisters at
the new foundation had been
working in Japan. Six of these
Sisters are Korean; the other
five include one French, one Eng-
ish, one Canadian and two
American nuns. In addition
to their work for the sick, the
Sisters will do catechetical work.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most *•»- Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D, phJ), LL.D.
31 Mulberry St, Newark 3, N, J. Phone: MArket 3-3*o*
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to S pjn.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 13.
Diocese of Paterson:
■t Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis, J.C.D.
34 Do Grasse St, Paterson 1, N. J, Phone: ARmory 4 0400.
Honrs: Dally, 9 in. to S pan.; Saturday, 9 ana. to 12.
Obituary
It la a holy and wholesomo
thought to pray for the dead
that they may be loosed from
their sins. We recommend to
(ho prayers of our readers tho
repose of the souls of the fol-
lowing who havo recently de-
parted this Ilfs.
Rt Rev. Msgr. Emery A. Hait-
iager
Mrs. Elisabeth Belger
Mrs. OUve Brady
Mrs. Albert Gasvert Sr.
James H. Murphy
Lizard Speaks
For the Bride
MAHINOG. Philippines A
liiard played a stand-in role at
a wedding here at which a Ba-
yonne priest officiated.
The lizard was a "gekko," one
of a large variety of harmless
lizards which inhabit every rec-
tory and church in the Philip-
pines. The priest was Rev. Pat-
rick Cashman, S.S.C.
The "gekko” is rarely seen
but frequently beard, his call
resembling the dialect word,
"O-O," which means "yes.”
At the wedding, the bashful
bride was unable to answer
when asked by Father Cash-
man: "Do you take this man to
be your lawful husband?" But
from his nook in the ceiling,
the "gekko" provided the an-
swer as the congregation broke
into laughter.
INFORMAL MOMENT: Archbishop Boland was guest of honor Nov. 11 at the
Charter Presentation Dinner given by Montclair Circle. International Federation of
Catholic Alumnae. Chatting with him here are, from left, Mrs. Roy V. Lockwood,
co-chairman; Mrs. George R. Magher, chairman;Mrs. John Quincy Adams, president
of the Presentation Ball committee; Msgr. John J. Dougherty, president of Seton
Hall University, and Rev. Paul E. Lang, moderator.
Father Shanahan
Testimonial Dec. 1
JERSEY CITY Very Rev. James J. Shanahan, S.J.,
president of St. Peter’s College, will be honored at a testi-
monial dinner in the Hotel Roosevelt, New York, Dec. 1,
marking his 10th anniversary in the president’s chair.
Educators, alumni, civic and ecclesiastical officials will join
in the tribyte.
Father Shanahan was no
stranger to St. Peter’s when he
was appointed president, having
taught English and Latin there
from 1933 to 1936 as a scholasUc.
He entered the Society of Jesus
on Aug. 14, 1926. at St. Andrew-
on Hudson, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.,
and was ordained June 21, 1939
by Cardinal Amleto Cocognani,
then Apostolic Delegate to the
U.S.
ST. PETER’S has had its maj-
or growth under Father Shana-
han.
Some of the programs esta-
blished include the ROTC in 1931,
the pre-medical and pre-dental
advisory committee, the graduate
scholarship committee, the pre-
engineering program, adult edu-
cation, the Bene Merenti Medal
first awarded in 1956, the de-
velopment fund and program, the
committee on research and the
honors program.
St. Peter’s College also
has seen a remarkable physical
growth Including the erection
of Dineen Hall, the acquisition
of property for the ROTC and
the erection of St. Peter Hall
for the resident Jesnlt facnlty
which will be ready for oc-
cupancy early In 1960.
Pray for Them
Sr. Catherine Regina
Dies at Convent
CONVENT Sister Catherine Regina, administrative
assistant at the College of St. Elizabeth, died Nov. 14 at
St. Anne Villa. A member of the Sisters of Charity of St.
Elizabeth for 42 years, she had spent half of them at the
college, and also had served as a hospital administrator
and grads and high school prin-
cipal.
Auxiliary Bishop Joseph F.
Flannelly of Naw York presided
at a solemn high Requiem Mass
celebrated Nov. 17 by Rev. Wil-
liam King, chaplain of the col-
lege. Sister Catherine Regina died
at the age of 73 after an illness of
two months.
Sister Catherine Regina was
born In Brooklyn In 1886, the
daughter of the late John and
Ellinor Sullivan. She attended
Nativity Institute, Brooklyn, and
was graduated from the College
of St. Elizabeth with an A.B. in
1907. She joined the Sisters of
Charity in 1917 and was professed
in 1910.
SHE TAUGHT at the Academy
of St. Elizabeth and St. John's
High School, Paterson, before her
appointment as freshman prefect
at the college In 1922, a post she
held until 1032.
She served as superior and ad-
ministrator ot St. Raphael's Hos-
pital, New Haven, Conn.; supe-
rior and principal of Holy Name
School, East Orange, and Mary-
lawn of the Oranges, South
Orange.
In 1947 she returned to the col-
lege and served another period
as freshman prefect, until 1953
when she was appointed adminis-
trative assistant at tha college.
| Surviving are two brothers. Dr.
' Raymond and Eugene Sullivan,
! and a sister, Grace Sullivan, all
of New York.
James H. Murphy
BAYONNE - The funeral of
James H. Murphy took place Nov.
14 with a Requiem Mast in St.
Andrcw'i Church here. Mr. Mur-
phy, who died Nov. 11, waa the
father of Msgr. Charles B. Mur-
phy, pastor of St. Bernard’s,
Plainfield.
Also surviving are another son,
a daughter, three sisters, a broth-
er and three grandchildren.
Mrs. A. Gassert Sr.
HARRISON A Requiem Mass
for Mrs. Albert Gassert Sr., 401
Davis Ave., was offered Nov. 14
in Hply Cross Church here. She
died Nov. 11.
Surviving are two sons Includ-
ing Frederick Gassert Sr, coun-
sel to tha Archdiocese of New-
ark; five grandchildren and 14
greatgrandchildren.
Mrs. Olive E. Brady !
CALDWELL A Requiem
Masa for Mrs. Oliva E. Brady,
mother of Migr. Joseph H.
Erady, rector of Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary, was offered
Nov. 18 in St. Aloysius Church
here. She died Nov. 14.
Msgr. Brady was celebrant of
the Mass. Archbishop Boland pre-
sided and gave the final absolu-
lion. Also present were Bishop
George W. Ahr of Trenton and
Auxiliary Bishop Jeremiah F.
Minihan of Rostoa.
Also surviving are another son.
two daughters, two sisters and
(even grandchildren.
House of Charity
To Aid Jobless
VANCOUVKR, B.C. A bouse
of charity with 110 beds for
homeless men has been readied
under direction of Coadjutor
Archbishop Martin M. Johnson
in time for the rough Canadian
winter which leaves some 1,000
seamen a day Joblesa here.
Morris County AOH
Plan Annual Dance
MORRISTOWN - The Ancient
Order of Hibernians of Morris
County will hold their first annual
dance Dec. 4 at the American
Legion Hall. Charles Fitzgerald
Is chairman.
ABOUT See correspondents
supply foreign caws to Oeeerva-
tora Romano.
.
Harrington Park
Dedication Week
Program Listed
HARRINGTON PARK
- A sc-
ries of celebration! for adults and
youth of Our Lcdy of Victories
parish will be held in conjunction
with the dedication of the new
school Nov. 28 by Archbishop Bo-
land.
The auditorium of the new
school will be the scene Dec. 2 at
3 p.m. of a party and surprise i
shew for the parochial and pub-
lic school children of the parish.
Mrs. Jane Lennen heads a com-
mittee of Sisters of Charity and
Rosarians.
Teenagers of the parish will at-
tend a dance in the auditorium
Dec. 4, with Jim Zamplno as
chairman.
A dinner dance for the adults
will close the dedication week
Dec. 5. Chairman is Ed Rcnaud.
Ted Coniglio, chairman of the
program, has announced that
public inspection of the school
will be arranged during the week.
3rd Order Postulant
To Be Professed
TEANECK—A profession cere-
mony for postulants will be held
Dec. 14 in St. Anastasia's Churbh
here, according to Gus Grieder,
prior. Third Order of Mt. Car-
mel.
The monthly services were
conducted Nov. 9 by Rev. Andre
Hertel, O. Carm.
To Break Ground for
Caldwell Building
CALDWELL Ground will be broken Nov. 22 for a
three-story classroom wing at Caldwell College for women.
This week It was also announced that the Dominican Sis-
ters Development Fund, launched last September for the
erection of the wing, and for a Caldwell College dormitory
and an infirmary for the Sisters
of St. Dominic, has passed its
minimum goal of 1750,000, with a
total to date of $762,000.
Msgr. James A. Hughes, Vicar
General of the Archdiocese, will
officiate at the groundbreaking
at 3 p.m. Sunday. The wing, to
be constructed at an estimated
cost of $300,000, will be appended
to Albertus Magnus Science Hall,
and is expected to be ready for
use next September.
It will contain laboratories for
chemistry, biology, physics and
geology, as well as an area for
Caldwell’s cancer research proj-
ect. Also featured will be a large
lecture hall, language laboratory
and a publications room.
THE TOTAL cost of the three
buildings, including a dormitory
for 200 students and 35 faculty
members, and the infirmary for
100 aged and ill Sisters, is esti-
mated at $2.5 millions. A per-
sonal visitation eampaign for
funds is being conducted by the
Sisters, by members of the par
ishes whose schools they staff,
and by Caldwell College alumnae.
Fairest Fair
At Emerson
EMERSON Chrlstmaa
shopping, spaghetti and pan-
cakes, games, and Santa Claui
is the bill of “fair" promised
by Assumption parish Nov. 30-
Dec. 5
The whole thing is called tha
Winter Wonderland Fair, and
subtitled by Rev. Caesar Or-
rico, administrator, and tha
committee, “The fairest of
fairs."
Events planned for each eve-
ning include a pancake dinner,
a spaghetti dinner, and a ham
dinner, as well as games and
shopping at the baraar booths.
One afternoon session, Dec.
5, will be specially for the chit-
dren. Tea and cake as well as
a popcorn-hot dog snack bar
will be featured at all the
events, and Santa Claus will
be available to pose for pic-
tures with the youngsters.
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Pope John's
Vatican
revolution
Evtr (Inc* bii coronation. Pop*
John XXIII hti been miking pro-
found changes in the ancient
governing body of the Catholic
Church. Exactly what has been
happening inside the Vatican?
In this week's Saturday Eve-
ning Post, a Post editor gives a
first-hand report direct from
Rom*. Illustrated with exciting
full-color photographs. This ar-
ticle tells:
• haw Pa*a jaha't warm aad da~a-
«ratl« ■—If hat h.la.d aHiat *M
• haw tha lata Papa had raducad1
thurtk eavanuaaat ta a mart haldiag'
• what Cardinal b caaaidarad. aaxt
ta tha Papa. "Ifca Ml) unpartaat
Vatican •fflcial m
Be sure to read “Inside the Vati-1
can."
It's a wonderful week In the
Poet ... 9 articles. 4 stories, 2
serials, many cartoons and excit-
ing photographs.
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Teen Ground Rules Compiled in Westfield
By Ed Grant
WESTFIELD What are the
ground rule* for a teenage par-
ty? What about year-round job*
for high ichool students? What
is a sensible curfew time- on
dancing dates? And what about
this business of going steady?
A volunteer committee of
couples from the Holy Trinity
High School Parents' Guild, as-
sisted by their priest-moderator
and by members of the student
council, have tried to answer
these questions in a booklet
called, ‘‘Consensus,'* the result
of a year-long study of the
problems current to raising
teenagers.
THE BOOKLET is directed
to the parents in the hope that
it will buttress Individual fam-
ily standards by presenting a
set of justified basic mnimums
established by common agree-
ment and adhered to by a large
group of parents. It is, in other
words, an answer to the fre-
quently heard teen plaint: “But
everybody else is doing it.”
From start to finish, the em-
phasis of “Consensus” is on the
affirmative rather than the neg-
ative. Under each of its basic
headings “Dating," “Par-
ties," “Curfew,” "Jobs”
it first talks about the things
to do, before getting down to
the things to "don't”
ON DATING, for Instance, it
suggests group-dating at dan-
ces, ball games and house par-
ties for freshmen and sopho-
mores, with individual dating to
start in junioryear. Double dat-
ing is encouraged, but not
blind dating. And parents are
urged to guide their children
discreetly into "playing the
field” rather than booking up
with a ateady.
The listed arguments against
steady dating are impressive:
“Deprives teens of many en-
joyable friendships ... crimps
personality growth
... gives
false security ... engenders
social laziness .-.. increases
danger to moral temptations. ..
instills premature desire for
marriage.*
“CONSENSUS" argues for a
planned economy for parties.
Parents should be told where it
is, who's going to be there, who
the date is, the mode of travel
and the time of return.
Open house parties, all-night
"hen” parties or weekend house
parties are discouraged. A full
list of instructions for the young
host or hostess is provided with
three important rules: “No
gate-crashers (the students vot-
ed 4-1 for this one), parents
unobtrusively in evidence, and
well-made plans to keep the
guests entertained."
On curfews, a poll was taken
of the entire student body and
of the committee of parents
and an extensive schedule set
up for all types of dates. Gen-
erally, the point was made that
there should be three alarm
clocks in each teen’s brain
one for the time to get started
home; one for the. deadline
agreed upon for a particular
date with both sets of parents,
and one (a maximum), which
should never be surpassed.
CARS AND JOBS—two items
more important to boys than to
girls are the final topics.
Holy Trinity discourages stu-
dents driving to school, allow-
ing it only if parents write a
letter describing it as neces-
sary. The booklet urges that
parents’ consent to use a tar
be based on the teen having
proved his ability to control
himself and the car at all
times.
Jobs during school months
came under particular censure.
The adverse effects: ‘ Fatigue
... neglect of school duties
...
absence from extracurricular
activities” were stressed. Par-
ents were urged to ask them-
selves these five questions;
Does the student really need
the money? Does the family
economy require his working?
Does It teach anything useful?
Are the working conditions
good for physical and moral
well being? Do the wages justi-
fy the handicaps which the job
puts on the student’s school
work and social development?
ON BABY SITTING, another
writs of questions pointed sp
such problems as whether study
ares* sre provided in the em-
ployer’s home. Whether trans-
portation will be provided to
and from home? Whether boy
or girl friends will visit the
sitter’ (They shouldn’t)
Whether the employers will
return too late for her to yet
proper rest before school or
Sunday Mass? Whether the re-
turn will he later than her max-
imum curfew?"
Supra-National
Charity Urged
ROCHESTER Nations which
have an abundance of material
resources and goods have a
"moral responsibility" to relieve
poverty, misery and injusice be-
yong their own borders, U.S. Sen.
Thomas J. Dodd of Connecticut
said here.
Sen. Dodd spoke at the eastern
regional meeting of the Catholic
Press Association. In his talk he
called on the Catholic press to
"devote more and more effort
to debunking the myth of peace-
ful coexistence with commun-
ism."
He attributed the early growth
of Marxism (o capitalism'a ex-
ploitation of workers. Now, he
noted, "the great chasm which
separated the privileged classes
of old from the rank and file of
humanity has been bridged," to
be replaced by a gulf of similar
magnitude between Western peo-
ple and the people of under-
privileged areas.
ALL CITIZENS of Vatican
City are in the service of the
Pope.
“SOOOO BIG”: This child-like phrase could describe
the camel—or the coat of the little Pakistanian boy
who leads it Perhaps your son has outgrown a good
warm coat that would serve for him, or for some other
child like him. If you give to the Thanksgiving Cloth-
ing Collection, Nov. 22-29, in your parish, you can be
sure your used clothing reaches someone who needs it.
With Humble Pride
TV Whipped Again
By Dan Herr
True to my word, 1 am back
writing about telcvUion again. It
may teem uncharacteristically
mean of me good old, soft-
hearted and honay-toogued Uncle
Dan to pick on TV during its
darkest hour.
Even worse,
some of you
may have got-
ten the idea
that I don't like
anything com-
ing through the
picture tube.
To solve both
problems, let
me state un-
equivocally and irrevocably that
in my opinion there are good
television programs. Not many,
I grant, but they do exist.
You can see a surprising num-
ber of good plays "The Turn
of the Screw,” "Cradle Song,"
"Don Quixote" in the course
of a season. Such talented show-
men as Harry Belafonte, Fred
Astaire. Bing Crosby, Frank Sin-
atra. Victor Borge and Leonard
Bernstein come around frequent-
ly enough to make watching for
them worthwhile.
Here and there pleasant music
is to be found if you want to
take the time to look. Rarer are
good examples of what might be
termed "educational programs,"
that is, programs which, con-
trary to all TV phllosphy, activ-
ate a brain cell from time to
lime.
ONE OK THE unfortunate con-
sequences of the recent quls-
fraud uproar Is that all the ex-
citement has distracted us from
realising Just how sorry a mess
the TV moguls have made out
of this year's "greater than
ever" programs.
As was to be expected, the
brains have beew busy con-
cocting a whole line up of new
Westerns, for It’s the law of
television that If the viewers
seem to like something, give
It to thews until they begin to
The good news today is that
this time may have arrived
the new Westerns have gained
very little popularity and there
la some evidence that the whole
Western erase may he on the
wane. Only two of the top 10
■hows are Westerns —a year
1* seven were an privileged.
The private-eye mania, how
aver, shows every sign of un-
waning —a word I just created
—and whether we re better off
with a plethora of strong-arm
snoopers than bow-legged
straight-shooters is a problem to
conjure with. At least it's a
change, although you must admit
the Wooly West at its worst nev-
er came up with anything as in-
sipid as Kookie of "77 Sunset
Strip." (1 wonder if he had dan
druff?)
ALMOST AI.L the big new
shows that were to make this
season a time to remember have
proved to be duds. "Hawaiian
Eye" and "Bourbon Street Beat"
trotted out glamorous locales to
camouflage the same old stuff
that other programs have been
putting forth for years. In “Ad-
ventures in Paradise" James
Michener’a reputation has suf-
fered
a body-blow. "River Boat"
prove* once again that Edna
Ferber said all there is to say
about life on the Mississippi and
that without Jerome Kern's mu-
sic, dat ol’ man river can be
mighty dull.
“The Big Party” and "Star-
time,” two other wildly her-
aided new shows, are similar-
ly disappointing. It takes a lot
of doing to present a bevy of
top entertainers and end up
with a show that totals far,
far less than the sam of Its
components. The producers of
these shows, however, have
managed to do It.
According to the experts, nev-
er has a TV season proved so
disappointing so quickly. The net-
works, the agencies, the spon-
sors and the critics are unhap-
py. But 1 am concerned with the
unhappy viewers and their right
to expect the best in all levels
of entertainment and informa-
tion. We are-not getting It. The
■hort history of television has
proved only that money cannot
compensate for a lack of crea-
tive talent, original thinking and
willingness to experiment.
The situation is growing worse
rather than better and unlesa we
can convince the giants ol the
television industry that we will
not tolerate stupidity and medio-
crity, wc'rc In for It evening
•fter evening- Of course, you
could turn the blasted set off.
But that would be un-American.
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Christmas Club check due?
\BERE'S a TIP!
USE PART OF YOUR
CHRISTMAS CLUB MONEY
TO START A REGULAR
SAVINGS ACCOUNT!
RbtfMtmt way to make sure of a prosperous New Year
7? • for yean to cornel If you’ve been promising yourself
that yen'll start a savings account, there’s no better time
than ths day you receive your Christmas Club check. Just
a fsw dollars will do it Many customers who began this
way tell us they've become real habit-savers, and they’re
amazed at the way their accounts have increased.
Of tonne, you’ll find it’o wiiett to open your account at
First National, a FULLSERVICE BANK where . . .
Tour Savings Grow Faster at3% Interest(paid an account, from
sip to $35,000.)
JOIN FIRST NAUONAL’S I**o CHRISTMAS CIUSI
Sa prirerN Tor Ilia 1960 gift-giving caaion. it taka, only o law ninula, to lain . . . one
yooli find ll'l lull about Iho aailoit way to ,avo far tha thing, you'll want to buy n„t yaa-
THE ST
FIRST I \ NATIONAL RAXK
OF JERSEY CITY
Mombori Todorol Ptpoiil Imuronca Corporatio* * Fodorol >•<
'MAIN OFFICE: On* Exchange Plsce, Jersey City
•BERGEN SQUARE OFFICE
170 Bergen Avenue, Jersey City
•OLD BERGEN OFFICE
MOO Hudson Boulevird, Jersey City
•PALISADE AVENUE OFFICE:
12$ Palisade Avenue, Jersey City
WESTERN SLOPE OFFICE:
3487 Hudson Boulevard, Jersey City
’HOBOKEN OFFICE*
47 Newark Street, Hoboken
WEST NEW YORK OFFICE
440—60th Street, West New York
Feat pocking ovoilablo at the,# oMcov
’HARRISON OFFICE
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WEST HUDSON OFFICE
326 Harrison Avenue, Harrison
’KEARNY OFFICE
240 Kearny Avenue, Kearny
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Help Fight TB
Usa Christmas Saals
Do you know that...
V
I RESEARCH
is an Ingredient
of Industrial
Success in
New Jersey?
The human brain is the most important ingredient in
successful research
. . .
and research is one of the most
important ingredients of industrial success. In many ways,
New Jersey leads the nation in its widely diversified re-
search programs and facilities.
Ten per cent of the nation's research facilities are con-
centrated inNew Jersey. Expenditures exceed $620,000,000
a year. An estimated 21,700 scientists and engmeers ere
aerise w New Jersey laboratories.
It is estimated that some 500 firms are active in research
in “The Scientific State” today. The results of a current
Bursty show clearly that the state is one of the greatest
research ceateos far the U.S., if not the largest.
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What Is So Special About Red Imp?
By June Dwyer
There l» a little, red imp sitting
on my desk. He is a doll that!
wss given to Addle to remind
her of the fun that she had at
the Catholic Press convention in
Rochester.
Everytime Addie looks at the
imp she smiles. All day long she
has been telling me stories of
the things she did. Then she tries
to get hack to work—but as soon
as she looks at the little red imp
on the desk, the smile comes
back and she has to tell us some
other nice things that she remem-
bers.
The little red imp has green
shoes and a gold tassel on his
hat—maybe that's why he re-
minds us of Christmas—or may-|
be It’s because it’s almost time
to buy Christmas cards. Addie I
and the imp have given us all a
hint on how we can help to keep
Christ in Christmas.
THE LITTLE red imp reminds
Addie of happy days on her trip.
When Addie looks at the imp she
smiles and retells stories that
I made her happy. The same is
true of Christmas cards.
! The little card that yon send
to your friends reminds them of
happy Christmases they have
had. When they look at the card
—if it reminds them of the first
Christmas—they will smile and
the beautiful story of the Babe
and His Blessed Mother and the
Holy Night and the star will
come back to them.
But if the Christmas card does
not remind them of the first
Christmas of the Babe, they will
think of other things—of what
Santa Claus will bring them or
of winter or of reindeer or candy
canes.
SO, YOUNG Advocates, if you
want to keep Christ in Christmas
this year, it is up to you to send
little reminders of the holy sea-
son. the outside try to have
a picture of something that will
remind your friends of the happy
trip of Our Lord into the world.
On the inside sign your name
to remind them of their friend—-
a little imp—who is thinking of
them.
If trill make your Christmas
nicer too to know that when your
friends are kneeling before the
crib on Christmas day and they
sen the Babe and the Blessed
Mother and the star, they trill
l» reminded of yon. Yoa aee, it
works both ways.
*jsppyCj»ri*tm*s shoppinx!
Lives of the Saints
Space-Age Saint
Sputniks and the moon-rockets
may seem new to our day, but
way back in 775 men were talk-
ing about other people living in
outer space. In fact, there was
a serious argument in the Church
into which the Pope himself was
brought.
St. Boniface had heard some
of the teachings of St. Virgil, the
Irish Abbot who was working in
Bavaria. These ideas of St. Virgil
were that there was another
world and other men and also
another sun and another moon.
ST. BONIFACE thought the
Irishman was saying there
were other beings and therefore
Christ did not come to all of them.
St. Virgil cleared up this point.
He said he thought these beings
were similar to men.
The Pope took Virgil’s opinion
on outer space and said it was
not in any way against the
teachings of the Church. Theolo-
gians are still discussing the pos-
sibility of men on other planets.
We will only know the true
answer when men can go there
themselves—which may be in our
lifetime.
ST. VIRGIL had another dis-
agreement with the saints of his
time. The Irishman met a priest
who was not saying his Latin
as it should be said, but he meant
it to be correct. St. Virgil said
that the baptisms the priest had
performed were good ones. Some
of the churchmen felt the bap-
tisms were not good. Pope St.
Zachary settled the question and
agreed with St. Virgil.
St. Virgil was named Arch-
bishop of his area and started to
rebuild the cathedral of Salzburg.
He also sent missionaries to
speak in other lands. Virgil him-
self went to Hungary to preach.
In November. 7M, St. Virgil be-
came ill. He was very cheerful
right up until the time he died,
Nov. 27.
PRAY to St. Virgil that we in
the space age may find the
answers to the question of men
living on other planets. And if
there are such people, that we
may be able to bring them the
message of the Gospels.
St. Virgil
St. Virgil it portrayed by An-
thony Cervasio of Sacred Heart
Cathedral, Newark, which it
staffed by the Sisters of Char-
ity. St. Virgil’t feast day it
Nov. 27.
HEAVEN ON EARTH: The fourth grade students at Sacred Heart Cathedral School,
Newark, have set November aside as the month of saints. Though it isn’t heaven
on earth you might think so to see the many different saints that they represent. In
the center are the Blessed Virgin portrayed by Phyllis Bifalco and the Infant of
Prague portrayed by Carolyn Evanglista.
ON DISPLAY: Students of St. Bridget’s, Jersey City, celebrated American Educa-
tion Week (Nov. 8-14) with audio-visual displays and an exhibit of library books.
Parents were invited for the special program and for an open house Nov. 12.
LITERATURE LINE-UP: Rev. Thomas G.V. O’Connell, S.J., is pictured at the
mike with other principals at the Sisters of St. Joseph of Newark Teachers’ In-
stitute on literature held recently in Edgewater. Seated are, left to right: Sister
Madeleine, who set the institute theme; Sister Thecla, school supervisor; Mother M.
Athanasius, provincial superior; Sister M. Canisius, superior and principal of Holy
Rosary, Edgewater; and Sister Adelaide William, institute chairman.
St. Vincent’s Arranges Party
NEWARK-The Mothers’ Guild
of St. Vincent Academy will hold
a card party Nov. 20 at 7:30 p.m.
in the academy hall. Mrs. Jo-
seph R. Tartaglia is chairman
of the affair, assisted by Mrs.
Vito Lamola.
Holy Cross, Harrison—'The IJ-
brary Guild will hold a theater
party at the Warner, Harrison,
Nov. 19, to raise funds for li-
brary needs. Mrs. George J.
Moluielii, chairman, has an-
nounced that the film will be
"The Miracle of St. Thcrese."
St. rani's, Clifton—The Chris-
tian Mothers' Auxiliary held a
holiday fair Nov. 14 in the audi-
torium. Mrs. Charles Post and
Mrs. Walter Fisher were co-
chairmen.
| St. Philip the Apostle, Clifton—
IThe Marian Players presented a
tableaux on the Joyful Mysteries
! at the recent meeting of the!
Parents' Auxiliary.
St. Philip’s, Clifton Straw
hats and com cob pipes are the
style for the Hoe Down being
sponsored by the Parents’ Auxi-
liary Nov. 28 at 9 p. m. In the
auditorium. The profits will be
used for the auxiliary scholarship
fund and the purchase of visual
and audio training aids. Joseph
Mathias, president, is chairman
assisted by John Bednarz and
John Rio.
Queen of Peace, North Arling-
ton—Parents and friends were
welcomed recently at an open
house.
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James F. Caffrey & Son
"A Recognized Servlet Since 1889"
• AIR CONDITIONED FUNERAL HOMES •
JAMES F. CAFFREY, Jr.
Blgvlow 3-4261
NEWARK, N. J.
71 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
JAMES F. CAFFREY, 111
IRVINGTON, N. J.
809 LYONS AVE.
ESsex 3-5133
WIDDINO wmd FUNIKAI DfSIOMI {
Flowers Tslogrophed AnjrwWrt {
WASHINGTON FLOtIST<
Sinew 1904 i
Incorporal wd ■
Mltchol Mill ,
S4S MO AO STtOT, NIWAK. N_ J '
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful andunderstanding service is inrecord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESSEX COUNTY
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOMC
320-22 Myrtle Avenue,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Roy Wozniak,
Director*
EStex 3-0606
JOHN P. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
EStex 3-6033
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eatt Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
OORNY ft CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MULUN * SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PITER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY « OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
COOEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntclalr 2-0005
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR ft SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY. N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbtter 9-0098
PATRICK J. CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
274 Market Street
Eatt Paterton
SW 6-0068
SW 7-9877
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATI a* 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY ft SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gl Ibert 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
PATRICK J. CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
36 Tuert Ave., Jertey City
(rear St. Aedan't Church)
HE 5-6451
DE 3-9259
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNIon 7-1000
NECKM-SHARPI
FUNERAL HOME
525
- 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
OLfield 9-1455
OLfield 9-1456
LAWRENCE O. FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 9-0579
JAMES A. McIAUOHIIN
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENUNE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
UNION COUNTY
OORNY ft OORNY
. MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
OROWNEY FUNERAL HOMI
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD ft SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
- 1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
WERSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN. N. J.
HUnter 6-4119
PASSAIC COUNTY |
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOMI
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcott 7-0141
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOMI
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRetcott 7-3002ORange 4-7554
for Hating In Hilt tectlen coll The MAifcet 4-0700
Young Advocate Club
Christmas Contest
Senior* (Fifth to eighth grades): Mike an original Christina*
card. Do not use prepared materials.
Juniors (Kindergarten to fourth grades): Draw a picture of the
first Christmas in the stable. Do not trace a picture We want
your own ideas.
(Clip and attach to your letter)
Name
Address
City
School
Teacher
I am a member □ I would like to Join □
Rules: Entries should be sent to June V. Dwyer, Young Advo-
cate Club. 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J. Your entry makes you
a member.
Entries must be In The Advocate offices no later than
Wednesday, Dec. 18, 1959.
All copies must bo accompanied by the attached
or by a copy of It.
coupon,
••
A
"til
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
rm
MOMUMINTt « MAUtOCIUM
m '* 4l * ,DM * OAB M, UIMtTW M. I.
r ' Te * M ' A " E DW° ° N
■ ARM QUILD MONUMINTt
IEADINO FUNEtAI DUECTOH
HCOMMFND THE
NAIIONAIIY ADVftTISED
•WfltM. VAULT
Its od««rt.i>ng cloimf
Ho»« occipdd b/
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
Adv.Mli.d Ik Hi* SATURDAY
EVENING rosr. LIFE, FARM
JOURNAL. LADIES HOME JOURNAL.
EXTENSION MAGAZINE. «nd
CHRISTIAN HERALD.
M«A*Lvti«*d k*- |k tK* ] H v
N«« t’M b 1
MEAD-SUYDAM
COMPANY
O..^M.J.
N»» J«r»«y'i vldctt |N Ur| W t
»W«*ur*» ti unadt v«Jtt.
3d I ii- ■'!
SHOP*
.’(HI AASHINCION •s
Academy of St. Elizabeth
Convent Itellen. Mew Jtnn
Secondary School foe glrli. f4lh year.
Retldenl and Day. Exceptional record
ler college preparatlan. Vocational
courcec, Muck, Art, Dancing, Dr onto dak
lparti and Activity program.
Informationi jttferien t-ltOO
[ GEORGIAN COURT I
: couicf ;
. Conducted by the litterc of Morey
FOUR-YEAR COURSE IIADINO TO
* IX and R.S. DEORIlt I
'Well Integrated program In
,Art«, tine Arte, Science, Muiic, Home
Economict, RuiUoii Admlnlitratien '
ITeacher Training far Elementary and'
,Secondary School., Fully Accredited
Addrecti SISTIR SICRITARY '
' Oeerglen Court College I
L _ Mew Jorooy
CAIDWKU, NIW JR SKY
CAIDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and I.S. Degree*
Founded In 1899 by the Sliten of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
[i]ram e
fi!
S
Mod* with 100%
tvr* VigtlabU Shortininy
fn|oy the wonderful flavor, nutrition and quality of flna
BUTTERCUP BREAD ov.ry doy _|« every way. PerflS
for tootling, iandwich««, recipe* or |vit plain good
•oting.
With North Jersey Women
Dancing Plans
By June Dwyer
Dancing mow fiakei are
bolding back this winter, but
North Jersey Women are plan-
ning to waltz their way to funds
with a sprinkling of winter
dances.
Shall We Dance
The Alumnae of St. Elisa-
beth’s College are planning an
evening of waltzing at their
Dec. 4 soiree at the ballroom
of the Hotel Suburban, Summit.
The grads have turned back
the clock to the era 60 years
ago when ye olde alma mater
was celebrating her first birth-
day. Music, decorations and en-
tertainment will be centered on
the life of bygone days. Betty
Savage of Jersey City is hostess
for the affair which will start
«t 9 p.m. . ,
Kicking up their heels at a
dance and raffle will be the
combined societies cl St.
Thomas Aqnlnas, Newark The
Holy Name and Rosary will
Join forces Nov. 21 in the school
auditorium.. .The Junior Auxil-
iary to St. Joseph's Hospital,
Paterson, will be dancing to
jingle bells Dec. 26 when they
bold their 11th annual charity
ball at the Preakness Hills
Country Club, Wayne. The
ladies count on this affair to
help the hospital meet rising
costs. Mary Mulrooney is head-
ing the holiday hop. . .
Spices
There is no end to the initia-
tive of North Jersey women
When they are looking for ways
to fill the treasury of their local
charity. For example, the Con-
fraternity of Christian Doctrine
of St. Nicholas, Jersey City,
will hold a cake and apron sale
Nov. 21 10 a n.-9 p.m. and
Nov. 22 7 a.m.-l p.m. in the
school hall. The women will
also have music and refresh-
ments. Proceeds will be used
for religious, educational and
charitable purposes. Mrs. Mar-
ion Tozzi and Mrs. Mae Troiano
arc co-chairmen. . .
Cake and pie are going on
sale for charity at St. Michael’s
Hospital School of Nursing,
Newark, Nov. 24, 8:30 a.m.-
3:30 p.m. The Parent-Faculty
Association is sponsoring the
sale. The association is also
in the news with the recent
election of Mrs. Edward Mas-
ters of Nutley as president. She
will be assisted by Geraldine
Balbach, Arthur Lecesne, Maj-
ory Hosking and Mrs. Fred
Harney. . .
Court Bernadette, CDA, West
Orange, is adding to the picture
with the reception of new mem-
bers Nov. 23 in Our Lady of
Lourdes hall. The women will
also hold a Christmas party
for the nuns Dec. 13. The ladies
will bring gifts to make a lay-
ette for relief services. Mrs.
Richard Monks and Dorothy
Hcslin are co-chairmen. . . Fish
and chips will be served Nov.
27 in St. Paul’s parish hall,
Clifton. The Rosarians will
sponsor the party which starts
at 7 p.m. Mr*. Jacob Kraiger
is chairman assisted by Mrs.
Peter Connell.
. .
Court Rosemary, CDA, West
New York, will hold a Christ-
mas party in Barrett Clubroom
at 8 p.m., Dec. 8. Phyllis Hill-
dreth, chairman, has planned
for supper, dancing and sing
ir.g-. Nov. 23 women from the
court under the leadership of
H. Irene Hildreth will go to the
East Orange Veterans Hospital
to give a bingo party and social.
Nov. 24 the court will hold a
meeting and social at 8 p.m. in
the meeting room. Rita Nelson
is chairman. . .
Cards and
. . .
The Regina Mundi Guild of
Christ the King, New Vernon,
will hold a dessert-bridge Dec.
3 at 8 p.m. in St. Joseph’s Hall
of St. Elizabeth’s College. Mrs.
Frank Bien and Mrs. Edward
Schowalter are co-chairmen of
the party which will benefit the
church building fund. . .Court
Conchessa- CDA, Harrison, will
hold a card party Nov. 20 at
the K. of C. hall. Catherine
Reynolds and Helen McCor-
mick arc co-chairmen. . .
St. Mary’s Hospital will be
the scene of the meeting of the
Hudson County Council of
Catholic Nurses Nov. 19 at 8
p m. John S. Connor, represen-
tative of Catholic organiza-
tions for lay apostles in mis-
sionary countries, will speak on
the role of the lay apostle. . ,
Here ’n There
The Women's Auxiliary of
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel,
Orange, held a membership tea
Nov. 17 in the rectory. . .
Our Lady of Good Counsel
Rosarians, Washington Town-
ship, elected Mrs. Lee Cicatelli
to lead them. She will be as-
sisted by Mrs. Frances Martin,
Mrs. Eileen Sutherland, Mrs.
Jane Grady and Mrs. Florence
Seimers. . .
The Essex County chapter of
the Caldwell College Alumnae
will hold a tea for senior high
school students Nov. 22 at 4
p.m. at the college. Jean Kroep-
lin of West Caldwell is chair-
man of the affair which is open
to any students interested in at-
tending the college ... Holy
Family, Florham Park, will
hold a country store Nov. 21 in
the new auditorium. Rosarians
have gathered together items
and atmosphere for their proj-
ect which will start at 11 a.m.
and run until 6 p.m. Mrs. John
West and Mrs. Edward Clark
are co-chairmen
...
Mrs. A. E. D’Esposito won
first prize in the funny-hat con-
test held recently by Court
Notre Dame, CDA., Bergen-
flcld. Mrs. James O'Connell,
grand regent, will represent
the court on a servicemen's
committee.
A FRIEND: A portrait of the late Msgr. John L. McNulty was unveiled at the recent
meeting of the Women’s Guild of Seton HallCollege of Medicine and Dentistry, Jer-
sey City. Left to right are: Mrs. Benjamin Macchia, guild president; Dr. Charles
Brown, college of medicine dean; Mrs. Thomas Hyland, guild president; Msgr. Mich-
ael Fronczak, Seton Hall University; Mrs. Rose Stefanelli, artist; Dr. Merritte Max-
well, college of dentistry dean; and Rev. William N. Field, guild moderator
IN THE ACT: The Sisters of Lacordaire School, Upper Montclair, are doing their
part to help raise funds for the Dominican Development Fund Drive being conduct-
ed by their community. The Sisters shown above with Joseph Hanratty of Paterson
are working out plans for a card party to be held at the school Nov. 20. Sister Mary
Grace and Sister M. Virginia, principal, are seated. Standing, left to right, are-
Sisters Mary Edna, Stella, Catherine Cecilia, Alice Matthew, Jeanne Adrienne’, Rita
Francis, Rita Thomas, Georgina and Suso.
CDA Receives Thanks
WASHINGTON (NC) A letter of thanks in the name of the
American Bishops was received by Margaret J. Buckley of
suburban Chevy Chase, Md., supreme vice regent of the Catho-
lic Daughters of America.
Archbishop Patrick A. O'Boyle of Washington, chairman
of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception execu-
tive committee, expressed his gratitude to the C. D. of A
for its recent payment of $150,000 pledge toward construction of
the shrine.
THE ARCHBISHOP wrote to Miss Buckley that “this very
large and generous gift pays tribute to the vision of the Catholic
Daughters of America.”
“They were able to understand the inner meaning of the na-
tional shrine and . . . to foresee the external majesty of the build-
ing even before construction was completed," he wrote.
“In the years to come all the Catholic Daughters will be
proud of this gift to the national shrine. They will be proud
of the leadership which brought them to participate in the erection
of the shrine. They will be conscious of the fact that deep faith
and great devotion to our Blessed Mother have always been part
of the spirit of the Catholic Daughters of America.”
The C. D. of A. $250,000 gift will provide five altars.
Caldwell Genesian Guild
Opens Original Musical
CALDWELL An original
musical comedy will be present-
ed for the first time by the stu-
dents of Caldwell College, Nov.
19-20, at 8:30 p.m. in the college
auditorium.
"Jungfrau," concerned with
the legendary naming of a moun-
tain in an ancient Swiss village,
is written and directed by Rev.
Paul C. Perrotta, O P., professor
of philosophy and theology at the
college, with musical direction
by Sister M. Alicia, 0.P., music
department chairman.
LEADING roles in the cast of
55 will be played by Candy Angc-
lone, West Orange; Beth Fowler,
Rutherford; Eileen Collins, South
Orange; Minerva Maldonado,
Bronx; and Gloria Rieger, Jer-
sey City.
The production is being staged
by the college Genesian Actress
Guild, of which Father Perrotta
is moderator. Stage manager is
Henrietta Friedhoff of Paterson.
Women
around the
World
Pope John XXIII has granted
permission to a nun to live mon-
astic life outside of a convent
for the first time in recent
Church history. Sister Maria
Theoclara, a 67-year-old Benedic-
tine nun, will live as a hermit
in the small village of Tiefen
stuermig. She will earn her liv-
ing by weaving wall carpets for
churches and monasteries.
•
Cooking honors went to Sister
Mary Laurence, an Irish nun, in
the Kitchen and Cellar week con-
test held in Dublin recently. She
received a perpetual challenge
cup for the best sea food menu
Sorry, the menu wasn’t given.
•
"Chicago’s Sweetest Woman of
the Year" is none other than
Sister Mary Alice, assistant ad-
ministrator of St. Vincent’s In
fant and Maternity Hospital, ac-
cording to a committee of Chica-
go businessmen. The first nun so
honored received her award for:
"Her outstanding social and wel-
fare work (which) has won the
admiration, respect and love of
thousands of Chicagoans." Sister
Mary Alice is a Daughter of
Charity of St. Vincent de Paul.
•
An Hungarian nun who fled
the communists eight years ago
has completed the architectural
work for St. Michael's Church,
Windsor, Ont., Canada, and la
now designing the giant mosaics
for the outside of the church and
the inside area. Sister Antonia
had studied at the Academy of
Fine Arts in Vienna. She under-
took the projects for Rev. Cole-
man Moullion, pastor, who is her
brother.
Nursing Head
Accepts
State Post
TRENTON Margaret C.
Haley, of Orange, dean of
the Seton Hall University
School of Nursing, has been
sworn in as a member of the
state board of nursing. Dean of
Seton Hall for the past nine
years. Miss Haley was recently
appointed to her first term on
the five-member board by Gov-
ernor Mayncr.
Miss Haley graduated from St
Vincent’s Hospital School of
Nursing. New York. She earned
her bachelor of science degree at
teachers college, Columbia Uni-
versity, and her master's degree
at Seton Hall.
PRIOR to her present post, she
was science instructor at St Mi-
chael's Hospital School of Nurs-
ing, Newark; associate professor
at St. John's University School of
Nursing, Brooklyn; and assistant
professor at Loyola University
School of Nursing, Chicago.
Miss Haley is a director of St.
Mary's Hospital School of Nurs-
ing, Orange; and St. Francis
Hospital School of Nursing, Jer-
sey City. She is secretary of the
board of directors of the New
Jersey League for Nursing and
on the state hospital advisory
council.
St. Francis Hospital
Gets New Superior
JERSEY CITY - Sister M.
Patricia Glynn. SPY. former
administrator of St. Francis Hos-
pital, Bronx, assumed duties as
administrator of St. Francis Hos
pital here on Nov. 1. Sister M.
Bonavita McCarthy, S P.F., form-
er administrator, will move over
to the Bronx hospital in the same
administrative position
Sister M. Patricia was station-
ed at the Bronx hospital from
1953 39. Prior to that she was
at St. Michael's Hospital, New-
ark.
SISTER M Bonavita Initiated a
giant expansion program while
serving in Jersey City. Included
are the new nurses' residence
and nursing unit awaiting com-
pletion and a disaster unit which
is ready to serve the metropol-
itan area in any emergency.
Bergen to Hear Lay Missionary
COYTESVILLF.. On Nov. 20
the Bergen-Hackcnsack District
Council of Catholic Women will
hold its second quarterly open
meeting at Holy Trinity at 8:30
p.m.
Reports will also be given on
the regional workshops held at
St. Francis’ School, Ridgefield
Park, Oct. 9 and on the card
party held Oct. 16.
Speaker for the meeting will be
James Lamb of River Edge. Mr
Lamb has established a youth
program in Bacalar, Mexico,
through his affiliation with AID
(Association for International Dc
velopment) and has w’orked with
Maryknoll Fathers in Mexico. He
holds the Eagle Scout award, a
masters degree from Columbia
University and is currently work-
ing for his doctorate at Fordham
University.
DIVINE TRADITION Is that
part of revelation which is not
contained in Scripture.
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Babies travel
Uo
in £duiards
Todlins
Whether your baby is a one-
stepper or a perpetual run*
around, he's off to a food
•tart in ffcarfa Todlins. Soft,
but firm, designed for hi*
small foot comfort See all
the (faarfc styles today.
So Finer Fit
at any Price
Lobbato’s
Scientific Shoo Fitters
574 Bloomfield Ave.,
Bloomfield, N. J. PI 3-2722
Op«n Dolly to 6 f. M.
Monday and Friday to 9 P M.
up ... with new car-
pets from BRIHM'S.
Broad]oom with last-
ing beauty
Honest value price*
Visit our NEW RUG
SELECTOR ROOM
Show room open Tues.
and Thura. till 0.
Plenty of parking
933 North Broad Street
Elizabeth, N. J.
Flanders I*lloo
Ezpert Cleaning and
FINEST NAME BRAND QUALITY
MIN'S, LADIES', CHILDREN'S
And CAPS
... Also BRIDAL HEADWEAR
DIRECT from FACTORY at LOWEST PRICES
Gorgeous
LADIES'
Sample
HATS
Largg selec-
tion Bridal
Head - piece*
Also for at-
tendant*
dyed to match
gown*.
from *2 up
MEN'S
flnotl quality mw«l
itylal and colon,
genuine
FUR
FELTS
t
Beautiful feath-
er*, Beavers, Ve-
lour*, French Felt*
and Velvets.
*4
Values
7.50
For tho CLERGY
WITH DICOOUM
Complete ulecHaa a# fUee
black felt bate.
MODERN HATTERS
A. B. C. HAT CENTERS
FACTORY OUTLET-313 3rd St., jersey City
FACTORY OUTLET—49O Communipaw Are., Jersey City
OFIN Til * P.M. MON. THSU SAT
PORTRAITS
From life or Photo
Oanulna Oil!
«n Canvas (111
ARDEN STEELE
CEntor 9-0820
II I*. PrtiMct (1.. Virtna. N. 4.
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
'tLAIMOIN,' PiAPACK. N. t.
liiwl Hwm tor Wmm aito
Irfrtal Hmn
ArtlaUa hncb Chataaa al braatb-
tablna bunt* (a Um Soaaaraa’ KllU.
Ultra w4an factllUaa. Haallhful
allmata Kxe«U«at naval*. Oran raar-
mat to Caavataataata. vacatlaalata
faaata
Katraata frera laplaaabaa to Joa.
aacaat tba Thankadvlni. durlataua
aat Nan Yaar*a Waabaada. Oar*
and Evan lata at Kacollaatiaa
lira at ad by tba tlatora a* It. Jabn
•ba baatlat. Playact HU4 MM
< &OTV
Hanging Sarvica • Staraga Sarvka
Churchat, « arterial, Can vantl,
Hsmsa. Offtcaa. trhoala
Mil ESTIMATES
Pick Ug sad Dali vary Sarvlca
Pilgrim 6-1588
*M Vo Hay M, Uppar Mantrlalr
ANYTHING
FOR
THANKSGIVING?
THE SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY OF JERSEY CITY
SOLICITS YOUR HELP SO THAT WE CAN AID OTHERS ..
If you have any of the following materlol, our Salvage Bureau will be glad to pick It
FURNITURE NEWSPAPERS
CARPETS MAGAZINES
METALS BOOKS
RAGS
SHOES & RUBBERS
KITCHEN UTENSILS
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
CALL US ATt OR WRITE TO:
Dllaware S-7224 44 STATE STREET
Delaware J-0552 JERSEY CITY 4, N. J.
SOCIETY OF SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL
Particular Council of Jeraey City, N. J.
A WISE TIME TO STOCK
YOUR MEDICINE CHEST
AT LISS'
Be prepared . . . changing
weather brings on colds and
coughs. Our drug experts
have gathered a stock of the
finest drugs and sick room
supplies to help you get re-
lief from nature's roughest!
season now
...
at our low-
est prices.
LISS’
Drug Dep'l. Store
It Jewel Ipeere Ml 1-1004-7411
At Veer Hnke 344 dayi e year
Open Deity Mil t AM.
ietvrdey Hit 1 AM.
M.
CATERERS
184 WEST S4th STREET
(off Blvd.) BAYONNE, N. J.
FACILITIES FOR
* Woddings * Showor*
* Banquet*
* Communion Breakfast*
• Offlco and Plant
Luncheons
AT OUR OWN
FREE HALLS
*
ANY HALL YOU CHOOSE
★
TH# Fin*tt Food*
DINNERS . . . from $1.75
el the
HI-HAT
HE 6-2157 - FE 9-1671
t FREE PARKING
31
Present*
a Full Collection
of Bridal Gown*,
Bridesmaid*' Dresses,
and Mothers' Dresses,
as well as a Custom
Bridal Department
FA LI. FORMALS
COTILLIONS
PROM C.OW'SS
53 Halsey Street
Newark
(Opp. rear entrance ef
Hahne ft Cos.)
MArket 3 9694
Tver-Thun. Sot. f am.-4 pm.
Aon. Wed. Frt. 930 p.m
AT YOUR
GROCERS
NOW
MONKS'BREW!
*»
Ictpvrlf hi mi)
MONKS' BREAD
* IH t 4 t*» '
Trappists h»v# been famous (or
their home made bread for cen-
turies ... Monks' Bread brings
back a long lost satisfaction
the simple joy of eating sub-
stantial, hearty bread. Rich in-
gredients, skillful kneading,
and great care in baking give
this bread its rare, superb
flavor. Monks' Bread, tall ant
slender, firm in texture, brings
an exciting new discovery i*
honest good eating to voms
family table.
Let a Huffman & Boyle Decorator help
On your color, alyle, fabric planning; Jor any room!
of
hi
** If
my
f.
■*~r.
s ,<v
AU Haffmaa Jk Boyle store* open 9:30 to 9:30, Saturdays until 0
OOANOI SFBJ NG FIELD HACKENSACK POMPTON RAMSEY
Central Are, Rt. *4, Rt. 4, at. u. KL 17,
OR 7-1040 DR M144 D1 14300 TE 14400 DA 74100
North Jersey Crown Rules on Pirate-Bee Renewal
NEWARK Not even wen
It fanned this way could the
renewal of the football rivalry
between St. Benedict'* and Se-
ton Hall Prep on Nov. 22 at
School* Stadium have (haped
up a* a more attractive *how.
On the one sice 1* a Bee
■quad which wa* downgraded
by everyone at the start of the
aeaeon, but which ha* won six
of it* first seven games and ia
making Joe Kasberger’s 30th
coaching campaign one of his
happiest On the other, a Seton
Hall club which has weathered
aome rough afternoons to still
be a prime contender for North
Jersey Catholic “A” honors.
St. Benedict's is not eligible
for the "A" crown, but a con-
vincing defeat of the Pirates
would definitely label the Bees
a* “Team of the Year” among
North Jersey Catholic schools.
A Pirate win would give It a
good chance of edging Pope
Plus and St Peter’s ia the
tight race far recognition from
the NJSIAA's COUitoo System.
SETON BAIX rates the fa-
vorite roll of a bigger, stronger
line, with a better than ade-
quate backfield behind it The
Bees are faster, and trickier,
but will be giving away several
pounds a man on the forward
wall and may suffer for it on
what probably will be a muddy
field.
Stars of the game are likely
to be Bobby Watson, Vince Lid-
dy, Pete Mocco, Gerry O'Con-
nor and John Conforti on the
Bees’ side and Charlie McCur-
ran, Gayton Ciccone, Jim
O’Connor, John DeNoia and
John Insabella for the Pirates.
Both teams wanned up for
this important assignment with
routine victories last weekend.
St. Benedict's blanked Oratory,
33-0, with five boys sharing the
touchdowns, while Seton Hall
topped by four the Bees’ mar-
gin over Newark Central, «4-6,
as O’Connor, DeNoia and sopho-
more Richie Smith ail scored
two touchdowns.
THE PIRATE-BEE clash eas-
ily tops the schedule for the
final week of the season. Next
in line is the ancient St. Pe-
tcr’s-Dickinson rivalry, with the
Pctreans no better than an
even bet and needing this game
to remain eligible for their
13th North Jersey crown In U
years. After a rough after-
noon with winless St Cecilia’s,
St Peter’s minus Wayne
Zdanowicz, managed a 37-6
victory last weekend t on
three touchdowns by Tommy
Granda. Wayne arfll be back
for Dickinson.
Sharing the Nor. 22 date with
the big one are two neighbor-
hood battles which shape up aa
interesting contests. Immacu-
late Conception, 144 winner
over St Joseph's last week-
end on touchdowns by Gary
Stanton and Jack Nice, visits
Our Lady of the Valley, which
upset St Luke's, 6-2, on a 60-
yard pass from Vince Conforti
to John Colaiacova.
Also on the 22nd, St. Mi-
chael’s, which dropped a hard-
fought 21-6 game to Phillips-
burg, tries to right itself
against St. Joseph’s in what
promises to become aa annual
end-of-season classic.
Bayley-Ellard, its hopes of
defending the “B" title shat-
tered by its loss to Don Bosco,
doses out against Netcong,
while DePaul, fresh from its
first ever gridiron victory, is
at home to St. Luke’s. Mark
Evangelista and Hank Karsen
were the heroes of the DePaul
conquest, a 18-7 defeat of Pe-
quannock.
W L T P OP
Pa»* Ploa T 1 o 105 M
R ■onett’i a 1 0 155 70
Mvlm. « ii in as
lew Ran e a o iso si
girteptneio a a ■ in ai
at. Pater's a a a it* at
Wiis a* Paata* .... a 3 o I7» im
linn Cathrifci .... « i o no too
haunlato 4 « 0 11T 105
ft. Tinsti's a s o a* *a
Dan Bins a 5 o it« *a
at. Mtchaars a 5 0 54 a*
VaUar a S 1 7* las
■t. Lukai a S 0 100 123
giigi a a o m im
ji-.lUrr'i a i o os 22*
DaPMd 1 4 a it 143
at. Carllla’s 0 S 0 50 IS*
Russell’s Return to Health
Brings Delbarton Ivy Title
MORRISTOWN Denny Russell came back to full
health one week too late to save Delbarton’s long winning
•treak, but early enough to help the Green Wave wrap up
its ninth consecutive Ivy League title with a 24-0 defeat
of Morristown School on Nov. 13.
Out molt of the season with
an injured ahoulder, Russell had
appeared in two earlier games
for Delbarton, but wa* not up to
bis 1958 form, when he scored
aeven touchdowns, many on long
runs. He tallied once against Ora-
tory, was held scoreless la the
loss to Blair, but broke out for
two six-pointers against Morris-
town.
Russell got the first touchdown
on an 11-yard end sweep and the
second on a three • yard gallop
around the flank. But he also had
a 48-yard run to set up the first
touchdown for Frank McGuire,
who also acquired a pair on
sprints of eight and 28 yards.
THE VICTORY finished the
Ivy League season for Delbarton
with a 4-0-1 record, the same as
Newark Academy, which Ued the
Green Wave earlier in the sea-
son. This is the second time with-
in three years that Delbarton and
Newark have tied for the title
and the two deadlocks with the
Minutemen are the only marks
on the Green Wave’s Ivy League
record since the loop was found-
ed 1951.
Delbarton closes out its season
on Nov. 20 at home against Hun
and is expected to win handily.
This would close out the season
with a 5-1-1 mark, pretty fair
for most teams, but one of the
worst in Green Wave history.
Oratory, which was whacked by
St. Benedict's, 35-0, over the
weekend, figures to bow again
on Nov. 20 at Harrison.
r>.!b»no« « o i t
"Wk Atidw 4 0 19
Oratory 110 4
a s 0 4
MaaMalr a i o 4
CirUret 0 S 0 0
Trenton Gets Crown
TRENTON Trenton Catholic
wa* awarded the NJSIAA Cath-
olic aoccer title without a playoff
a* tho reiult of two regular Bea-
ton victorie* over St. Cecilia’*.
All-Star Teams,
Cage Prospects
To Fill Pages
NEWARK - The hectic sea-
son of all-star football teams
and basketball prospect stories
has arrived again and The Ad-
vocate’s pages will be filled
with both in the next few
weeks.
On Nov. 28, The Advocate
wfll publish Its third annnal
New Jersey Catholic Track
Conference all-star cross-coun-
try team with an accompany-
ing cartoen of the “runner of
the year.” A sum-up of the
1959 season and an account of
the NJSIAA championships will
also be included.
On Dec. S, the eighth annual
All-North Jersey football teams
will appear. The system of se-
lections win differ from the
past with 11-man teams being
picked for the Tri-County "A"
Conference, the independent
“A” teams and the “B” teams
and a 22-man squad being se-
lected from ail 18 football-play-
ing schools.
Ballots have been sent to aQ
football coaches and it Is re-
quested that they be returned
to The Advocate office by Nov.
2S. A cartoon of the player of
the year will appear in the is-
sue of Dec. 3, with one of the
coach of the year in the Issue
of Dec. 10.
Basketball prospect stories
will begin on Nov. 28 with the
three college teams: Sc ton
Hall. St. Peter’s and Setou Hall
of Paterson. The lssnes of Dec.
3, 19 and 17 will contain sepa-
rate prospect stories on the
Passalc-Bergen Catholic Con-
ference, the Tri-County “A”
Conference, the North Jersey
Catholic Conference, Catholie
teams playing in mixed leagues
and the Independent teams.
Guessing Grid Games
WINNER
Delbarton
Harrison
Immaculate
SL Michael’s
Setou Hall
Bayley-Ellard
Don Bosco
SL Luke’s
Queen of Pence
Englewood
SL Peter's
LOSER
Hon
Oratory
Valley
St. Joseph’s
St. Benedict’s
Netcong
Bergen Catholic
DePaul
Pope Pins
SL Cecilia’s
Dickinson
COMMENT W
Oft Again
*
Just a Habit-
Could Be Surprise
Due for One
Sire Over Speed
Bishops Rebound
Scoring Spree
Hackett on Loose
Scoring Punch Tells
Saints Outmatched
Passing Contest
(Record to date: 62 right, 29 wrong, S tie*, .616)
Hyland Wins Pirate Meet,
Favored for State Honors
ELIZABETH It should be l>ave Hyland of St.
Peter’s (NB) and the sophomore-studded Seton Hall Prep
team again in the Catholic division of the’NJSIAA cross-
country championships at Warinanco Park on Nov. 21.
Hyland proved himself to be the state’s leading hill
and daler when he ran off with
the individual honor* in the Seton
Hall invitation meet on Nov. 14
a» the tame course. The meet
proved a real coup for New Jer-
tey Catholic Track Conference
runner* a* Kevin Hennessey of
St. Aloysiu* placed third and
Tom Zimmerman of Holy Trin-
ity was fifth.
Seton Hall finished eighth in
the team race, all five of Its
runner* being among the first
90 across the line, and St. Alo-
ysiu* was 12th. Team honors
were taken by a surprise Vine-
land team, which upset favored
Plainfield, 92-110. Every one of
the first 15 teams in the race
holds at least one district or
league title.
THE INDIVIDUAL competition
was quite interesting. John Por-
tee of Irvington Tech, who has
been competing at four and five
miles in AAU races all Fall, at-
tempted to run away from the
field in the first mile, passing
that post under 4:50.
But when Portco ran out of
gas at the halfway point on the
2-1/2 mile course, John Wil-
liams of Montclair moved up
with Hyland and Zimmerman
running tandem not far behind.
At this point, Bob Yee of New-
ark South Side fell down and
bowed out of the race.
Coming up the hill a half mile
or so from the finish, Portee
and Williams went slightly off
course, losing about 15 yards to
Hyland and Zimmerman. This
proved quite crucial, as Hyland
did not have to make up this
distance when the pack hit the
track, but was able to jump
Williams with 300 yards to go
and win by 30 yards in 13:01.
HENNESSEY, now fully recov-
ered from his ankle injury, fin-
ished strongest of all, passing
several runners to cop third
place behind Williams. His time
was 13:00. Zimmerman was only
a few yards back, behind Bob
Birch of Vineland in 13:12.
Hennessey may give Hyland
quite a battle when the two Jer-
sey City-born youngsters clash
on the 21st. And St. Aloysius is
the only team with a chance
to top Seton Hall, for Bill Wei-
kel of Trinity is out of the meet
with a pulled muscle.
DON BOSCO Tech and St.
Benedict’s both annexed league
titles in other meets held last
week. Bill Marzloff, who placed
16th in the Seton Hall afair,
won the first annual Passaic-
Bergen Catholic Conference title
on Veterans Day at Paterson,
timing 13:18.6 over the Westside
Park course. The Rams scored
19 points to 55 for St. Luke’s
and 62 for St. Mary's.
The Bees picked up their sec-
ond straight Independent Schools
title on Veterans Day, showing
excellent balance to defeat Blair
Academy, 49-57. Linus Deeney
led the Bees In third place, fol-
lowed by Eamon O’Reilly (Bth),
A1 Mautone (9th), Terry
Loughery (11) and Joe Mathews
(18th).
DON BOSCO also swept the
freshman and junior varsity ti-
tles in the PBCC meet, but Bill
Blanchfield of St. Luke's won the
former race In 5:26 and Buzzy
Lagos of St. Mary's the lstter
in 8:58.
Not so lucky wss Bergen
Catholic which placed third in
the Bergen County meet on Nov.
10 and second in the Irish Chris-
ian Brothers meet on Nov. 11.
Ed Joseph led the Crusaders in
the former race in 12th spot,
Jim Harlow was sixth In the lat-
ter. Ed Schmitt placed third in
the Bergen meet at 12:01, as hU
Don Bosco team was 11th In the
standings.
Nolan Appears
Sure of Title
NEWARK The 1959 North
Jersey Catholic Individual scor-
ing title is just about in the
pocket of Bill Nolan of Queen of
Peace, following his 13 point out-
burst against Bergen Catholic
last weekend.
Nolan now abows 70 points
with one game to go and his
closest rival la Sal Garda ol Don
Bosco at 50 points. It doesn’t
seem possible that anyone can
catch Bill at this point, but then,
strange things have been happen-
ing all season.
The race for second place is
something else again. There are
nine players within striking dis-
tance of Garcia, including Bobby
Hackett of St. Luke’s, the only
team which still may play two
more games. This depends on
whether the Lucans reschedule
their rained-out tilt with St.
James of Penns Grove.
Ron Zatxare of Oratory
appears to have the scoring
crown for ends wrapped up with
his 48 points and John DeNola of
Seton Hall has moved into a
commanding position In the con-
version race wtth nine successful
boots.
Press Box Paragraphs
The New Legislation
The NJSIAA will hold its an-
nual meeting Dec. 7 at Newark
and, as usual, has sent out to
member schools and newspa-
pers a copy of the legislation to
be voted on that day.
Six proposals will come be-
fore the member schools and,
for once, the legislation con-
tains few controversial propos-
als. Only one rule—that which
would set the starting date for
the basketball season at the
second Friday in December—-
seems likely to stir up a floor
debate.
We’ll take the rules one by
one and try to explain their
merits, or lack of merits:
(1) Schools organizing one
year at a time shall be eligi-
ble for provisional member-
ship when the 11th grade (Ju-
nior class) is organised, pend-
ing final approval of the State
Department of Education.
This is an excellent idea and
should be passed unanimously.
It will have more effect in in-
dividual sports such as swim-
ming, cross-country, tennis and
track and field, giving young-
sters opportunity to compete in
state championships a year ear-
lier than under present rules.
(2) Participation by member
schools, their athletes or by any
employe of the school, directly
or Indirectly In promotion
of all-star games, unless under
supervision of the NJSIAA, Is
prohibited.
The NJSIAA already has
rules to fully cover this situa-
tion, but Is attempting to extend
its authority to such games as
the All-Star football contests
last summer. The legality of
this rule is highly doubtful and
it should be resoundingly de-
feated.
(3) A change in tbe public
schools groups to read: *-200
for Group I, 2*l-350 for Group
11, 351-550 for Group IU and
over 550 for Group IV.
This has long been under dis-
cussion and is past due. It also
should pass handily. It will
mean that the unwieldy Group
111 will be lopped off at both
ends (it now covers schools
with 301-600 boys in the top
three grades) and should result
in fairer competion all
around. Next year. Catholic
schools should sponsor a
change in their figures to 0-250
for Class ‘‘o,M 251-500 for Class
“B” and over 500 for Class
“A.”
(4) Tbe second Friday in De-
cember shall be the opening
date for regularly scheduled
basketball games.
Last year, a date of Dec. 15
for this rule was narrowly de-
feated. The new setup would
put the start of the season at
any point from Dec. 8 to Dec.
14. In a year when Thanksgiv-
ing Day fell on Nov. 22, It
would mean a three-week wait
for the basketball season to
open on Dec. 14.
It might be better simply to
pass a rule requiring a 10-day
(or two-week) period between
the last football gam* and the
first basketball game at any
school. This would provide the
break the NJSIAA Is sfter and
would also exempt schools with
no football teams, who now fig-
ure to again vot* against the
rule.
(5) There shall b* no more
than twe regularly scheduled
basketball game* per week
(the week t* nm from 11:*1
a.m. Sunday to midnight Sat-
urday).
This rule should go down, for
it represents a sort of last bid
by the NJSIAA to exert unnec-
essary controls over individual
school programs. It would par-
ticularly affect Catholic schools
who play some games on Sun-
day. It will not stop teams from
playing two games in as many
days. Better to simply pass a
rule requiring a 48-hour wait
between games.
(•) The basketball season
closes on Mar. 31 and no la-
te rscholastlc games may be
played after that date unless
sanctioned by the NJSIAA.
This one gets rid of, for once
and for all, the regulation
which prohibited basketball
players from enjoying their
sport after Mar. 31 in independ-
ent tournaments or informal
competition. (It eliminates the
words "nor shall members of
the basketball squad participate
in any basketball games").
This rule is backed chiefly
by Catholic schools and by the-
public schools of Union County
where the umpteenth Incident
concerning the old rule
occurred last year. It should
pass with as heavy a vote as
possible.
Above, we said that the fifth
rule represented a last attempt
by the NJSIAA to exert un-
wcening control over Individual
school athletics programs. Our
reason for making this state-
ment Is found in the subcom-
mittee reports on other sug-
gested rule changes.
In two cases—the question of
Junior varsity players appear-
ing in varsity contests and the
question of a boy participating
in two sports simultaneously—-
the committee has recommend-
ed that the responsibility be
left in the hands of the princi-
pal and athletic director of
each school.
The wisdom of this decislop
can be found in tbe fact that in-
dividual schools and local
leagues already have such reg-
ulations. Some leagues prohibit
the Jayvee boy doubling up in
basketball to promote more
even competition on the Junior
varsity level. Many schools for-
bid a boy taking part in more
than one sport at a time and
few coaches will allow It.
Another recommendation is
more questionable, but still
harmless. It simply asks the
executive committee to adopt a
statement disapproving of pre-
season football camps. (The
present constitution recom-
mends that teams play only
eight games a season, but al-
most all play nine.)
This one again should be
an individual matter. Where
schools have handsome athletic
plants next door and where the
boys all come from the same
neighborhood, there is probably
no need for a football camp.
But where neither of these con-
ditions apply, the camp can
provide better training condi-
tions and give valuable help in
building the team spirit so nec-
essary to success and safety in
this contact sport.
LaVorgna Leads
Harrier Field
PATERSON - Bill LiVorgna
of St. Miry's led his teim to
in eisy victory in the second in-
nuil Passaic County grammar
school cross-country champion-
ships, sponsored by Don Bosco
Tech on Veterans Day.
Tri-County Loop
Eagle-lrish Clash Will Feature
Offensive-Defensive Duel
NORTH ARLINGTON The irresistible force and
the immovable object come togetherhere on Thanksgiving
Day morning with the first Tri-County Catholic “A” Con-
ference football title the prize.
Queen of Peace, which leads all North Jersey Catholic
teams in scoring with 179 points,
meets Pope Pius, which has yielded only one touchdown in
it*!
last three games both teams
entering the contest with 4-0 con-
ference records.
The Irish set up this titanic bat-
tle with their greatest show of
the season, a 40-13 rout of Bergen
Catholic on Nov. 15 in which
Ralph Borgess' boya rolled up
over 300 yards on the ground and
added another 50 on passes. As
in most of its victories this sea-
son, Queen of Peace came from
behind after Bergen opened the
scoring with a first-period touch-
down.
POPE PIUS, meanwhile, tuned
up for the game which may
bring
it the North Jersey Catholic "A”
title as well as the league crown
by edging St. Mary's, 6-0, on a
64-yard pass play front Pat Noon-
an to Joe Cussick in the last
three minutes of play.
The vast difference between the
type of football played by these
two teams can perhaps best be
shown by the simple fact that the
40 points scored by Queen of
Peace against Bergen is just two
more than Pope Pius has been
able to accumulate in its last five
games combined.
Comparative scores against
common foes present quite a con-
trast. Within the league, Queen of
Peace has rolled up larger mar-
gins against every other team
save St. Joseph’s. Bat, outside
the league, the Iriah lost to Im-
maculate and St Luke's, teas
hardly in the same class as Pope
Plus' most notable victim, Seton
Hall.
LEADING HIE Queen oI Peace
attack against the Eagles will be
Bill Nolan who increased his scor-
ing lead with 13 points against
Bergen Catholic; Tommy Hart,
who also had two touchdowns in
the rout and quarterback Lee
Loughridge. Against this attack,
the Eagles will oppose the stiong-
cst line in the area.
Don Bosco, which closes out its
campaign against Bergen Catho-
lic on Turkey Day, provided the
weekend’s big upset in its 21-0 de-
feat of Baylcy-Ellard.
W L T Pet.
Pop* run «oo i 000
Qu**n of Pear* 4 0 0 1.000
B*rsm Cathollo 33 0 JOO
St. Jooeph'a 33 0 .400
Don Bo*eo 13 0 .2.10
St. C*clU*‘a 0 S 0 .000
CYO Crown Won
By Holy Rosary
JERSEY CITY Holy Rosary
wrapped up the first Hudson
County CYO Grammar School
FootbaH League title on Nov. IS
with a 19-7 defeat of St. Andrew's
High School Field.
Johnny Sucato, Tom Egar and
Ron DeMiglio scored the touch-
downs which put the Rosarians
beyond the reach of second-place
St. Paul's, which it faces Nov. 22
in the final bill of the season.
Holy Rosary now has 12 points,
while St. Paul's, which defeated
St. Michael's, 7-0, last week, has
only nine.
Joe Sack scored all the points
for St. Paul's, which pushed lta
record to 4-2-1, as against Holy
Rosary's 6-1.
w L T PU,
Holy Rosary a 1 0 13
St. Paul’s ill*
fit. Andrew's 33 a 6
MU Carmel 1 3 3 •
St. Michasl's 1 S 1 a
School, College
Sports
FOOTBALL
_
FRIDAY. NOV. IS
nun School at Delbarton. 2:30 p m.
Oratory at llarrlson. 8 pm.
. SUNDAY. NOV. 12
Immaculate at Valley. S p.m.
St. Bonodlct’e vs. Seton Han at
Newark Schools Stadium. S p.m.
THUSSDAY. NOV. It
Bayley-Ellard at Natcona. 10:30 a m.
•Don Bosco at Borpaai Catholic. 10:3t
St. Latka’a at DePanl. 10:30 a m.
r°M Plus at Queen of Peace. 10:30
ftCocUU’e at Ena Ie wood. 10:30 am.later* at Dlcklneon. It am.
* TCAC ftmea
CROSS-COUNTRY
Saturday, Nov II
NJSIAA Moot at Wariimnoo
Park. Catholic race at 10 a m.
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CLEARANCE
SALE
WARD will not b«
UNDERSOLD
FABULOUS SAVINGS
ON AU BRAND NIW
'59 FORDS
HIGHtST TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE, CASH
BACK IF DESIRED
WARD-FORD
739 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3 N J
Ml 3-8000
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
MITAL BODIES FROM S29S
All Makes
and Models
PACE MOTORS
47 CINTRAL AVI.
■AST ORANOI
nr. I*ll
MURPHY BROS.
Ai» Pleated to Announce Their Appointment As
Authorized Dealers for The Exciting New
VALIANT
The Lost Word in Compacts from Chrysler
Buy Sofe Be Safe See
MURPHY BROS.
aarsuK e nr mouth e immual e valiant
SOI N. UOAD SHUT ELIZABETH 5-5600
"ABar W* Ml, W% W
°*“* MtrßAJS.toSrjs.-s.t.i.srjL
DOLLARS or
SENSE?
The eye physician offers)
a knowledge the value ofj
which cannot be computed
in dollar* or cents. I
And with KEEOAN the
Guild Optician who renders l
a complete eye care service!
that is unsurpassed. You
don't gamble.
Take our advice, consult
your eye physician for all
eye conditions.
SHOULD YOU NEED
GLASSES COME TO US
@B®
The OptieloM
97 HALSIY tmr I
NEWARK, N J. Ml 2-5171]
LAKE MOHAWK
JOSEPH F. MURPHY
REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
BOX 1041
PHOTO CHRISTMAS CAROS
BUCK AND WHITE
35 Cards with KRvtUfM 300
50 Cards with fnvslspss 371
75 Cards with fcwdafSl 3 10
100 Cards with Invslspss . 7.00
Plus Poatogs and Pocking
Color carda ot rsducsd pricsa. Writs
for ordsr blank with dsaigni.
Ryan Photo Box 24
Chatham, N. J.
NEW
Dining •
GILHULY'S
IN
RESTAURANT and BAR
<M. IM»
•FACIAL FACILITIII Nl
PRIVATI PARTUS
ACCOMMODATING It M M
m lIOHTH LVI IV 4M hj
NEW YORK CITY
Your Noighborhood
Pharmacist "Says"
NEWARK
Mia A 4*or** M«rtor«n*. fr***
LIU' PHARMACY
Established o»*r 30 run
Four R*«l«t*r*<l Pharmacist*
rroo Dallnrr Open Eurr Dap
From • • m. to 11 p m
7*4 Ml. Prospect Avmui cor.
Mentctelr Annul
HU MIR Newer*. H. i
JERSEY" CITY
PALMIRA PHARMACY
Arthur I. Pilm«ra, Pti.O*
Proacription Pharmactsla
Biological Sick Room SuppUss
Coarattlea
Proscriptions Calls! ter
and Dellvarsd
City. M. J •
JERSEY CITY
VALINTI't PHARMACY
Joupd V*l*ntl, Roo Ptior.
Preeertptlenr tibr Noo4t
nFXX. -r*.rr n.D V ,iTr*>7.-'*• wm ms Avtn opp. raimsw
Jintr City, N. J.
Phene] OR 3-3*44
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Mldi**l J. Cermele. R*o Ptior.
Prescriptions r»r*full»
Com pound ad
Dru*. _ Coun.Me.
lick Room Suppllsa
U 4 Cantral Ayr, WRatflsM 11411
NUTLEY
•AY DRUO CO.
Jeme* Rlcclo. Reo. Phor.
Babp Needs
Prescriptions Prompt!* rilled
ORANGE
FORD'S DRUO (TORI
Paul Daniel. PR.O.
Prescription* Called «*e
ud Delivered
Announcing...
0
DIVIDIND
ON
YOUR
RA VINOS
IN. I**o
ACCOUNTS INSURCO UR TO SIO.OOO
MEETING THE GANG: Louis Kerns, toastmaster of
the Friends of Seton Hall Sports dinner on Nov. 10,
presents Msgr. John J. Dougherty, president-designate
of the university, to the gathering. It was Msgr.
Dougherty’s first appearance before a Seton Hall af-
fair since accepting his new post.
December Schedule
For Statue, Crusade
MONTCLAIR The Pilgrim
StaUe of Our Lady of Fatima
will make two stops in-Essex
County during December, while
four parishes will take part- in
the Communion Crusade.
*T*TU , -n« a. SU CwUn'i, Uee.r
Montclair; 13. St. Thomaa tha Anoatla.
Bloomfield; CRUS AO I— Doc. a. Ml.
Carmfl. Montclair, and St. Valontlno'a.
Bloomfield; 13. St Timm., the A no. tieBloomfield, and St. Patrick'*. Newark.
Parish CYO Briefs
The St. Michael’s (Cranford)
juniors have planned a roller
skating party for Nov. 27 at
the Twin City Arena and the
seniors have on tap a square
dance on Nov. 28 at the parish
hall ... A dance will be held
in the parish hall by the Im-
maculate Cswcrpll— (Eliza-
beth) juniors on ?iov. 23. -
SL John the Apostle (dark-
Linden) will open its Commun-
ion Crusade Week with a sup-
per in the school cafeteria on
Nov. 29. Confessions will follow
the supper and they will re-
ceive daily through Dec. 5.
St. John’s will host Holy Trinity
(Westfield) at a Catholic Youth
Adorers Holy Hour on Nov. 22
with Rev. Charles M. Vogel
preaching the sermon.
Anthony Caporaso has been
elected president of the St.
Teresa’s (Summit) juniors, as-
sisted by Peggy Ann Clark.
Patricia Masi, 11. S. Swann and
Martha Ruggiero, with Kath-
leen Meagher and Mary EUen
Laspina as county delegates.
A parish youth council has
been formed at St. Mary's
(Bayonne), with Rev. Robert P.
Daly as moderator
... Officers
of the adult advisors’ group at
Coed Counsel (Washington
Township) include John D’-
Amico. president, Bert Mount
and William Riker.
Patricia Marinaro will pre-
side at a dance to be held at
St. Peter’s (Belleville) on Nov.
19. She will be the parish can-
didate for Essex County Snow
Queen honors, which have gone
to St. Peter’s the last three
years.
St. Anthony's Dance
JERSEY CITY The athletic
association of St. Antbony'i High
School will hold it* annual Fatl
Festival Dance on Nov. 25 at
White Eafie Hall. Music wiU be-
gin at ■ p.m.
Bishop McNulty Denounces Filth
In Press, Films in Convention Talk
KANSAS CITY “A small but noisy and greedy
group of aduKs” is nukingAmerican youth “a target for
their commercial foul play,” Bishop McNulty told the Na-
tional Conference of Catholics in Youth Serving Agencies
here on Nov. 12.
Episrop*! moderator of the
National Federation of Catholic
Celle fe Students, Bishop McNulty
headed the list of North Jersey
figures who played a prominent
role in this convention and also
in the National Council of Catho-
lic Youth Convention, which fol-
lowed it.
fie Bishop cited the "filthy
press and the degrading films so
harmful to youth," declaring it is
"litUe wonder that two million
American youths became involv-
ed in our courts last year.”
HE WAKNED that the trend
toward immoral commercial ex-
ploitation of young people "is
growing critical” and called on
religious and lay delegates to the
meeting to increase their activi-
ties on behalf of youth.
"The very needs of our unfor-
tunate youth and the aspirations
of our youth more fortunate, pre-
•rat to you your finest boor of
opportunity to serve God end our
beloved America,” he said.
"First and foremost,” Bishop
McNulty told the youth workers,
young people look to them as
models of "personal holiness.
Your holiness is the measure of
your helpfulness In their lives.”
HOWEVER, "piety ts not a sub-
stitute for technical skill nor for
professional competence,” he con-
tinued, just as "skill and com-
petence without religious values
letve the job but half done.”
The Bishop emphasized that
laymen must be as active as
priests and religious in the apos-
tolic work of the Church, includ-
ing service to youth. He added:
“We speak of clergy, religious
and laity. While these terms in-
dicate a distinction in function,
they do not express a separation
of interests. One complements
the other in their effective team
work for the Lord."
_
The convention, acting on the
Bishop’s points, passed a resolu-
tion calling on newspapers, mag-
azines, radio and television to
forego sensationalism and help
create “a more positive and
wholesome attitude toward
youth.”
LEADING SPEAKERS at the
youth convention itself were Car-
dinal Cushihng of Boston and
former President Harry S. Tru-
man. The Cardinal, after giving
conventioneers a fright by suf-
fering a weak spell at the main
banquet on Nov. 14, devoted his
speeches then and at a Nov. IS
Pontifical Mass to exhorting
young people to make the "sacn-
fic*a” necessary to live as Cath-
olics in the modem world.
Cardinal Cushing held a
press conference at which he urg-
ed the federal government to
grant scholarships to students at-
tending both private and public
colleges, saying ‘‘this would be
the best way it could further
education.
He also praised Catholic edu-
cation as the best there is, "be-
cause it can produce saints,” but
called on the students to work
harder and fill the present gaps
in such fields as science and lit-
erature.
MR. TRUMAN explained the
role of the President's office as
a six-fold one in his talk at the
Nov. 14 Communion breakfast,
calling the Presidency the "moil
difficult job in history.” He also
said that religious beliefs should
not affect a candidate's qualifi-
cations for office.
As usual, the electioneering was
hot and heavy when it came time
to choose the national officers
and presiding officer John Mc-
Laughlin, the outgoing chairman
from Kearny, had to make like
Sam Rayburn with the gavel.
Donald McDonald of St. Louis
is the new chairmen, with Anita
Giarduilo of Boston sice presi-
dent, Patricia Dziatkiewicz of
Camden, secretary, and Edward
Garcia of Corpus Christi, treas-
urer.
Science Conference
JAMAICA Over a thousand
students from public and private
schools will attend the seventh
annual Science and Engineering
Career Conference to be held at
SL John’s campus on Nov. 21.
School Notes
Seton Forensic League
Sets Grand Tournament
UNION CITY The Grind Tournament of the Seton
Forensic League will be held Nov. 21 at SL Michael’s, with
24 New Jersey schools staffed by the Sisters of Charity
competing for titles in four divisions.
This is the first of three major events in the S.F.I*
season, the others being the For-
um and the Debate Tournament.
The four classes of competition
are: Poetry reading, oratorical
declamation, original oratory and
extemporaneous speaking.
• Competition will open at 1 p.m.
and the awarding of prizes is
scheduled to take place at S p.m.
The great majority of schools
competing are from the North
Jersey area.
Two Xavier High School (New
York) students from thb North
Jersey area are among the semi
finalists in the National Merit
Scholarship competition. They are
Joseph Burger of North Bergen,
who ranked 19th among students,
taking the test in New York State,
and Francis Wilson, also of North
Bergen. Burger ranks first in the
Xavier senior class.
Three 8t Elisabeth’s Academy
(Convent) seniors received letters
o* commendation from the Na-
tional Merit group last week
They were Karen Rossing, Rose-
•nsrle Fischer and Jean Marotta.
. . . The St. Elizabeth's year-
book, “The Beth," received a
“medalist" award from the Cos
lumbia Scholastic Press Associa-
tion. All-Catholic ranking from
the Catholic School Press Associ-
ation and first honors from the
National School Press.
National Merit letters of com-
mendation went to abe girls from
St. Aloysios Academy (Jersey
City). They were Marianne Mc-
Geough, Anne O’Neill, Margaret
Penney, Marie Breslln, Susan
Marie Sullivan and Marianne
Egan.
Vocation Notes
Nuns Taught Her How
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
Florence Nightingale is a name that ihines forth brilliant-
*v*nr
1 ,
bi
f iOTy, <* nuraing. She reatored It in
V* il lo,t P°*** o " reaped. And it was largely
1^r
„
nnU ' nC * women were first employed aa
nurses in military hospitals.
She was not a Catholic, but she begged England's Car-
dinal Manning to secure a nun’s training
for her nursing career. She studied the
methods of nursing and hospital manage-
ment with the Slaters of St. Vincent de
Paul in Paris. To the Cardinal she wrote,
"What training is there compared with that
of a Catholic nun? Those ladies who are
■ not Sisters have not the chastened temper,
the Christian grace, the accomplished love-
liness and energy of the regular nun. I. ..
do not speak from enthusiasm but from ex-
perience."
Why do young ladiea hesitate to become nuns, if nuns
are like that? And they are!
Hove Confidence
In his Encyclical "On the Catholic Priesthood," Pope
Pius XI referred to "the very heavy responsibilities” of the
priesthood which made St. John Chrysostom, St. Ambrose,
St. Gregory the Great, St. Charles Borromeo "and many other
stalwarts of the Christian priesthood tremble in fear."
The same fear is often responsible for young men decid-
ing not to become priests. "I don't have what H takes to be
a good priest,” they will tell you. Of course, they don’t.
But God will give it to them. '
That is what Pope Pius XI said In the same Encyclical,
"Along with the
. . .
exalted powers, ... the priest received
anew and special grace with special helps. If be does
his part faithfully by cooperating with the divine promptings
of grace, these aids will enable him to carry out the duties
of his office worthily and courageously." There is nothing
to fear!
Do They?
Excluding the communist-dominated areas of China,
North Korda and North Vietnam, the number of native priests
in Africa and Asia has, in the past 40 years, increased
more than 700%!
The response to priestly and religious vocations is
overwhelmingly greater among these recent converts than
among the Catholics of America. How can we account for
this?
Do the Asiatic and African youths appreciate Chris-
tianity more; do they understand better the shortness of time
and the endlessness of eternity, or do they Just love God
more than the young Catholic men and women of America?
St. Alphtua Uguorl Said:
**A religious on the day at her profession is espoused to
Jesus Christ."
Apaatalmtaft Vocations
Newark Archdiocese: Msgr. William F. Furlong, Seton Hall
University, South Orange, N. J. Telephone SOuth Orange 2400.
2-0000.
Paterson Diocese: Magr. Edward J. Scully, 24 De Grasse SL
Paterson. Telephone: 'Mountain view 11003.
v
CONVENTION CHAT: John McLaughlin, left, of Kearny, outgoing chairman of
the National Council of Catholic Youth, diocesan division, talks with, left to right.
Bishop John P. Cody of Kansas City-St. Joseph, former President Harry S. Truman
and Bishop Leo R. Smith of Buffalo at the recent Kansas City convention.
Instrumentalists Featured
In March of Talent Finals
IRVINGTON Instrumentalists will be featured in
the annual Newark archdiocesan CYO March of Talent
finals at St, Paul’s auditorium on Nov. 19.
Two of the four county junior finals were won by
musicians. Richard Failla of Immaculate Heart of Mary,
Maplewood, and Ralph Aneivasof
St. Peter’s, River Edge, both
pianists, won the Essex and Ber-
gen titles, respectively. The Ber-
gen senior title went to a four-
piece band from St. Elizabeth's,
Wyckoff.
Other county champions
crowned last week were Betty
Ann Washack and Madge Mellett,
pantomimists from St. John’s,
Clark-Linden, in the Union Coun-
ty junior contest and James Cas
sidy and Gene Caffrey, guitar
ists-vocalists, in the Union senior
affair.
A full complement of 16 acts
will take part in the junior finals
on the 19th, but there will be just
seven contests for the senior
crown.
OTHER JUNIOR contenders
are vocalists Felice Morris of St.
Thomas, Bloomfield; Carol Belko
of St. Elizabeth's, Undcn; Kathy
Brumaghin of Corpus Christ!,
Hasbrouck Heights; Muriel and
Patricia Fox and Jo Anne Esposi-
to of St. Joseph's, Roselle; and
a choral group from St. Eliza-
beth’s, Wyckoff.
Also, piahist Kathy Jcanerette
of St. Rose of Lima. Short Hills;
accordionists John Budcnas of St.
Mary’s, Nutley, James and Louis
Sabini of Visitation, Paramus, and
Carl Bracaglio of Blessed Sacra-
ment, Elizabeth.
Completing the senior list arc
vocalists James O’Rourke of St.
Cecilia's, Kearny; Owen Shea of
St. Leo's, Irvington; a trio from
Blessed Sacrament, Newark; and
accordionist-vocalist Joseph Bog
an of St. Joseph’s, Roselle.
Campus Queen
Finalists Named
SOUTH ORANGE - Six final- 1
ifts have been selected for the j
Queen of the Campus contest at j
Seton Hall University, to be de- 1
cided on Nov. 21 at the annual!
dance sponsored hy the Sctor.ian. |
The girls are Mary Ellen Fitz-
gerald of Westfield, Janice Go<>d-!
win of Newark, Marlene Mercuro j
of Springfield, Sandra Vago of
Weehawkcn, Janet Murray of j
Bloomfield and Loretta Wanski'
of Trenton.
Judges include former Seton I
Hall basketball great Frank i
(Pep) Saul.
Irish Start Grants
For Valedictorians
NOTRE DAME Anew pro j
gram of scholarships for high
school valedictorians has been in-
augurated by Notre Dame Uni-
versity to take effect next Sep-
tember.
Each year, five boys will re-
ceive four-year fail-tuition schol-
arships, based on scholarship and
financial need. High school val
cdictorians may receive applica-
tion forms from Rev. James Mor-
an, C.S.C., director of admis
slons and scholarships, Notre
Dame, Ind.
Musical Staged
By Argus Eyes
JERSEY CITY - ' Paint Your
Wagon" will be presented by the
Argus Eys Dramatic Society of
St. Peter's College on Nov 20 21
and 27-28 at the campus.
This is the first musical show
ever presented by the Argus
Eyes and was written by Alan
Jay Lcrncr and Frederick
I-ocwe, the authors of "My Fair
Lady-
Leading roles are being played
by John Stapleton and William
Smith of St. Peter's and Elaine
Davis, a senior at Jersey City
State College. Musical director
for the show is Bcrnie Barr.
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THE
TRINITARIAN FATHEBS
off«r an opportunity to young man and boy» of Grammar
School and High School to bacoma a priast or a Brothar
In tha Trinitarian Ordar. Lack of fund* no impadimant.
Writa toi
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
•ox 5742, loltimora •, Maryland
Visit
St Joseph's
Shrine
Stirling,
New Jersey
Never Enough Missionaries!
MISSIONARY SERVANTS
OF THE MOST HOIY TRINITY
WELCOME
PRIESTHOOD CANDIDATES
BROTHERHOOD CANDIDATES
Writ* Father Matthew, M.S.SS.T.
Trinity Mheion*, Silver Spring, Md.
K
Tit FriititMi Fathers
THIRD ORDER REGULAR
INVITE YOUNO MEN TO STUDY
FOR THE SACRED PRIESTHOOD.
LACK OF FUNDS NO OMT/LCUK.
writs. DIRECTOR OR VOCATIONS
FRANCISCAN FATHERS
HOLUDAYSBURG 6, PA.
*l*
Will l/ou Also
Bring Christ To Africa?
The Society of African Missions
<SMA ) U dedicated to the conver-
ilon of Afnca and of Nefroea in
general Over 100 yeara serving Cod
on the Weal Coast of Africa and in the
TODAY over 1200
priests are active in
this work of saving
souls, but many
more are needed.
We need YOU too!
Let us send you
more details, well
happy Indeed to answer your personal questions about
life and work.
rite to: REV. JAMES HILL, S.M.A.
Vocation Director
SOCIETY Of AFRICAN MISSIONS,
Queen of Apostles Seminary Dedham, Mass.
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WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
VINO A WEEKEND WITH COO
For: MIN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
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DID YOU
SUBSCRIBE
DURING THE
SCHOOL
CRUSADE?
It not, pleas* use coupon
bolow. Chock otto.
Q Renew
□ Now
I enclose $4 SO for my sub-
scription to The Advocate
.lone
' u" .ft*-' '‘im'i. Of*’?
A Wedding Reception
PLAZA HOTEL
Jew mat ta. Janay City. N. A
emWan
• DlaaHM tana vat Rtam
lit ta Mtl
• Ivpatiof Cuitlna
• Madaa« prtcaa
• Cafafvl attantian ta datalk
FKona Iridal Canivttaaf
Oldfield 3-0100
Arnpl* Parking Spoct
Air CondiTionad
EitlmoUt chwwrfuHy g!y»n
A Bracelet a Lady'will be pleased with!
THE NEW AND MUCH TALKED ABOUT
Ten Commandment Bracelet
A charming new golden bracelet that has in-
scribed on Ten oval discs the Ten Commandments
that can be read. Attractive link chain with easy
fastener that will not slip loose, made to fit any
wrist.
A lovely gift for Christmas or for your very own.
Reg. .old for ft|J| V Cl 70
$2 00 and up Is !■ I miimk
If not completely satisfied your money cheerfully
refunded.
Club* and Societies are invited to write
for quantity ditcount price*.
Send check or money order to:
SPIEGEL SALES CO. Dept. A
P. O. Box 2, Brookdale Station,
Bloomfield, New Jersey
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The Arthur Williamson Story
PARAMUB (PFS) - A giant
la the rarity field both in
ririne and stature, Arthur WO-
linsoa of Arthur Williamson
and Cos. of Paramui was practi-
cally “born to the business."
The 35-year rid, M realty
executive has approximately 13
years of experience in the real
estate field—the last five of which
have been in a Route 17, Param-
os, office which he opened in
1*54 and has since mushroomed
into one of the largest and busi-
est in the northern New Jersey
area.
A native of Rutherford where
he, attended grade and high
schools, the amiable Williamson
grew up in an atmosphere of
real estate—his dad Edmund be-
ing a veteran in the business
and still active today after 45
years' in the field.
Williamson got his initial taste
of the business as a 10-year old
office boy in his dad’s Ruther-
ford real estate office. He con-
tinued working there through his
school days until he joined the
Marine Corps in 1043 during
World War n. He participated
in three major campaigns in the
South Pacific before receiving a
discharge in 1940.
Then it was into the real es-
tate business In the Rutherford
office aa a 22-year-old in resales
and commercial property. At the
same time Williamson attended
night courses on real estate at
Fairleigh Dickinson College in
Rutherford.
Within fix months Williamson
wa* named aales manager of the
office while his dad moved on
to Teaneck to head the firm’s
brands in that community. Four
years later—in 1950—Williamson
was transferred to the Teaneck
office as sales manager. Here he
gained experience in every phase
of the business, the office being
active in new home develop-
ments, resales, industrial and
commercial properties, and land.
His schooling in the business
complete, Williamson opened his
own office on Route 17 In Param-
os in June of 1954.
Active in every phase of the
real estate business, the Param-
os office has since boomed into
one of the giants of the realty
field. A staff of more than 40
services the public in new and
resale, homes, commercial and
industrial properties, and is one
of the most active real estate
offices in land sales, having sold
thousands of acres worth mil-
lions of dollars. The firm also
has its own mortgage depart-
ment.
The success of Williamson’s of-
fice over the past 5 years has
been synonymous with the word
"service”.
With service for both the pur-
chaser and seller as the keynote,
the Williamson staff has been
able to offer more than 1,000
choice listings and closed sales
swiftly once the purchaser has
made his selection.
Particularly Important to pro-
spective purchasers of develop-
ment homes, the Williamson of-
fice offers the seller an appraisal
service on their existing home,
notifying the owner whether
there will be enough equity avail-
able for the purchase of anew
bouse. Through its activity in
new home developments, the Wil-
liamson office has been able to
compile a choice list of existing
dwellings.
A trade-in plan offered by Wil-
liamson also plays an important
role. At one current develop-
ment, Green Tree in Paramus
where 13 homes have been arid,
eight purchaser* sold their exist-
ing dwellings through the Wil-
liamson office. If these homes
had not been sold when the new
houses were ready, the existing
dwelling would have been taken
by the Williamson office as a
trade-in and the seller would re-
ceive the necessary equity to
close on tho new home.
Williamson, who estimates sell-
ing about 3,600 new homes and
1,000 existing dwellings, has han-
dled such major developments as
Beechwood Acres and Oradell
Forest In Oradell, Rolling Hills
in Glen Rock, Forest Hill Estates
and Pines Acres in Paramus,
Cedar Hills in Cedar Grove,
Hampshire Hills in Ridgewood,
Eckel Homes in Little Ferry,
Tower Hills In Englewood Cliffs’
Morris Manor in Lakehurst, and
Westwood Gardens in Westwood.
His office is currently han-
dling sales for such major hous-
ing projects as Royal View
Homes in Montvale, Hillsdale
Cottage Park in Hillsdale, High-
point in Oradell, The Knolls in
Park Ridge, Green Tree In Pa-
ramus and Overlook Park in
Emerson, and several additional
projects are now being readied
for public showing this winter.
A resident of Oradell, where he
livs with his wife and four chil-
dren, Williamson is a past chair-
man of an Oradell Cub Pack and
remains active in social and
civic affairs including the
Bergen - Passaic Association for
retarded children. In Paramus,
where he once took part in poli-
tics, the young real estate execu-
tive sponsored and managed a
Babe Ruth baseball team and a
teenage basketball quintet, is a
former vice commander of the
member of 8.P.0.E. Lodge 2001.
He it *l*o a member of the
Home Builders Association of
Nofthern New Jersey.
His spare time what little
there Is of it—is devoted to skip-
pering a cabin cruiser off Barne-
gat Bay and the Atlantic. “For
sheer relaxation, you can’t beat
it," says Williamson.
ARTHUR WILLIAMSON
Donald Whitfield,
Sales Manager,
Residential Department
John Consentino
Development Manager
George Hamilton,
Industrial Development Mgr.
Robert Poet,
Sales Manager
Land Management
Pius XII Library
Hailed byPope
ST. LOUIS—Pope John XXIII
ha* called the Pius XII Memorial
Library at St. Louis University
a "magnificent tribute” to tbe
late Holy Father and has extend-
ed his apostolic blessing to all
who assisted in completion of the
library.
The Pontiff discussed the li-
brary in a letter to Archbishop
Joseph I. Ritter of St. Louis
prior to the official dedication
ceremonies scheduled for Nov.
22.
4 Highpoint
Homes Sold
O&ADEUL, (PFS)—Four bones
h»v« been told at the recently
opened 21-house Highpoint com-
munity on Soldier Hill Road and
Forest Ave. here, according to
realty agent Arthur Willi am ion
and Cos. of Paramus.
Two eight-room, 2-1/2-bath
aplit-level model homes priced
from $32,000 are on display at the
tract, being developed by build-
ers Frank Zappala and Dominick
D’Agostino, East Paterson.
The property has been cleared
and graded for construction
•tarts. Initial deliveries are slat-
ed for the early Spring.
Fully-landscaped plots are 100
by 125 feet and larger in an area
having city sewers and all im-
provements.
Available in three elevations,
the furnished model has a partial
brick and red cedar shingle ex-
terior.
Entry is on ground-level into a
foyer with sliding-door guest clos-
et. Off the entry is a recreation
room with door leading out to the
yard, a den or bedroom with clos-
et, a laundry room, powder room,
and utility room.
Green-Tree
At Haltay
PARAMUS (P.F.S.) Arthur
Williamson of Arthur Williamson
and Cos., Paramus, lists 14 sales
at the Green Tree tract being
developed by A. J. Kesolits. The
builder offers split-level and Co-
lonial two-stbry homes priced
from $27,500 on fully-landscaped
plots one-quarter acre and larg-
er. The development is located
on Carl Place and Paramus
Road, north of Midland Ave.
Homes have been delivered to
five families and two more buy-
ers are due to move in by the
end of the month. Ten homes are
in various phases of construction
and improvements have been
completed in the first section.
The seven-room split-level mod-
el has an exterior of brick and
cedar shakes with entry through
a covered portico into a foyer.
Off the foytr is a cathcdrsl-ceil-
inged living room with picture
window, dining room with double
window, and a kitchen with
breakfast area, built-in wall oven
and counter-top range with hood,
and red birch cabinets. Up one
level are three bedrooms plus
two baths.
The lower level includes a fam-
ily room with picture window
and a door leading out to the
yard, plus a utility room.
BERGEN CATHOLIC Rsqional high school for boys in Oradell.
ST. JOSEPH’S grammar school in Oradell.
ANNUNCIATION grammar school In Paramus.
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Gives You Everything You’re
Looking For In Convenient
Suburban Living
t* to yonraelf U tee thin m« mtafluud
..
f*—tor •* modern hornet, nettled In a
torrty aettlng of stately treat tad beautiful evergreens.
the location la la ona of tho flnett retidenUal sections of Paramu.,
adjoining tho now Bergen County Park and only a few
Mocha from tho Orchard Hill Golf and Country
Clnh. Excellent achaolt are noarhy ... tho Bergen
only ■lantoa away •.. Now York beset gate
Mall and Garden State Plan a hoyyIeg contort i
tho proyorty ... and tho Garden State
Parkway la only % mile away.
are
• litledrcean •
%
V.
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U COLONIAL TORY MODEL
fEI Sbs Otoiac (ton
notobadfaaMy
.Z
mm
CONTEMPORARY SPLIT-LEVEL MODEL
Priced from
manctng
AU UTUITIKS . . SIDEWALKS, CURBS, AND
PAVID ROADS
. . .
AU IN AND PAID FOR
’27.500
ANNUNCIATION
CHURCH A SCHOOL
H Mi Away
> To and ha
Liberal Mortgage Fie
20 MINUTfS FROM NEW YORK
MODEL HOME OPEN DAILY A WEEK-ENDS
DIRECTIONS: G. W. Bridge. Rt « to Paramos
(Paramo*) tarn right and contiaao abort
toaflk light at Midland At*, In Modal I
Edo of street.
ftut WILLIAMSON CO.
ill
RAD ELL
ii i fi
L
IS
SELECTAIN
SUBURBAN
LOCATION |
Choice of
3 MODELS
*32,000
COMPUTE PRICE
LIBERAL MORTGAGE
FINANCING ARRANGED
ONLY 15 MINUTES FROM
THE GEO. WASHINGTON BRIDGE
Exhibit Homo Open
Dolly A Week End*
»«UMt
Gcorgt
✓ Brtdß*
MM Rbwlb 4 M Rfftil
rtriiui
lw»n rlphf Mlant
m
8 URGE ROOMS/2'/j BATHS
HUGE FINISHED RECREATION ROOM
BUILT-IN 2-CAR GARAGE
FULLY LANDSCAPED 100' x 125' PLOT
(•round level entrance foyer with (nett cloeet. .. sumptuous livingroom with panorama bow window ... full ilie dining room with
bow window
... spacious science kitchen with dining area and
rear exit.
.
.built-in oven, countertop range, dishwasher and birth
cabinets with Formica work counters
... 3 twin-eise bedrooms
with sliding door closets (master bedroom has additional largo
walk-in closet!
... 2 full bathrooms In colored ceramic tile( mala
bath has twin sink Vanltory; private bath with stall shower off
master bedroom!
. . . powder room lavatory on ground level . . .
finished den, recreation room wifh rear exit, laupdry room and
utility room also on ground level. Construction features
Include poured concrete foundation
.. . WALLS . .
full Insulation and wratherstripping ... and red cedar
shingle exterior with brick front. Two-xone
air conditioned heat Is gas fired.
CITY SEWERS A ALL UTILITIES
. . .
PAVED ROADS
SIDEWALKS B CURBS ... ARE IN AND PAID FOR
Nearby are modern public and parochial elementary and high
* Joseph’s Church and parochial school . . . BergenCatholic High School
. . . complete shopping renters . . . and
,‘f.*,upo, ?* Uo " f,cllltlrl - The Hackensack Golf CountryClub Is within walking distance. "***
■" A>iMllLn WILLIAMSON CO.
at ©itadeQQ
FOREST AVE. A SOLDIER HIU ROAD, ORADEIi (BERGEN CO) Ni
MODEL HOME PHONE COLFAX 2 *192
'
484 Route 17, Parnmus N J
COlfax 2-0500
ASSUMPTION grammar school in Emerson.
OUR LADY OF MERCY grammar school in Park Ridge.
SEVEN-ROOM ranch model priced at $26,900 at Hillsdale Cottage Park on Piermont Rood
opposite the Pascack Valley Regional High School in Hillsdale. Territo Bros, of Paterson and
Frank Zappala of East Paterson are developing the 36-house community for which Arthur
Williamson and Co. of Paramus is the exclusive sales agent.
REAL ESTATE SECTION
ST. JOHN'S grammar school in Hillsdale.
New Ranch Model Offered
EMERSON (PFS) Builders
Joseph Pirretti and Samuel Sallr
are unveiling a six-room, two-
bath ranch model this weekend
at their 94-house Overlook Park
community in the Oradell Hill
section here. It is priced from
$24,780. Arthur Williamson and
Cos. of Paramus Is sales agent.
Eighty-two houses have been
sold at the tract, which also of-
fers aplk-level and split-ranch
homes on fully landscaped plots
one-quarter acre and larger.
The new model, located on
Munsey Road off Soldier Hill
Road between Forest Ave. and
Kindcrkamack Road, is from
plans by architect Carl Saalbach
of Emerson. It can be purchased
with liberal conventional financ-
ing terms for late winter deliv-
ery.
Offered in an exterior of cedar
shakes, the ranch model has a
24-1/2 by 13-1/2 living room with
picture window. 12 by 11 dining
room with double window, and a
12 by 11-1/2 kitchen with a built-
in wall oven and counter-top
range, exhaust fan, Formica
counter top, and birch cabinets.
The bedroom wing features a
16 by 11-1/2 master bedroom with
two closets and an adjoining bath
with stall shower, a 12-1/2 by 11
second bedroom, an 11-1/2 by 11
third bedroom, and a second bath
with vanitory, sliding-door medi-
cine cabinet and a tub with show-
er.
Cottage Park
Starts Homes
HILLSDALE (PFS) - Homos
are under construction for winter
delivery dates at the new Hills-
dale Cottage Park tract on Picr-
mont Road opposite the Pascack
Valley . Regional High School,
Hillsdale.
Four sales are reported by Ar-
thur Williamson and Cos , Param-
ua realty agent for the 36-house
colony, being developed hv Ter-
rito Bros, of Paterson and Frank
Zappala of East Paterson. The
builders offer seven-room ranch
and split-level homes priced from
$26,750.
Two housing starts are under
way, with additional construction
slated this month. The homes are
being erected on fully-landscaped
plots 100 by 120 feet and larger.
Offered in an exterior of wood
siding and shakes, the furnished
split-level model has on the main
level a living room with bow win-
dow, dining room, and a kitchen
with breakfast area, built-in wall
oven and counter-top range, and
birch cabinets. The upper level
has a master bedroom with two
closets plus an adjoining lava-
tory, two additional bedrooms,
and a bath with vanity and tub-
shower.
Deliver Homes
At the Knolls
PARK RIDGE (PFS) Two
families will take delivery of
their homes later this month at
the Knolls, 42-house community
on Knoll Drive off Park Ave. just
north of Prospect Ave. here.
Ten families arc currently oc-
cupying homes at the tract,
which is being developed by
Thomas Vittorio and Son of Clif-
ton. Arthur Williamson and Cos.
of Paramus is sales agent.
Williamson's office lists three
recent sales for a total of nine
homes sold.
The builder offers ranch and
split-level homes priced from
$22,900 on fully-landscaped plots
which average 100 by 150 feet. On
display is a six-room, M/2-bath
ranch model while anew split-
level Is being readied for public
showing.
Featured Is the six-room, M/2-
bath ranch model with an option-
al brick front and cedar shakes
exterior and entry into the house
through a portico.
The rooms are off a center
hall. Included is a living room
with a bow window, a dining
room with bow window, a kitchen
with breakfast area, a lavatory
and laundry off the kitchen to
the rear of a garage, a master
bedroom with two closest*, two
additional bedrooms, a bath with
vanltory, linen closet and tub
with shower, an optional recrea-
tion room to the rear o i the gar-
age, and a full beaement.
November It, list the advocate 17
-flip
KNOLLS
ERGEN
—F———■———^ w * —• ***
This new custom-planned community is located in a choice section of
suburban Park Ridge, with fine Public and Parochial Schools, a large
shopping center and neighborhood stores. New York Buses, two golf
and country clubs and a public park at a short distance away. Within
a short drive, are the Garden State Parkway, George Washington
Bridge, New York Thruway and Tappan Zee Bridge.
SPACIOUS SPLIT LEVEL AND RANCH HOMES
ON FULLY LANDSCAPED PLOTS 100' x 150'
Si
COLONIAL SPUT LEVEL MODEL
with 3 BEDROOMS and 1% FULL BATHS
Price from *23,900
60-FT. l-O-N-G RANCH MODEL
• Covered Colonial Portico En-
trance • Big Picture-Windowed
Living Room • Combination Din-
ing-Family Room • Science Kitch-
en with Breakfait Area and Door
to Rear Yard • Built-in Oven,
Counter-Top Range and Birch Cab-
inet, with Formica Work Counters
• 3 Family-Site Bedrooms • l«j
Baths; Main Bathroom has Vanl-
tory, Linen Closet, Tub-shower •
Extra Lavatory and Laundry Off
Kitchen • Full Basement • Built-
In Garage with Inside Entry •
Double-Hung Wood Windows •
Cedar Shingle Exterior • Option-
al: Finished Recreation Room
. .
.
Second Garage . . . Partial Brick
Front.
$22,900
Priced
from
LlaltAL MOKTOAOI FINANCINO
AaaANoio
FURNISHED MODEL HOME OPEN
DAILY & WEEKENDS
DIRECTIONS: Rt. 4 to Kinderkamack Rd., north on
Kindcrkamack Rd. through Westwood and Wooddiff
Lake to Prospect Ave.; turn right y« mile and left on
Park Ave. 600 ft to Knoll Drive and Model Home.
Architect: ALBERT D. RADER
Builders: THOMAS VITTORIO A SON
J\^tiJIL-
n
WILLIAMSON CO. 484 Route 17 Poramus N JCOlfo. 2 0500
fe THAT PROVIDE
THE UTMOST IN
COMFORT AND LIVABILITY
• Spacious Urine Room with Huge Picture
or Bow Window. Full Dining Room •
Science Kitchen with Dining Area • Built-In
Oren and Counter-Top Range • Aah
Cabinets with Formica Work Counters • >
Family-Site Bedroom* with Sliding Door
Cloaets • Colored Ceramic Tile Bathroom with
Colored Flituree and Vanitory • 2
Additional Half-Baths • Finished Recreation
Room • Full Basement • Oversize Built-In
t ear Garage • Gas-Fired Hot Water
Baseboard Heat with 3-Zone Control.
(^Cottage
(cfW
HILLSDALE/BERGEN COUNTY/NEW JERSEY
LUXURIOUS 7-ROOM
SPLIT LEVEL & RANCH HOMES
ON LANDSCAPED KINO-SIZE
PLOTS 100'xlSO' & LARGER
tot®
it
The Savoy
SPUT LEVEL
MODEL
$26,750
THAT OFFERS
A LOVELY SUBURBAN
SETTING PLUS CONVENIENCE
Situated In an established residential
neighborhood In beautiful Hillsdale, one of
Bergen Coouty’i finest suburban communit-
ies, New York buses are only one block
away and 8L John’s Church and Parochial
achooi- shopping centers, golf and country
club* and the Pascack Valley Swimming
Oak* are all nearby. AU utilities, paved
roads and curbs are in and paid for.
Priced
from *26.750
FINANCSD THSU PARAMUt MOSTOAOS CO.
liberal Mortgage
financing
Available
r/uoavturr
HICK SCHOOL
m
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daily a waste
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PkWM North 4 AIK
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The Carbon
RANCH MODEL
$26,900
When VisitingThese Homes
Remember To Tell The
Advertiser You Sow It In
THE ADVOCATE
The Brookside
6 ROOMS
2BATHS
FULL BASEMENT
LAUNDRY ROOM
3-COAT
PLASTER
WALLS
LUXURY STYLED RANCH MODEL
at OVERLOOK PARK
IN THE EXCLUSIVE ORAOELL EMERSON HILL SECTION
SOLDIER HILL ROAD, EMERSON. N. J. '
t3'4’’ x 12’S" living room with panorama window . . . ll’g* ill* din*
lng room .. . extra large acience kitchen with bullt-ln wall oven and
counter top range . . . J family-site bedroom* (matter bedroom with
walk-la dooet)
. . . 2 full colored ceramic tile bath* (hall hath with
Formica Vanltory; private bath off matter bedroom with atall
ahower) . . . gatflred hot air heat . . . full Iniulatlon . . . weather-
* tripped doorv and window*
• , . oven lied bullt-ln 2-car garage • • •
fully landtcaped plot* IH* x 100’ minimum.
Located la a beautiful Hlllalde aetUag overlooking the plctureeque
Oradell Retervolr. Fne tchoolt, complete ahopplng fadUUea. conven-
lent commuting to New York are all nearby, and the Hackenaack
Country Club la only a atone’* throw away. All utilities,
curbs, sidewalk* and road* are In and paid for.
Bus service to —and from As-
sumption School
Pried at *24,790
EXCELLENT MORTGAGE
v r y- -Rj t~«
W?
.x-li-
....
EXHIBIT HOME OPEN DAILY A EVES. TO 8 P. M.
DIRECTIONS: Gee. Washington Bridge about S milea an RL 4 to Kln-
derhamack Ed, River Edge. Right (north) ea Klnderkamack Rd. U
Soldier HUI Ed, Oradell. Left #a Soldier HU] Rd. (Hackenaack Golf
Cowreo alga) appro*. % mile to Munaey Rd., then right to Overlook
Park Model Home.
3 MINUTES FROM GARDEN fTATI PARKWAY EXIT 1«S
Builder*
JOSEPH PIRRETTI
A SAMUEL SALTZ
- J\hlVLn WILLIAMSON CO. 484 Routr 17, Poromus NCOlfax 2 0500
Sales Reported at Royal View
MONTVALE (PFS) Forty-,
three bouses have been sold over
la eight-week period since open-|
• inf oI Royal View Homes com-,
inanity here, reports Arthur Wil-
| lis mson and Cos. real estate office I
Iof Paramos.
The 73-boose Mootvale tract on
IGrand Are. off Middletown Road,
a continuation of River Vale
Road, la being developed by
James Leone of Royal Home
Builders of Teaneck. Tbe builder
offers six-room split-level homes
priced at fU,490.
The builder has 15 homes un-
der construction for delivery
dates starting in January. Roads
an being cut through the tract’s
first two sections and utilities
are being installed.
Additional construction starts
are slated to get under way in
the first and second sections for
delivery datea early next Spring.
The homes are being erected
on fully-landscaped plots 100 by
100 feet and larger.
The model, with an exterior of
cedar shakes, has on Us main
level a living room with picture
window, dining room, and a
kitchen with breakfast area,
built-in wall oven and counter-
top range, exhaust fan, Formica
work counter, and oak cabinets.
Up one level are three bed-
rooms and a bath with tub-show-
er.
The lower level features a 24
by 24 unfninished recreation room
area with door to the yard as
well as laundry facilities.
At the present time, parochial
school children in Montvale at-
tend Our Lady of Mercy School
in Park Ridge.
Bolling Ridge
Shows Bunch
WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP
(PFS) A furnished six-room,
1-1/2-bath ranch model dubbed
Sherwood makes its debut
this week-end at Rolling Ridge
here. It is priced at $23,990.
The Sherwood is one of two
models presented by Harold
Kramer in association with Rich-
ard Zamore, who are developing
the 72-house community as an-
other Harmer Project. The build-
ers also offer the seven-room,
1-1/2-bath Berkshire split-level
model priced at $23,490.
Beir-Higgins Realty Associates
of Saddle River serve as sales
consultants for the homes, which
can be purchased with liberal
conventional financing terms for
Isto winter delivery dates.
The models are open for in-
spection on Cleveland Ave. off
Washington Ave. between Forest
Ave. and Pascack Road.
The Sherwood model, furnished
by Greenbaum Brothers of Pat-
erson, la offered in five exterior
elevations from plans by archi-
tect Herbert F. Necker of Wood-
cliff Lake.
Final Section
At Preakness
WAYNE (PFS) The first
two sections of Preskness Valley
Estates, a 97-home development
here, have been completely sold
out, according to Josph Rosen-
blatt of Public Construction Cos.,
Fair Lawn, builder of the devel-
opment.
The third and final section,
comprising 48 house plots, is now
being offered for sale. First de-
liveries in this new section will
be made in the early Spring.
Prealoiess Valley Estates oi-
lers three plans to prospective
homeowners: anew bi-level
ranch, a side split, and a front-
to-back split, from $22,500. The
hemes are being constructed on
fully landscaped plots one-third
of an acre and larger, on prop-
erty on Valley Road between
Preakncss Ave. and Ratzer
Road. '
Polish Bishops
Remind Parents of
Education Rights
WARSAW (NC) As the number of Polish schools
without religion classes continues to grow, this country’s
Bishops have warned Catholic parents to remember their
right to have their children given religious instruction in
schools.
Religious instruction in schools
where a majority of parenta re-
quest it was introduced in Po-
land following the change in gov-
ernment in October, 1956.
Since then, however, a number
of schoola have been established
in which religious instruction is
excluded. At the beginning of this
school year such schools num-
bered about 1,000. They are be-
ing attended by approximately
400,000 students, compared with
the 80,000 pupils who attended
250 religionless schools last year.
The warning to Catholic par-
ents came in a joint pastoral is-
sued by the Polish hierarchy.
AFTER NOTING that the fam-
ily is the first school for educa-
tion in social virtues, the Bishops
reminded parents of their duty
to assure the religious education
of their children.
“Catholic parents will never
forget that they received In the
Sacrament of Matrimony the
canonical mission to teach
their children the principles of
the Holy Faith. They will see to
it that the family is the pri-
mary school of truth and
Christian life
. . .
“Parenta will not forget that
they are substituted for in a
large degree by the school, with
which they should collaborate.
Especially they will remember
their right to religious instruction
for their children in the schools.”
The Bishops added that “all
restrictions of the rights of reli-
gion in schools which we per-
ceive today are certainly con-
trary to the will of parents.”
Police, Firemen
Honor Fr. Sullivan
EAST ORANGE—In apprecia-
tion for his 17 years of service
as chaplain, the East Orange
Police and Fire Departments
each tendered a testimonial din-
ner recently to Rev. Eugene F.X.
Sullivan, newly appointed pastor
of Our Lady of Good Counsel
parish, Washington Township.
Father Sullivan formerly served
as assistant pastor at Holy Name
Church here.
The firemen held their dinner
at the Rock Spring Corral Res-
taurant, West Orange, while the
policemen dined at the Hotel
Suburban, East Orange.
Father Sullivan was to be hon-
ored Nov. 18 by the East Orange
Knights of Columbus Council,
which he also served as chap-
lain for 20 years. The K. of C.
dinner will be held at Thom ms
Restaurant, Newark. Proceeds
from the affair will be donated
to the new parish.
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OUR SELECT BUYS IN
BERGEN COUNTY
A WILLIAMSON CO. 4,4 •“££. Ssr
Fit for a King
and Queen and
Their Royal Family
BIG ROOMS
and Recreation Area,
6393 38k*?-
Cedar Wood Shingle
Exterior All Around
/ Covered Entrance
V Large Guest Closet
r' Spacious Living Room
with Huge Window Wall
/ Formal King-Size Dining Room
(Space for Full Dining Room Set)
V Ultra Modem Hollywood Kitchen
With Dining Area
V Built-In Wall Oven and
Counter-Top Range
V 8-Inch Exhaust Far.
COMPLETE
PRICE 18,490
V Recreation Room Area
V Laundry Room Area
r' Storage Area
V Ceramic Tile Bath
}/ Double Mirrored-Door
Medicine Cabinet
V Fully Insulated and
Weatherstripped
V Gas-Fired Warm Air Heat
V IOOAmp. Electric Service
V 100’ x 100* Wooded Plot,
Fully Landscaped
LIBERAL FINANCING FOR ALL
a:
<r
own-
MODEL HOME OPEN
DAILY A WEEKENDS
rAr* imm
FuraUhcd b»:
QUEEN BAUM BROS.
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WILLIAMSON CO.
*550 IS ALL
YOU NEED DOWN!
7 tnaaa ranch, m latha, I lad-
rain. 7M|M racraatlan raam,
daad and atraat, aaruart, law caat
Kaallna and taaaa. Wilklna dlatanca
ta It, •arnadatta'a Church, hrlca
sl4,tad. Law marttaaa tarma avail-
aMa. Call attar 4 fJd. Ivarydav.
PArkway 1-3945
Be Sure To See it!
Middlewood
in Old Bridge
In Madison Township
Moor Now Brunswick
adjacent to St. Thoraaa
Church A School now under
construction
New Cape Cods
From $14,990
AIM SpUI Level Model!
Watch for Slona on
Routes B od IS
... J. Turnpike to
bit t. boor loft to Route 18
(Boatbound), follow aigns to Old
■MM to newly built oil—loo
of Route IS and property.
Value Realty Cos.,
CLWord lew
Agt
REAL LIVING!
rtvM
<U
LAKEFOREST
RESERVATION
Ufftt H OMTCONG
Ically
club plan
TIE UTIHI. CRANE Cl.
rouNDtn or iau mohawk
• AMU MOON Of MVH ON V. If
TITLE INSURANCE
THROUGHOUT NSW JERSEY
«
NewJerseyBeauty
TITLE INSURANCE CO.
NEWARK
TRENTON • HACKENSACK
NEW BRUNSWICK • FREEHOLD
WINTER SPECIALS
FROM NOV. 10 0N...
Take advantage of the alack Mason. Select your
lot now, enjoy your own custom built home on a
lagoon next apring. Winter apeciola for oil the
beautiful apringa, aummera and faffs to come:
Waterfront lot* In tw boil location* • Solo elevationr th.l-
♦eted from the boy on froth-wotor logoon* • Cuitombuilt,
quality homo* • Copper plumbing • Radiant hoot by Deko-
Gon. Motor* * Individual room rogiitor* • Natural city go*
a Famou* brand opplianco* and fixture* • Firoplaco* * Car-
port* • Garago* • Bathing • Filhing • Boating • All »bor#
rocroatior* • Frivato boach • Fovod itreat* • Bui itop •
Convenience of ihopping center* nearby • Wide range of
variation* In baric home* ® Freient owner* for reference*
® Frlce* and term* far everyone.
5?
k|)U/ANDPIPER
EACH
Directions: Just 6S minutes from Newark to beautiful tlm
Boy waterfront living. Boot it* own yard. Parkway Exit 090.
om Route #9 south, follow signs.
■■IP
9»;
. V
York.
ir*’
»•■•*ttr
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vtv - ■ * A'x;.*} :> 5L
. *v\’
”
<• ?•
Located in mol Betgen h«k lineal almost con*
■
■ ’alF ■
• -
•
looking for.
residential areas,
you’re • <'•
only minutes'away; new parochial school is to be constructed.
Also nearby are -all houses of worship, shopping centers, the Garden State Parkway
Priced from
*23,490
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. _ Colonial picture window .1. M dim* )
room flooded with sunlight . . . science kitchen with built-in oven and
breakfast nook wrf rear *ut... 3 family sire bedrooms
am has adjoining powder room end 2 fuH sized closets
tic tile bathroom with colored fixtures and Vaortorv
open stairwell to family room . ~ laundryvea with cocmaction for washing
machine
...
full insulation and weather-stripping . , . oversized built-in
2-oar garage with storage space ... gas-fired hot water heating with base-
board radiation... double cedar shakes exterior. Optional features include:
lower level daylight panelled family room with Colonial brick fireplace
buitt-sn greenhouse ... large open porch .. . brick front
* ' ‘
shrubbed plots rang* from 1/4 to-1. 3 acre.
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FOR THE CHILDREN:As Rev.Patrick J.Gerrity,second from left, looks on proud-
ly, ArchbishopBoland lays the cornerstone of the new school in Holy Rosary parish,
Elizabeth. Other priests assisting in the ceremony Nov. 15 are, from left, Rev Philip
T. McCabe, pastor, St. Thomas Aquinas. Newark, and Msgr. HaroldV. Colgan pastor
St. Mary’s, Plainfield.
Letter Indicates Werfel Did Not Become Convert
MUNICH A letter from
famed Jewiah author Franz Wer-
fel to a friend indleatei that Wer-
fel did not become a Catholic be-
fore his death, although ba be-
lieved in Christ.
The letter, written from Holly-
wood, was dated July 6, Wl.
•bout four years before his
death. It has been published here
by Voices of Time, a Jesuit
monthly. Werfel said:
“Since I wrote my book 'Chris-
tian Mission' in 191ft I have not
concealed before the world that
I believe in Christ
... My mys-
tical, and I dare say Catholic,
faith is the very backbone of my
poetry and of my epical and dra-
matic work.”
However, he said, he had not
formally adopted the Catholic
faith because: (1) He felt that
the Jewish people are the visible
wtiness of Divine Revelation, and
their mission is “a part of the
reality of Christianity”; (2) he
felt it would not be proper for
him to desert his own people at
a time when they were suffering
horrible persecution; (3) he felt
that "Israel is identical with the
humanity of Christ” and as long
as this was not recognized by
Christiana "a baptized Jew could
be a baptized Jew only."
K of C Inaugurating
Christmas Project
STATE COUNCIL Hie New Jersey State Council
has opened its annual campaign to being Christ back into
Christmas through the medium of Christmas posters de-
signed to remind the public that Christmas is Christ’s
Birthday.
More than 10,000 poatars are
betas prepared for distribution by
the 143 coancUa in the ctate.
RICHARD I. LOONEY of Jer-
aey City, atate chairman of Cath-
olic Activities, in a communica-
tion to all grand knight* declar-
ed: "Display of these posters has
helped to educate the unknowing
and the forgetful to the true
meaning of the Feast of the Na-
tivity.
“You and your council can
share your Christmas happiness
and peace with others throughout
our state by continuing to see
that the word ‘Christmas is
Christ’s Birthday’ are displayed
prominently in stores, offices,
church vestibules, shopping cen-
ters and other public places.”
In addition, Joseph J. Carlin,
state deputy, urges all knights
to reform Christmas cards by
mailing only sacred scenes, omit-
ting the comic-strip characters
and other irrelevancies.
Msgr. Stein General Assembly
The annual memorial services
win be held Nov. 20 at 7:30 p.m.
in St. Anthony’* Church, Butler.
Wilbur Van Houten will present
a ciborium in memory of Rev.
Urban Scanlon, 0.F.M., former
faithful friar, and Harry Strasa-
burger, both of whom died the
past year. It will be accepted on
behalf of Bishop McNulty by Rev.
Aloysius Strassburger, C.SS.R.,
brother of the deceased knight.
The next meeting will be held
Nov. 23 at the Catholic Commun-
ity Center, Paterson.
Father base Jognes Assembly
The annual memorial service
for deceased members was held
Nov. 8 at St. Catherine of Siena
Church, Cedar Grove. Breakfast
followed at the Towers with guest
speakers Robert Morris, Rev.
Francis Loßianco and Floyd An-
derson, editor of The Advocate.
Holy Name Hears
Of Cuban Situation
LINDEN “The situation in Cuba is taking on the
proportions of a grave danger not only to Western hemis-
pheric solidarity but to the security of the U. S.”
This was the message given by Robert Morris at the
sehri-annual convention of the Newark Axchdiocesan Fed-
eration of Holy Name Societies
Nov. 15 at St. John the Apostle,
Linden. Morris it former chief
counsel to the U.S. Senate Inter-
nal Security Sub-committee.
THE SPEAKER charged that
Castro is allowing a communist
beachhead on Cuba ‘‘that threat-
ens to radiate all over Latin
America, imperiling the Panama
Canal and the balance of power
in the United Nations." He urged
that every means be used by the
U.S. Government to ascertain all
the facts and reveal them to the
world.
“When this revelation Is
achieved,” be said, "we would
then have created the proper at-
mosphere for a modern applica-
tion of the Monroe Doctrine that
carries with it a long tradition of
established policy . . . This dan-
ger is now following the pat-
tern of Soviet conquest In China
and in the Middle East. In this
case it would be almost suicidal
to allow it to develop."
In the business session, the
delegates passed a resolution
calling on the state binge com-
mission to authorise so-called
"Sd-5* clubs," raffles for off-
premises sale. The resolution
noted that the recent referen-
dum indicated the will of the
electorate te modify the cur-
rent stringent restrictions.
Msgr. Henry J. Watterson,
archdiocesan spiritual director,
urged the delegates to greater ef-
fort in the statewide membership
drive. In this regard, Joseph M.
Naab, chairman of the member-
ship drive, reported that Bergen
County is presently leading in
the process of enrolling new
members.
Bayonne Societies— Women at
tavern bars are now prohibited
by law in Bayonne. However,
the Bayonne City Commission is
now contemplating a revision of
the law. Delegates of Holy Name
Societies here met and unani-
mously passed a resolution pro-
testing any such amendment of
the existing municipal ordi-
nance.
The resolution stated that en-
actment of the legislation would
"constitute a detriment to the
moral health" of the city and
would "attract certain undesir-
able elements to our city from
neighboring cities where women
are not permitted at bar."
St. Cecilia's, Kearny The
third annual Fall dance will be
held Nov. 21 in the school cafe-
teria. Jack Burns is chairman.
St. John Nepomucene, Gotten-
berg—The annual Fall dance will
be held Nov. 21 in the school
auditorium. John Morro is chair-
man.
. St. Benedict’s, Newark The
fourth annual social and dance
will be held Nov. 28 in the par-
ish auditorium. The program
will include a buffet supper
John Page, Holy Name president,
is in charge.
Care for Cemeteries
LAFAYETTE, Incl.—A commu-
nity of Benedictine Brothers has
been formed here to care for old
Catholic cemeteries and estab-
lish new ones.
The Brothers also build burial
vaults, tombs and crypts of their
own design.
HUDSON HOLY NAME: Spiritual directors of the Hudson County Federation of
Holy Name Societies were honored Nov. 12 at a dinner at the CYO Center, Jersey
City. Archbishop Boland presided. Shown with him are, from left, Alfred J. Bun-
dies, co-chairman; William F. Buckley Jr., principal speaker; Auxiliary Bishop Stan-
ton; Msgr. James A. Hamilton, spiritual director, and Fred Feczko, Holy Name Fed-
eration president.
To Bless Auditorium
At St. Boniface
PATERSON Anew auditorium at St. Boniface
School will be blessed and dedicated by Bishop McNulty
on Nov. 22. Hie Bishop will celebrate a Pontifical Mass
at 9 a.m., with the dedication ceremony following. The
pastor is Rev. Francis A. English.
Archpriest to Bishop McNulty
will be Msgr. Carlo Clanci, pas-
tor, St. Michael's, Paterson. Dea-
con and subdeacon of the Mass
will be Rev. Francis X. Dennehy,
chaplain, St. Joseph’s Hospital,
Paterson, and Rev. Gerald Mc-
Ardie, assistant at St. Boniface.
Msgr. William F. Louis, Pater-
son Chancellor, will be master of
ceremonies and Rev. Henry Un-
kraut, assistant at St. Boniface,
assistant master of ceremonies.
Deacons of honor to Bishop Mc-
Nulty will be Rev. Simon Quigg,
0.F.M., guardian of St. Bonaven-
ture’s Monastery, Paterson, and
Rev. Leo Ryan, assistant at St.
Philip's, Clifton. The sermon will
be delivered by Father English.
THE NEW auditorium, which
includes a play-deck, will seat SCO
persons. Extending as a wing of
the school, the structure meas-
ures 59 by 113 feet.
The building of the auditorium
Is only one part of the improve-
ments made by Father English.
The existing school has been
provided with new steel stair-
ways, fire escapes, rest rooms
and heating plant.
St. Boniface School was opened
in 1871 with 35 pupils by Rev.
Eugene Hens. Refurbishing of the
interior will be continued during
the summer months when Father
English plans to renovate the
classrooms.
ObstetricalSociety
Meets at St. Mary’s
PASSAIC The 13th semi-an-
nual meeting of the New Jersey
Obstetrical and Gynecological So-
ciety was held recently at St.
Mary’s Hospital here.
Dr. James R. Lomauro of Pas-
saic was moderator of a panel
discussion. Speakers during-the
day included Dr. Andrew A. Mar-
chetli, Georgetown University;
Dr. Edward N. Bookrajian and
Dr. Bertold Sclzmann, Seton Hall
University College of Medicine;
and Dr. Joseph P. Donnelly,
medical director, Margaret
Hague Maternity Hospital.
THE VATICAN press was
founded by Pope Sixtus V in
1587.
Slovaks Ask Stamp
To Honor Priest
PASSAIC—in a letter to Post*
master General Arthur Summer*
field, the Slovak Catholic Sokol
has asked the Post Office D»
partment to issue a stamp honor*
ing Rev. Joseph Murgas of
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Father Murgas, an artist and
scientist, held 17 U. S. patent*
for wireless telegraphy. Th*
priest, who died in 1929, wa*
the founder of the Slovak Cath*
olic Federation of America,
Holy Father Gives
Church to Venice
VATICAN CITY (NC) - Pop*
John XXIII has donated anew
church to the Patriarchate of
Venice, over which he ruled a*
Cardinal Roncalli. Th# church
will serve a parish of 5,000, and
will be dedicated to the first
Patriarch of Venice SC Law-
rence Justinian-
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Yes-
you CAN afford a
FLORIDA sHOME!
Thinking ef retiring? Looking for
* P*oe* to build that dream home tree
aaanre yourself at eeagenial neighbor*? Looking
far half la financing that prefect?
td the answer far yea. Aad right la the
PMray ■each Area. Flertda’a meet greetoea place to Uee.
..
<**■••*•*•• ** *** »• 'ait becoming the best
address la Florida. New harems year ehaaee la batoms a pert at all
FLORIDA HAS SO MUCH TO OFFER!
fanagla* the fey ad haring a brand new. all year haem, with plenty at ground
IST nfeejawn and y*«r rery awn orange, lemon. grapefraH trees, aad gargeaea
trepical flawan blooming the year ‘ranad. And aU at a price yoa can afford to pay.
A NEW IDEA! -Windward Palma- 1.
anew concept la preparty deeetopaaeat.
There are aew soma developments with
well-selected property, reasonable Uses.
Bat that's Jest
Of M
vantages, hat auay
to select from, quarter seres or (nil
acres; ear awn architect will coat am-plan
a beautiful tropical hnma individually to
year taste, at a special law fee; ear awe
builders win erect It, la feat a few months,
at actaal cast plea only a very modest prof-
it. Local financial Institutions are geaerena
and naderstaadlag la thalr assistance.
a beautiful municipal golf
club only five minutes away, a fine labs
nearby, aad lbs Incomparable ace an beach
less than tea minutes from your front door.
UFfTIME PROTECTION! Tsar lovely
home to protected by building restrictions
aad ceveaaata la an deeds so the neigh-
borhood characteristics wiU bo maintained.
Pro party valors should always b* assured.
There's so much mors to tell things
we'd Ilka yoa to know. So If grectoos
Florida living an a pari or full tins baste
Is an your mind, why don't yea write to
“Windward Palms.” P. O. Bos 1515, Delray
Beach. Florida. If ysa prefer to talk about
It, caU in New Jersey Diamond 5-SMS.
There la no obligation, because, please re-
member, you’ve got to like ns and we*vo gat
to like yon before we atari talking serious-
ly. But do get In touch with us.
P. O. BOX 1535, DELRAY BEACH, FLORIDA
IF THERE'S A JOB TO BE DONE
ANDERSON DOES IT!
CARPENTRY, MASONRY
PAINTING, ROOFING, SIDING
* Insulation
* Bathroom*
* Plastering
* Iron Work
* Cement and
Brick Stoops
• Waterproofing
• Kitchen*
• Violations
Removed
• Pore he*
• Tiling
as Uw •• $5 per
• Modernized • Room Additions
Enclosures • Finished
• General Repairs Basement
• Floors A Steps • Stuccoing
CAU ANY TIM* OR 2-0888
Jitter*** 9-0600 EVES.: OR teOtl
ASK FOR 808 ANDKftSON
ANDERSON CONSTRUCTION CO.
WCMTUIAW. OIANM. N. A
JoseohH.Browne
Comoany
1904 - OUI 13* TIAI -195*
InslHatianal
Cleaning Snpplies
ASH CANS « MATS • SOA9
90111 H • itOOMS « MUSMIt
WAX • SPO94GIS • PAIU
• TOlin fA9U
• M0991N0 fOUIfMfWT
9A91» • 9A9ft Towns • CVI9S
278 Ways* Street
Jersey City, N. J.
m*mtm l *471
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
UTAUISHtO ISIS
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
ro* CHUKHtS. SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
AS Ttf- M«.|<
MS MW roan MU
■ HW UUMIK N. JL
CRAFT
DECORATORS
INC
UN 4 6
BRAN?NEW T9ST FULI™IZp ™
B
VACUUM CLEANER
2 DAY SALE
•AST TIRMJ
ARRANGED
LIBERAL TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCES, TOOI
SAV
LISS
iAIIIR
ENERAL ELECTRIC!
HURRY! HURRY!
CALL NOW • CALL COLLECT
24 HOURS A DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
Ml 2-7960
RRRR BOMB DEMONSTRATION *Lh« Wh aenr asecWae)
••J* kaow to aee ead try. N* can, m Ripi* Ami
MM>y. Anywhere wfchia 60 toUas.
GEM VACUUM 224 SpriaffltUl Aw.
, r
W bet / hpat satisfyf’on /
PETrq'
SINCE ISO
FUEL OIL and BURNER SERVICE
PETROLEUM heat and POwfK COMPANY ' •.
972 BROAD STREET N. -t r. n j vi ; i• o
CLASSIFIED
Doodlino for Clatsifiod Ads - Monday 12 Noon
MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Baldwin
Pianos—Organa
Harrington Console
bf
Hardman Peck
„
frncli Preprint Re*. 11.0UM71
Modern 4 Prrtnd Style* - Kale MS*
WALNUT - MAHOO - UWtD OAK
INCLUDES BENCH DELIVERY
10 YEAR GUARANTEE!
New Spinet Pianos from $403
Noble’s
est. Ino
TO* Mala 81. Harkrneark
Naar Rte. 1 Tree Partins
Open Mon. Tlmra, m. 11l I
DI 2-2191
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
PLUMBING—HEATING
MICHAEL T BA UDEKM AN'S. biC.
PLUMBING AND KEATING
101 WILLIAM ST.. NEWARK S
MA 1 7407
SAFES
NEW AND USED SAFES
ALL TYPE
Vauita Bouso 1. Sold and Repaired
Safa Interior# made U apectllcatioaa.
All klada ai fireproof equipment for
laatltutlona. Industry. Realdenre
MAfTEY'S KEY SHOP (eat IOICB
UTS K Grand St.. Elizabeth. N. J.
a nora
ELECTRICAL WORK
WIRING FOR HOME AND FACTORY
BARRY ELECTRIC
JO LINDEN AVE. KEARNY, NJ.
W3 1-7000
RELIGIOUS GOODS
rKlioious articles
THE MIRACLE SHOP
St* Rldoa Road. Lrndhural
lopp Rita Thaatral
Dally Ila 9 - « to •
WEhater 3-4900
REALTORS
UNION COUNTY
Ta Boy ar SeD Can an
JOHN P. McMAHON
1900 Morris Are. L'ataa MU 09494
Open Evas A Weekend
_
Reel Estate for Sale
BLOOMFIELD
“
St. THOMAS PARISH - Attract**
-
i
bedroom borne an Dead End S4. ndjnrat
<o Bmkdilt Park CmtmM lo church,
school and all ItuaforttUoo. AH aisrtrtr
fcßchan with adjocan* Uundrr roam Pull
btiwwk —4 ktr ganm P. nm
ST. THOMAS PARISH
iModsrn ctnUr hsll colonUl. s&c«U«at
condition. First floor powdsr room. 4
MVNIM BM 8 MtirßMM Ml MMM
rv. SStftSL “ and
HOWELL S. COGAN, REALTOR
303 Broad Si . Bloomflald FI »J7M
Hirt u Pi»v«—ofig -if p~*n cot 1
APAITMJSNT TO UT
tool Eilat* for Sal*
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD AND VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUT-OPTOWNERS
oven ms multiple lutings
r H^La!^AAL «“TAT * {jjjLga
OPEN 7 DAYS AND EVENwSs
RIDGEWOOD
BUY NOW
SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR
TRADE-IN PLAN
Ws vUI UM jour bouM for silo. s>
easuidrr burins It. If rou purrhsn »-
olkor hours Uuroush our ottico. Lot
us know roar requlrotnsnta. Eronlnrs
tnd HoUdirs roll Mrs. KsDr WE I
Mr. C. linker. NO 7-3STS.
STANLEY JOHNSON
K« alter
U Hijh Street NOrtk 14
Hetldenllil Sim SoecUUsts
McCANN • WEBBE
In The Pink Brick Black
l E. Ride*wood Are.. Rldnwood. N. I.
OLiver 2-0883
OPEN WEEKEND*
CRANFORD
If YOU CALL NOW
You nuy to fortunato «no
purchase thla
4 BEDROOM HOME
with Ist. floor lavatory, oil stout
tost, low Utti <UM> for oaly 114,000.
O. C. HOWLAND BR 4 5000
r Cranford. N. J.
CHATHAM
Charmlna 3 bedroom bourn. earelleat
condition, wall to wall cam*Una. jab
oualad porch, complotalr modern, fullr
ewulppod G. t kitchen. Acroaa rtrool
from lit. Patrick'! church and echoed.
Cloao to train, bua. ahopplna. Low Ma.
MX S-T37.
HELP WANTED FEMALE
COOK in coniroot. twain If daalrad,
Own room aad bath Thunder and
Sunder afternoon off. UN MMI or UN
MU*.
TO SHARK
BUSINESS woman wUhc to »har* a»1
In Irvinclon with another Udy. lUtf-
•rtocM •■chanced. Write Bos 1 The
>. 31 Clinton St . Newark HA*T
APARTMENT WANTED
FaWIL? with chlldra uraoaDp meal
• or • room aaartanaal la BloomfieldI apartment
Kaarod mart M _
WVaaa. 1 or i
"
INSTRUCTION
Prtrato tutonad. matkamiltOa aad ajC
enro. aradaa dll. U poara
* *-L-|<
“ “
l-dltd
APARTMENT TO LIT
LUT MUNOZ. N. T
NOW LEASING FOR
JANUARY OCCUPANCY
44 SOUTH MUNN AVE.
!Bf%
■aa
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SHOP LATE THURS. & FRI. TIL 9:30 P.M.—SAT. TIL * PJul. CLOSED SUNDAYS AS ALWAYS
Packord - Bomborger
QUALITY GROCERIES
G«ituin«
1
TOP QOAItTY MEATS
**9«tor ity|,
Sprl,,
S^°G!£niV***URST
U MeAT FRANKS
UA
® O*o® SEAFOODhaddock fillettT
;
ifP SEA SCAUOfs
—
KHAt,B “T STEAKS
/b.
/b.
lb.
lb
lb
lb
17-oz.
Crocary prlco. offocHv.
thru lllJimhir M*
Othor pricae oHoctlvo thru
Saturday, Novoenbor 21»t.
Selected Quality Produce
Golden-ripe
bananas
2‘ 29
Calavo Brand AVOCADOS
2
29*
FRESH BEETS
w„„.dfwH«ok«wt«<™"
l
'
o*r-?l
. Hnfl you „„d
(or bakln» dolidoo.,
old-fa*> * * d(y ,„ih, walnoß.
Wo carry ovorytWna Y , orange pool*, P
PP
Sloiod fn.», eh.--.
almond., and many many
m0,.1
«*"£!£?
6"1'
C°C°MW-
OJSTM® wt
•a.
® nNf °A«y proouqj
but
AA BOTER
«> 69e
idle WONDER
CAKE
OtD^MHtOHßkß^^^
lb.
•a.
lb.
(eo/id printt)
****** CHEDDAR CHEESE
\w
3
29c
* a.Udou»
fct* °" d
AW
® *9*c°l*ssen
Sliced, f3fg
,k- 79c I *oAsr “>• I orT I Imported Danish
. j meat ,k 70#*
"* 49c | «»«m-sw. ,Vc |
“ 1.69
PACKARP - BAMBERGER &. CO. . MAIN AT TEMPLE AVE. . HACKENSACK,N.
